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Abstract
We consider scalar integrable lattice equations which arise as the natural
discrete counterparts to KdV-type PDEs. Several results are reported.
We identify a new and natural connection between the ‘Schwarzian’
(Mo¨bius invariant) integrable lattice systems and the Mo¨bius group itself.
The lattice equation in some sense describes dynamics of fixed-points as
they change under composition between transformations.
A classification result is given for lattice equations which are linear but
also consistent on the cube. Such systems lie outside previous classification
schemes.
New Ba¨cklund transformations (BTs) for some known integrable lat-
tice equations are given. As opposed to the natural auto-BT inherent in
every such equation, these BTs are of two other kinds. Specifically, it
is found that some equations admit additional auto-BTs (with Ba¨cklund
parameter), whilst some pairs of apparently distinct equations admit a
BT which connects them.
Adler’s equation has come to hold the status of ‘master equation’
among the integrable lattice equations. Solutions of this equation are
derived which are associated with 1-cycles and 2-cycles of the BT. They
were the first explicit solutions written for Adler’s equation. We also ap-
ply the BT to the 1-cycle solution in order to construct a soliton-type
solution.
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Introduction
In this chapter we will begin by setting the scene with a very brief history
of the subject matter. We will then give a detailed technical example
to introduce the concepts of greatest importance for understanding the
material in the thesis. Finally we will give an overview of the thesis
itself, highlighting the main results and describing the factors which have
motivated the research.
1.1 Background
The celebrated transformation of Ba¨cklund, published in 1883 [12], pro-
vided a method in differential geometry of generating surfaces of constant
negative curvature. In a particular fixed co-ordinate system (and in two
dimensions) these surfaces are exactly the solutions of a particular two
dimensional PDE which is now known as the sine-Gorden equation. The
transformation discovered by Ba¨cklund generates a new solution of the
PDE from a known solution using (one dimensional) quadrature. The
commutativity property between two such transformations, distinguished
by the choice of a parameter (the Ba¨cklund parameter), was later dis-
covered by Bianchi [13]. This property revealed a superposition principle
for solutions related by the Ba¨cklund transformation (the permutability
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condition) which as a practical upshot enables the algebraic construction
of new solutions by the superposition of known solutions. (cf. [21, 67] for
a discussion of the geometrical aspects of BTs and a more comprehensive
history and references.)
Transformations of the type originally discovered by Ba¨cklund, which
have also come to bear his name, play a central role in the theory of inte-
grable systems (cf. the collection [46]). A step of particular importance in
establishing this was made by Wahlquist and Estabrook [83] in 1973 when
they reported their discovery of a BT for the (potential) Korteweg-de Vries
(KdV) equation (famously solved in [24]). Among the several important
facts they observed was a direct connection between their BT and the
remarkable multi-soliton solutions discovered by Hirota [29]. Specifically,
it was found that the N -soliton solution is related to the (N+1)-soliton
solution by the BT.
Integrable semi-discrete and fully discrete equations, which are the
analog of integrable PDEs but with one or more of the variables discrete,
arose naturally from several areas early on in the development of integrable
systems. For example from physical modelling [74] (cf. [22, 33]), dis-
cretization of the Zakaharov-Shabat [85] inverse scattering scheme [1, 44],
discretization of PDEs in bilinear form [29] (cf. also [48]) and considera-
tion of BTs themselves as semi-discrete equations [43, 42]. In 1983 Nijhoff,
Quispel and Capel (NQC) [50] (cf. [66, 52, 54]) added to this tally, they
proposed a fully discrete lattice equation (the NQC equation) based on
a singular linear integral equation which generalized that of Fokas and
Ablowitz [23] (the direct linearisation approach). The resulting lattice
equation was shown to coincide with the superposition principle for a
quite general PDE of KdV type. They demonstrated that the PDE and
its BT could be recovered from the lattice equation in a particular contin-
uum limit and, by construction, were able to give multi-soliton solutions
for the lattice equation.
In 1998 Adler [3] found a BT for the Krichever-Novikov (KN) equa-
tion [37, 38]. The KN equation is a PDE of KdV type which holds a
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distinguished position because essentially all other non-linear equations
of KdV type are degenerate cases of this one [72, 73] (cf. also [31] for a
connection to the Landau-Lifshitz equation). In particular the PDE dis-
cretized by NQC is a parameter sub-case of the KN equation. As a result
the superposition principle found by Adler [3] for the KN BT (we refer
to this superposition principle as Adler’s lattice equation) provided a gen-
eralisation of the NQC equation. Note that this was a generalisation for
which the direct linearising transformation, and in particular the soliton
solutions, were not known.
In a paper of Nijhoff and Walker [58] in 2001 (cf. also [15]) that the
property of consistency on the cube, which was actually implicit in the
construction of the NQC equation, was identified as a property of the
lattice equation alone, without reference to other features of integrability.
This property should be expected for any superposition principle, and was
observed for Adler’s equation by Nijhoff in [61].
It was the promotion of consistency on the cube to a criteria for inte-
grability by Adler, Bobenko and Suris which led them to important clas-
sification results for integrable lattice equations in 2002 and 2007 [4, 6].
They provided a list of canonical forms for integrable lattice equations
(denoted Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, A1, A2,H1,H2 and H3) which have since be-
come common terminology in the field. Basically though, they confirmed
that Adler’s lattice equation (denoted Q4) holds the same status among
integrable quadrilateral lattice equations as does the KN equation among
PDEs of KdV type, i.e., everything within the classification is a degenerate
case of Adler’s equation. Adler and Suris [5] have also reported connec-
tions between Adler’s lattice equation and several other important (ellip-
tic) integrable systems [70, 40], giving it the status of an ‘integrable master
equation’. There are some technical challenges in studying this equation
which makes it the least understood of the integrable scalar quadrilateral
lattice equations, but it is also of course the most interesting.
3
1.2 Example
The notion of Ba¨cklund transformation (BT) can be seen as a unifying one
as far as this thesis is concerned. First, almost without exception, each
integrable lattice equation considered here will be the superposition prin-
ciple for BTs of some known integrable PDE. Second, the notion of inte-
grability will be that of higher-dimensional consistency, which is basically
a discrete analog for the existence of a BT. The superposition principle,
higher dimensional consistency, and several more ideas (and terms used
in section 1.1) which are well established components of the integrable
systems theory will be explained in this section by means of an example.
We remark at this point that any attempt at a universal definition of a
BT is unlikely to satisfy everyone (unless it were overly vague), so using
a relevant but particular example is a practical way to establish in the
mind of the reader what we mean by this term. In particular we distin-
guish the notion of BT considered here from the more general notion of a
Lie-Ba¨cklund transformation (which is the subject of for example [7]).
The Schwarzian KdV equation and its Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation
The example we will consider starts with an integrable PDE known as the
Schwarzian KdV equation
SKdV (u) :=
uy
ux
− uxxx
ux
+
3
2
u2xx
u2x
= 0, (1.1)
which was first written in this form by Weiss in 1982 [79], but which
can actually be transformed to a parameter sub-case of the equation
found by Krichever and Novikov [37, 38] in 1979. Among the known
two-dimensional integrable PDEs of KdV type, i.e., equations of the form
uy = uxxx+F (u, ux, uxx) for some function F , the principal distinguishing
feature of (1.1) is its invariance under Mo¨bius transformations,
u→ (au+ b)/(cu+ d), ad 6= bc. (1.2)
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The BT for (1.1) may be written as the following coupled system of equa-
tions
uxu˜x =
1
2p
(u− u˜)2 , SKdV (u) + SKdV (u˜) = 0 (1.3)
where u = u(x, y), u˜ = u˜(x, y) and p ∈ C is a constant parameter. This
system is perhaps not as good as some others for an introductory discus-
sion of BTs because, like all BTs for equations of KdV type, the system
(1.3) contains one ODE in x and one PDE (involving both x and y deriva-
tives). In this respect the original system of Ba¨cklund, which contains
one first order ODE in x and one first order ODE in y, involves easier
calculation and is neater conceptually. The difference can be understood
because the sine-Gorden equation, unlike (1.1), is first order in, and in-
variant under the interchange of, the two independent variables x and y.
The example (1.1) does have the advantage that it is typical of the equa-
tions of KdV type. But we have made it our particular choice because
the superposition principle for the BT (1.3) also emerges quite naturally
from an altogether different origin, which will be one of the principal new
observations contained in this thesis. For this reason it is useful for the
reader to encounter it in the present context first.
So consider the system (1.3). If we fix u for example, then the single
variable u˜ is determined by a system of two equations. Rearranging the
first equation of (1.3) for u˜x and the second for u˜y, we can write a condition
for the compatibility of this system, a direct calculation yields
∂yu˜x − ∂xu˜y = 2(u˜
2
xuxx + u
2
xu˜xx)
ux(ux − u˜x) SKdV (u), (1.4)
where we have used (1.3) to simplify the expression on the RHS. This
reveals that the constraint (1.1) is sufficient for the compatibility of (1.3)
in u˜, moreover it is clear from (1.3) that u˜ which then emerges also satisfies
(1.1). The new solution u˜ will depend not only on the original solution u
but also on the parameter p and a single constant of integration. We say
that two solutions u and u˜ of (1.1) satisfying (1.3) are related by the BT
and for convenience we will write
u
p∼ u˜. (1.5)
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Inspecting (1.3) we see that the BT actually defines a symmetric relation
on the set of solutions to (1.1). But this is not where the story ends
because the relation defined by the BT finds itself endowed with an elegant
property.
The superposition principle
The parameter p is a free parameter of the transformation (1.3) which we
will refer to as the Ba¨cklund parameter, transformations with different
choices of this parameter satisfy a remarkable commutativity property
(Bianchi permutability) which we will now describe. If we suppose that
u = u(x, y), u˜ = u˜(x, y) and û = û(x, y) are solutions of (1.1) for which
u
p∼ u˜ and u q∼ û (1.6)
for some other parameter q, and define ̂˜u = ̂˜u(x, y) by the relation
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) := p(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u)− q(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u) = 0, (1.7)
then the new function ̂˜u is a solution of (1.1), moreover the BT relations
û
p∼ ̂˜u and u˜ q∼ ̂˜u (1.8)
also hold. The relation (1.7) at the core of this notion of commutativity
is the superposition principle. The assertions about the function ̂˜u deter-
mined by (1.7) can be verified by direct calculation, so it remains to show
how (1.7) can be found from (1.3). The idea is to start by writing nec-
essary conditions for (1.8) assuming (1.6). Certainly the following should
hold
uxu˜x =
1
p
(u− u˜)2, uxûx = 1
q
(u− û)2,
ûx̂˜ux = 1
p
(û− ̂˜u)2, u˜x̂˜ux = 1
q
(u˜− ̂˜u)2. (1.9)
Elimination of ux, u˜x, ûx and ̂˜ux from this system leads to the condition
1
q2
(u− û)2(u˜− ̂˜u)2 − 1
p2
(u− u˜)2(û− ̂˜u)2 = 0. (1.10)
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The factorization of this expression is immediate,
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u)Qpq′(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, (1.11)
where q′ = −q, which introduces the expression defined in (1.7) as well
as a related competing expression. Whereas the vanishing of the second
factor of (1.11) determines a function ̂˜u which does not satisfy (1.8), a
direct calculation reveals that the vanishing of the first factor determines
a function ̂˜u which (beyond usual expectations) does. The superposition
principle determines algebraically a new solution ̂˜u from known solutions
u, u˜ and û satisfying (1.6). Observe that if u˜ and û are constructed by
application of the BT to an arbitrary seed solution u, so each contains
an arbitrary constant of integration, then the new solution ̂˜u constructed
by superposition contains (in principle) two arbitrary constants. But the
consecutive application of two BTs to the seed solution u also results
in a new solution which contains two constants of integration. What
this reveals is that the construction of new solutions algebraically using
the superposition principle does not lose out in any way to the iterative
application of the BT itself, which requires quadrature at both steps.
Consistency on the cube
There is one more essential ingredient present in the BT apparatus, to
reveal it we need to focus our attention on the superposition principle
(1.7) alone. Consider this expression as a polynomial of degree one in the
four variables u, u˜, û and ̂˜u without, for the moment, any reference to the
continuous variables x and y. Now it turns out that the consistency of the
following system can be verified,
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0,
Qqr(u, û, u, û) = 0, Qqr(u˜, ̂˜u, u˜, ̂˜u) = 0,
Qrp(u, u, u˜, u˜) = 0, Qrp(û, û, ̂˜u, ̂˜u) = 0.
(1.12)
By consistency here we mean that given initial data u, u˜, û and u, and af-
ter evaluation of the intermediate variables ̂˜u, û and u˜ using the equations
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on the left, the remaining equations on the right determine the same value
for ̂˜u. By assigning the variables involved to the vertices of a cube as in
figure 1.1, we may associate each equation in (1.12) to a face of the same
cube. This provides a convenient geometrical configuration to visualise
this notion of consistency. It also gives rise to the name of this property
- we say that the expression (1.7) is consistent on the cube. This consis-
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Figure 1.1: Variables associated to the vertices of a cube
tency property naturally augments the commutativity property already
described for the BT (1.3). Specifically, if we suppose u, u˜, û and u are
solutions of (1.1) for which
u
p∼ u˜, u q∼ û, u r∼ u, (1.13)
and use the consistent system (1.12) to define ̂˜u, û, u˜ and ̂˜u, then all of the
following relations hold
û
p∼ ̂˜u, u q∼ û, u˜ r∼ u˜,
u
p∼ u˜, u˜ q∼ ̂˜u, û r∼ û,
û
p∼ ̂˜u, u˜ q∼ ̂˜u, ̂˜u r∼ ̂˜u.
(1.14)
With reference to the cube in figure 1.1, we may associate the relations
in (1.13) and (1.14) to the edges. It is natural to ask if the permutability
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we have described, of two and three BTs, extends to a higher number of
BTs, say with Ba¨cklund parameters p, q, r, s, . . ., and the answer turns out
to be in the affirmative. In fact we require only one further property of
the expression (1.7) and that is covariance, by which we will mean the
symmetry
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0 ⇔ Qqp(u, û, u˜, ̂˜u) = 0. (1.15)
Covariance together with consistency on the cube implies consistency also
on any higher dimensional hypercube. That is, if we give initial data
u, u˜, û, u, u˙, . . . then the values at each other vertex on the hypercube are
determined uniquely by imposing the appropriate copy of the equation
(1.7) to each face. Once again, if
u
p∼ u˜, u q∼ û, u r∼ u, u s∼ u˙, . . . (1.16)
are related solutions of (1.1), then the superposition principle can be used
to consistency populate the remaining vertices of the hypercube with new
solutions of (1.1), related by the BT along each edge.
The associated lattice equation and its Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation
As we have seen, the consistency on the cube is a property of the polyno-
mial expression (1.7) on its own, without any reference to the continuous
variables x and y. This property has significant consequences when we
use (1.7) as a starting point to define a quadrilateral lattice equation. The
idea is to consider the equation
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, (1.17)
but now we suppose u = u(n,m), u˜ = u(n + 1,m), û = u(n,m + 1) and̂˜u = u(n+ 1,m+ 1) are values of a dependent variable u as a function of
independent variables n,m ∈ Z, so (1.17) holds on each elementary quadri-
lateral of the Z2 lattice. In this context the parameters p and q will be
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referred to as lattice parameters of the equation. This particular discrete
equation, known as the lattice Schwarzian KdV, was first written down in
1995 by Nijhoff and Capel [52], but can be identified as a parameter sub-
case of the earlier equation of NQC [50]. Like its continuous counterpart,
this equation is distinguished among the known integrable quadrilateral
lattice equations because of its invariance under Mo¨bius transformations
(1.2).
The following system constitutes a BT for for the lattice equation
(1.17),
Qrp(u, v, u˜, v˜) = 0, Qqr(u, û, v, v̂) = 0, (1.18)
where u = u(n,m), v = v(n,m) will be the related solutions of (1.17) and
r ∈ C takes the role of the Ba¨cklund parameter. With u fixed, (1.18) is an
overdetermined system for v. Now it turns out that (1.17) is a sufficient
condition on u for the compatibility of (1.18) in v ((v˜)̂− (v̂)˜ = 0), and
moreover the solution v which then emerges also satisfies (1.17). To verify
this assertion we don’t actually need to do any further calculation, it holds
because the BT (1.18), like the equation (1.17) itself, is constructed from
the expression (1.7), and the assertion amounts to nothing more than its
consistency on the cube.
If we inspect the BT (1.18) for the lattice equation we see it has a
somewhat simpler appearance than the BT (1.3) for the PDE in that
it consists of a pair of first order ordinary difference equations, which
is actually more reminiscent of Ba¨cklund’s original system for the sine-
Gorden equation. However in most respects the BT (1.18) is very similar
to the BT (1.3) described earlier for the PDE. As in that case the new
solution v will depend upon u as well as the choice of the parameter r
and one constant of integration. Also it is clear that, like before, the BT
defines a symmetric relation on the set of solutions of (1.17) - our attention
is now firmly on the lattice equation and its BT so we allow ourselves to
recycle the previous notation - we will write
u
r∼ v (1.19)
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to indicate that u and v are solutions of (1.17) related by the BT (1.18).
The superposition principle
As in the continuous case, BTs (1.18) with different choices of Ba¨cklund
parameter commute in the sense that a superposition principle exists.
Specifically, if we suppose that u = u(n,m) is a solution of (1.17) and
that u = u(n,m) and u˙ = u˙(n,m) are related solutions,
u
r∼ u and u s∼ u˙, (1.20)
then the new function u˙ = u˙(n,m) defined by the relation
Qrs(u, u, u˙, u˙) = 0 (1.21)
also satisfies (1.17), moreover it is related to u and u˙ by the BTs
u˙
r∼ u˙ and u s∼ u˙. (1.22)
The equation (1.21) is the superposition principle for solutions of the lat-
tice equation (1.17) related by its BT (1.18). Again it can be written in
terms of the same expression (1.7). To verify the stated commutativity
property turns out to be equivalent to checking for the consistency of (1.7)
on the faces of the four dimensional hypercube, which we have already ob-
served is just a consequence of covariance plus consistency on the cube.
Similarly, the permutability of any higher number of BTs for the lattice
equation is assured because of consistency on the higher dimensional hy-
percube. So structurally the relation defined by the BT on the solution
space is just the same for the lattice equation as for the PDE.
But perhaps the most appealing feature of the fully discrete system
is that the lattice equation itself, its BT and the superposition princi-
ple, are all expressible in terms of the same quadrilateral expression, and
the gears which make the BT apparatus work are turned entirely by its
properties of covariance and consistency on the cube. This simplicity may
leave the reader with the impression that the lattice system is perhaps a
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complementary addition to the underlying integrable PDE, but that the
separated discrete part can only contain a residue of the richness present
in the full system. However we are about to finish this section by describ-
ing one last feature which will reveal that this impression is essentially a
false one, for although the discrete system remains one step away from
any physics described the PDE, both the PDE itself and its BT may be
recovered from the discrete system by a continuum limit.
The continuum limit
We will reintroduce continuous variables x and y through the operator
Cp = e
√
2p(∂x+
p
6
∂y), (1.23)
which depends also on a parameter p. (This could be referred to as a
truncated vertex operator [78].) Acting on an analytic function f = f(x, y)
this operator simply increments the arguments by a particular amount
(which depends on the value of p),
[Cpf ](x, y) = f(x+
√
2p, y + p
√
2p/6), (1.24)
and may be referred to as an analytic difference operator. Note also, for
example, that
lim
p→0
1√
2p
(Cp − 1)f = fx. (1.25)
Now, if we suppose u = u(x, y) then the following is straightforward to
verify
lim
p,q→0
−3
pq(p− q)Qpq(u,Cpu,Cqu,CpCqu) = u
2
xSKdV (u). (1.26)
So in this limit the PDE (1.1) emerges from the lattice equation (1.17).
(According [78] we would recover a hierarchy of PDEs if the vertex op-
erator (1.23) were not truncated.) The limit of the BT (1.18) is slightly
more subtle. Given u = u(x, y) and v = v(x, y), we want to find the limit
of the system
Qrp(u, v, Cpu,Cpv) = 0, Qqr(u,Cqu, v, Cqv) = 0, (1.27)
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as p and q go to zero. But these two expressions have expansions with
precisely the same terms,
Qrp(u, v, Cpu,Cpv) = p[2ruxvx − (u− v)2] +
p
√
2p[r(uxvxx + uxxvx)− (u− v)(ux − vx)] +
p2[
r
3
((ut + 2uxxx)vx + (vt + 2vxxx)ux) + ruxxvxx − (u− v)(uxx − vxx)]
+ . . . ,
(1.28)
the only difference between them being the small parameter. What we do
in this circumstance is take the limit of the system (1.27) to be the first
two independent terms in the expansion (1.28). The second term vanishes
as a consequence of the first, so we take the first and the third terms, a
rearrangement of the resulting two equations yields the system
uxvx =
1
2r
(u− v)2 , SKdV (u) + SKdV (v) = 0, (1.29)
which up to the choice of variables and Ba¨cklund parameter is exactly
(1.3). So in this limit we also find that the continuous BT emerges from
the discrete BT. The continuum limit of the discrete system thus brings
us full circle, back to the PDE and its BT.
Conclusion
We have given an introductory run-through of an integrable PDE and its
lattice counterpart. The facts presented are self-contained in the sense
of being verifiable without the need for additional material. The aspect
of integrability we have described in this example is not much exceeded
throughout the thesis, and everything else which is new will be thoroughly
introduced. The hope of the author is that accessibility remains as wide
as possible throughout.
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1.3 Synopsis
It is useful to consider the thesis as being in two distinct parts, each with
a different underlying motivation and each presented in a different style.
Part I
The first part explores a new connection between integrable lattice equa-
tions on the one hand and dynamical aspects of Mo¨bius transformations
on the other. This exploration begins firmly in the realm of the latter,
with an introduction to the very basics of Mo¨bius transformations in chap-
ter 2. Of course to study Mo¨bius transformations is far from being a new
idea, so some justification for the presence of this introduction is required.
Our purpose is to give a perspective which is non-standard, from a van-
tage somewhere in-between two others. The first is a consideration of the
group structure, appropriately the matrix group GL2(C) which is homo-
morphic to the Mo¨bius group (or projective GL2(C) which is isomorphic).
The second is a discrete dynamical systems point of view, where a Mo¨bius
transformation can be considered as a simple mapping, which is the dis-
crete analog of the autonomous Riccati ODE.
The in-between perspective we take will turn out to be quite natural for
the results we wish to state. Importantly though, the principal generalisa-
tion we have in mind for these notions is to the biquadratic correspondence
where a similar approach is natural.
In chapter 3 we describe a very simple lattice equation naturally asso-
ciated with subgroups of Mo¨bius transformations that share their fixed-
points. Although the lattice equation is linear, the connection is shown
to expose other strong solveability properties for the equation, including
consistency on the cube.
Chapter 4 introduces another quadrilateral lattice system, this time
though some effort is needed to establish the equation, which turns out
to be the Schwarzian example we used in the previous section. The em-
bedding in three dimensions will establish a connection with the system
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already discussed in chapter 3. Note that the ‘Schwarzian’ lattice systems
have been connected to classical results in geometry by Konopelchenko
and Schief [36].
It turns out that a crucial link between the systems discussed in chap-
ters 3 and 4 is a higher dimensional lattice equation, specifically the lattice
Schwarzian KP equation, which is the subject of chapter 5. The connec-
tion to Mo¨bius transformations here is used to characterize the reduction
from this equation to the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation of chapter 4.
Part II
In chapter 6 we introduce Adler’s equation and review the ABS classifica-
tion results discussed in section 1.1. An important theme which is brought
out by this material is a natural connection between the integrable (scalar)
quadrilateral lattice equations and the biquadratic, a polynomial of degree
at most two in two variables.
Equations which are consistent on the cube, and which appear not
to be degenerations of Adler’s equation, are known. In fact the equation
introduced in chapter 3 is one such example, also there is an interest-
ing system discovered by Hietarinta [26]. However (as far as the author is
aware) none are known which are not linearisable (the Hietarinta equation
was linearised in [69]). In chapter 7 we give a new but modest classification
result which aims to clarify the situation for the linear lattice equations.
An interesting feature of the main equation given is that the lattice pa-
rameters (explained in section 1.2) naturally have two components.
There are two ways to view the results we present in chapter 8. Within
this chapter new systems are given which are consistent on a cube, but
the systems are non-symmetric in the sense of having functionally distinct
equations on the various faces. However on at least two opposite faces
the equations present coincide with previously known equations which are
themselves consistent on the cube (in the conventional sense as described
in section 1.2). A natural way to think of these systems is as BTs, which
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are distinct from the conventional BT, and that connect these previously
known equations. ABS gave one such system in [4], the only other example
of which the author is aware was a BT between the lattice Schwarzian and
modified KdV equations attributable to [59], which is discussed (among
other things) in appendix C.
In chapter 9 we give (to the author’s knowledge) the first explicit
solutions of Adler’s equation. Given that this equation has a natural BT
(like the one described in section 1.2) one is tempted to think that the
construction of solutions is almost immediate. However the construction
of a seed solution to start a Ba¨cklund chain turns out to be a non-trivial
problem for Adler’s equation.
We start the chapter by describing the natural connection between
Adler’s equation, the group on an elliptic curve and the elliptic func-
tions, which is all orchestrated by the associated symmetric biquadratic
correspondence. With almost no further consideration this leads to an
elementary solution of Adler’s equation, however we go on to discover
that this solution is only trivially altered by an application of the BT.
In other words this solution constitutes a non-germinating seed. We re-
solve this problem by constructing a generalisation of the non-germinating
seed solution as what we refer to as a 1-cycle (or fixed-point) of the BT
(this terminology is ambiguous because the BT is not injective, but we do
give a precise definition), a result given originally in [8]. Application of
the BT (with different Ba¨cklund parameter) to this solution then yields a
non-trivial soliton type solution.
The 1-cycle is actually the simplest case of the more general problem
(considered first by Weiss [81, 82]) to find N-cycles of the BT. We finish
chapter 9 by solving the quite technical problem of constructing explicitly
the 2-cycles of the BT, this result was published originally in [9]. The
construction we apply is closely related to the issue of periodic reductions
of the quadrilateral lattice. This idea was first explored in the context of
periodic ‘staircase’ reductions of integrable lattice equations of KdV type,
cf [65], where they led to mappings integrable in the sense of Liouville
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[18] (cf. [77]). A two-step reduction of this type for Adler’s equation was
studied recently in the work of Joshi et. al. [32]. We will explain the
connection between this mapping and the mapping associated with the
2-cycle of the BT considered here. More generally, periodic reductions
on the lattice can be considered the analog of finite-gap solutions [57] (cf
also [81]) and this connection leads us to expect that parametrisation of
N -cycles of the BT with N > 2 will need Abelian functions associated
with hyper-elliptic curves, which we do not consider here.
Ending
In the final chapter (10) we draw-out two important themes which have
emerged during the course of the thesis. These themes suggest practical
future research, and we provide some technical details about one direction
in particular. The appendices contain some additional material which
complements the results of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Mo¨bius transformations
In this chapter we give an introductory account of the Mo¨bius transfor-
mations, that is transformations of the form
m : Ĉ −→ Ĉ, u 7→ m(u) = au+ b
cu+ d
, ad 6= bc. (2.1)
Here Ĉ denotes the extended complex plane, Ĉ = C ∪ {∞}. The parame-
ters a, b, c, d ∈ C will be called the coefficients of the transformation. The
additional constraint ad 6= bc is equivalent to demanding the transforma-
tion be invertible, som permutes Ĉ. The set of all Mo¨bius transformations,
M =
{
u 7→ au+ b
cu+ d
∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ C, ad 6= bc } ,
form a group under composition, we will refer to the identity in M as e.
Through this chapter we will collect together some elementary facts
about Mo¨bius transformations. These facts will all be stated as theorems
with a uniform numbering system. The main reason is that they are then
available for convenient reference in later chapters, we remark that nothing
in this introductory chapter is actually a theorem in the sense of being a
new result.
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2.1 The linear system for the coefficients
Consider the action of m ∈ M on four points in Ĉ
m(uk) = u˜k, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. (2.2)
These equations can be written as a linear system for the coefficients of
m, 
u1u˜1 u˜1 u1 1
u2u˜2 u˜2 u2 1
u3u˜3 u˜3 u3 1
u4u˜4 u˜4 u4 1


c
d
−a
−b
 =

0
0
0
0
 . (2.3)
The vanishing of the determinant of the matrix in this system imposes
that
(u˜4 − u˜3)(u˜2 − u˜1)
(u˜4 − u˜2)(u˜3 − u˜1) =
(u4 − u3)(u2 − u1)
(u4 − u2)(u3 − u1) , (2.4)
which is therefore necessary for the existence of m ∈ M satisfying (2.2).
The condition (2.4) leads to the following basic theorem.
Theorem 1 Given two sets of distinct points {u1, u2, u3} and {u˜1, u˜2, u˜3}
taken from Ĉ, there exists a unique m ∈ M for which m(uk) = u˜k, k ∈
{1, 2, 3}. Moreover, given any point u4 ∈ Ĉ the action of m on u4 is the
point u˜4 determined uniquely by (2.4).
Proof If such m ∈ M existed and its action on an arbitrary point u4 were
u˜4, then u˜4 should indeed satisfy (2.4) which has been established as a
necessary condition on m. Furthermore, the assumption that the sets each
contain three distinct points ensures the point u˜4 is fixed unambiguously
by (2.4), so any such m is unique.
But the mapping u4 7→ u˜4 defined by (2.4) is invertible (again, we
need that the points in each set are distinct) and therefore constitutes a
Mo¨bius transformation. Moreover this Mo¨bius transformation sends uk to
u˜k for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} so amounts to a construction of m and the theorem is
proved.

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There is an issue which we need to address, specifically the interpre-
tation of theorem (1) and in particular the equation (2.4) given that the
points involved are taken from Ĉ. If one or more of the points in (2.4) are
equal to∞ it may not be obvious at a glance that the point u˜4 is uniquely
determined. However, by substiting 1/ for those points which are equal
to ∞ and rearranging for u˜4 it will be seen that u˜v ∈ Ĉ is uniquely de-
termined in the limit  −→ 0 (provided we stay within the hypotheses
of the theorem). On a few later occasions we will write down equations
which will also involve points taken from Ĉ, and although we will not
mention it explicitly, we mean for them to be interpreted in the way we
have described here when one or more of the points involved is equal to
∞.
2.2 Fixed-points
For any m ∈ M the equation for v
m(v) = v (2.5)
has at least one solution in Ĉ. To see this it is sufficient to observe that
when (2.5), written as a polynomial equation for v, does not have a so-
lution in C, then it has the solution 0 as a polynomial equation for 1/v.
We refer to any solution of (2.5) as a fixed-point of m, hence every m ∈ M
has at least one fixed-point. This can be complemented by the observa-
tion that any m ∈ M with more than two fixed-points coincides with e by
theorem 1, upon which we can formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Every non-identity Mo¨bius transformation has one or two
fixed-points in Ĉ.
It turns out to be natural to parametrise the group of Mo¨bius transfor-
mations by their fixed-points.
If m ∈ M satisfies (2.2) with u˜1 = u1 and u˜2 = u2, i.e., u1 and u2 are
fixed-points of m, then provided u2 6= u1 the condition (2.4) simplifies to
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the relation
(u˜4 − u˜3)(u4 − u2)(u1 − u3)
(u˜4 − u2)(u4 − u3)(u1 − u˜3) = 1 ⇔
u1u2 u1 + u2 1
u3u˜4 u3 + u˜4 1
u˜3u4 u˜3 + u4 1
= 0. (2.6)
(The alternative determinant form makes the remarkable symmetries of
this equation plain to the eye.) In fact the u2 6= u1 proviso can be removed
leaving us with a stronger specialisation of theorem 1.
Theorem 3 Given a (possibly coinciding) pair u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ and a pair of
distinct points u3, u˜3 ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2}, there exists a unique m ∈ M the only
fixed-points of which are u1 and u2, and for which m(u3) = u˜3. Moreover,
given any point u4 ∈ Ĉ the action of m on u4 is the point u˜4 determined
uniquely by (2.6).
Proof If u2 6= u1, theorem 1 assures the existence of a unique m ∈ M
for which m(u1) = u1, m(u2) = u2 and m(u3) = u˜3. If u2 6= u1 (2.6) is
equivalent to (2.4) with u˜1 = u1 and u˜2 = u2, so according to theorem
1 m sends u4 to u˜4 fixed by (2.6). Finally, the condition that u˜3 6= u3
implies that m 6= e so by theorem 2 {u1, u2} are the only fixed-points of
m and the theorem is proved in the case u2 6= u1.
Now consider the statement of the theorem in the case u2 = u1. We
may choose u˜2 = u2 = u˜1 = u1 so the condition (2.4) is satisfied. Let
us then proceed, using (2.3), to find the coefficients (up to a common
factor) of m. By construction m satisfies m(u1) = u1, m(u3) = u˜3 and
m(u4) = u˜4, however the assertion that u1 is the only fixed-point of m puts
one additional additional constraint on the coefficients of m (the vanishing
of the discriminant of (2.5) as a quadratic equation in v), specifically this
condition reads
(a+ d)2 = 4(ad− bc).
Imposing this on the calculated coefficients with the assumption u˜3 6=
u3 yields nothing but (2.6) with u2 = u1. Hence (2.6) is necessary for
the existence of m. Now, u˜4, the action of m on the point u4, is fixed
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unambiguously by (2.6) so any such m is unique. Moreover the mapping
u4 7→ u˜4 defined by (2.6) is invertible and therefore constitutes a Mo¨bius
transformation which, by construction, has only one fixed-point u1 and
sends u3 to u˜3, so we are done.

Note that theorem 3 provides a converse of theorem 2, i.e., a Mo¨bius
transformation is uniquely determined by a set of (one or two) fixed-points
and its action on one other point.
It is obvious to ask if a family of Mo¨bius transformations with shared
fixed-points forms a subgroup within M, the following theorem, which
is essentially a consequence of theorem 3, answers this question in the
affirmative (although we do need to add e to complete this family).
Theorem 4 Given a (possibly coinciding) pair of points u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ, let
F(u1, u2) = { m ∈ M | m(u) = u ⇔ u ∈ {u1, u2} } ∪ {e}. (2.7)
Then F(u1, u2) is a subgroup of M.
Proof Clearlym(u) = u⇔ u = m−1(u), so from the definition of F(u1, u2),
m ∈ F(u1, u2)⇒ m−1 ∈ F(u1, u2). It remains to demonstrate closure un-
der composition, for which it is sufficient to consider the composition of
non-identity Mo¨bius transformations within F(u1, u2), say m and n, which
therefore share their set of fixed-points {u1, u2}. Now, the set of fixed-
points of m · n must contain u1 and u2, if it contains no other points then
we are done. Suppose then that it also contains another point w, so that
m(n(w)) = w and hence n(w) = m−1(w). But this means n and m−1 agree
on the point w as well as sharing their set of fixed-points {u1, u2}. By
theorem 3 n and m−1 must therefore coincide, so m·n = e and the theorem
is proved.

These fixed-point subgroups constitute a ‘group partition’ of M, specifi-
cally
{u1, u2} 6= {u˜1, u˜2} ⇔ F(u1, u2) ∩ F(u˜1, u˜2) = {e}
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and ⋃
u1,u2∈bC
F(u1, u2) = M.
For convenience we will refer to the points {u1, u2} as fixed-points of the
group F(u1, u2). We may also write F(u1) for F(u1, u1).
Finally we remark that given some m ∈ M
mF(u1, u2)m−1 = F(m(u1),m(u2)), (2.8)
which is clear from the definition (2.7). Hence two subgroups F(u1, u2) and
F(u˜1, u˜2) are conjugate provided we can findm ∈ M for which {m(u1),m(u2)} =
{u˜1, u˜2}. If the groups have the same number of fixed-points then theorem
1 assures us that such m ∈ M can always be found. So up to conjugacy
there are exactly two types of fixed-point subgroups, those with one fixed-
point and those with two fixed-points. (Conjugation obviously preserves
the number of fixed-points.)
2.3 Involutions
Suppose a pair of distinct points in Ĉ are transposed by some Mo¨bius
transformation m, then these are fixed-points of m2. But m has at least
one fixed-point and this is also a fixed-point of m2, giving m2 at least three
distinct fixed-points. It follows that m2 = e by theorem 1. We will refer
to Mo¨bius transformations m ∈ M \ {e} for which m2 = e as involutions,
thus we have established the following:
Theorem 5 If any pair of distinct points in Ĉ are transposed by m ∈ M,
then m is an involution.
In this section we will state some basic results relating to Mo¨bius invo-
lutions. Involutions will have an important, if technical role to play on
several occasions. For notational emphasis, i, j ∈ M will always denote
involutions. We begin with a reappraisal of theorems 1, 2 and 3.
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Theorem 6 Given two disjoint pairs of points {u1, u˜1} and {u2, u˜2} taken
from Ĉ, there exists a unique involution i ∈ M for which i(u1) = u˜1 and
i(u2) = u˜2. Moreover, given any point u3 ∈ Ĉ the action of i on u3 is the
point u˜3 determined uniquely by the equation
u1u˜1 u1 + u˜1 1
u2u˜2 u2 + u˜2 1
u3u˜3 u3 + u˜3 1
= 0. (2.9)
Proof A direct calculation shows that choosing u4 = u˜3 and u˜4 = u3
reduces (2.4) to (2.9). The theorem follows from theorems 1 and 5.

Theorem 7 Every involution in M has two distinct fixed-points in Ĉ.
Proof Setting u4 = u˜3 and u˜4 = u3 in (2.6) we find that
(u˜3 − u2)(u1 − u3)
(u˜3 − u1)(u2 − u3) = −1, (2.10)
which according to theorem 3 is necessary for the existence of i ∈ M
for which i(u3) = u˜3, i(u˜3) = u3 and such that its only fixed-points are
{u1, u2}. If u1 = u2 this condition is violated so no such i exists, i.e., there
is no involution with a single fixed-point.

Theorem 8 Given two distinct points u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ, there exists a unique
involution i ∈ M for which these are fixed-points. Moreover, the action of
i on an arbitrary point u3 is the point u˜3 determined uniquely by (2.10).
Proof The theorem is a corollary of theorem 6, the equation (2.10) ap-
pears by setting u˜1 = u1 and u˜2 = u2 in (2.9).

Note that the equations (2.6) and (2.9) take the same form. This obser-
vation can be cast more formally as a theorem, to do so it turns out to be
natural to first give the following more technical result.
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Theorem 9 Given m ∈ M \ {e} with (possibly coinciding) fixed-points
u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ and an involution i ∈ M, then i ·m is an involution if and only
if i(u1) = u2.
Proof Suppose first that i and i ·m are involutions, then i ·m · i = m−1.
It follows that m(v) = v ⇒ [i ·m · i](v) = v ⇒ m(i(v)) = i(v), so i permutes
the fixed-points of m, i.e., i permutes the points {u1, u2}. There are two
cases, either i(u1) = u2 or i ∈ F(u1, u2). We will show that the latter case
cannot hold. Clearly if i ∈ F(u1, u2) then i · m ∈ F(u1, u2) as well. But
according to theorem 8 there is only one involution in F(u1, u2), so we
conclude that i ·m = i. This implies m = e contradicting our choice of m.
Now suppose that i is an involution, m ∈ M \ {e} has fixed-points
{u1, u2} and i(u1) = u2. If u1 6= u2 then {u1, u2} are clearly transposed
by i ·m, so i ·m is an involution by theorem 5. It remains to consider the
case u1 = u2, when m ∈ F(u1) and u1 is a fixed-point of the involution i.
Observe first that i·m 6∈ F(u1), for if it were then i ∈ F(u1) which, according
to theorem 7, contradicts i being an involution. This means that i · m ∈
F(u1, v) for some v 6= u1. On the other hand, (i ·m)2 = [i ·m · i−1] ·m, i.e.,
(i ·m)2 can be written as a product of Mo¨bius transformations from F(u1),
and hence (i ·m)2 ∈ F(u1). It follows that (i ·m)2 ∈ F(u1)∩ F(u1, v) = {e}
so i ·m must be an involution.

So we are now in a position to state an equivalence which formalises the
observation that the equations (2.6) and (2.9) take the same form.
Theorem 10 Given a (possibly coinciding) pair u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ let u, u˜, v, v˜ ∈
Ĉ\{u1, u2} be arbitrary. Then there exists m ∈ F(u1, u2) such that m(u) =
u˜ and m(v) = v˜ if and only if there exists an involution i ∈ M for which
i(u1) = u2, i(u) = v˜ and i(v) = u˜.
Proof Suppose first that m described exists. Then by theorem 6 we may
construct an involution i ∈ M for which i(u1) = u2 and i(u) = v˜. According
to theorem 9 i ·m = m−1 · i, so i(u˜) = i(m(u)) = m−1(i(u)) = m−1(v˜) = v
and hence i is the described involution.
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Suppose now that i described exists. Then by theorem 3 we may
construct m ∈ F(u1, u2) for which m(u) = u˜. According to theorem 9
i ·m = m−1 · i, so m(v) = m(i(u˜)) = i(m−1(u˜)) = i(u) = v˜ and hence m is
the described Mo¨bius transformation.

One practical upshot of this observation is that if we know the action of
some m ∈ M on two points (which are not fixed-points of m), we may, by
theorem 6, construct an involution which will transpose the fixed-points
of m.
Actually, although the need for the more technical theorem 9 has been
motivated here by theorem 10, it is the former result which will play a very
important role in establishing the connection between M and the lattice
equations in the subsequent chapters.
2.4 Commutativity
This is the final section of our introduction to the Mo¨bius transformation.
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for commutativity.
Theorem 11 A pair of Mo¨bius transformations commute if and only if
they permute each others set of fixed-points. Moreover, this can happen
only if one of the following statements hold:
(i) One of them is the identity.
(ii) They have the same set of fixed-points.
(iii) Each has two distinct fixed-points that are transposed by the other.
Proof If m, n ∈ M commute and m(v) = v then m(n(v)) = n(v). That is,
n permutes the fixed-points of m and we have demonstrated necessity.
For sufficiency we will first show that if a pair in M permute each
others set of fixed-points, then one of (i), (ii) or (iii) hold. To complete
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the proof we then establish that any of (i), (ii) or (iii) are sufficient for a
pair in M to commute.
Suppose that m, n ∈ M permute each others fixed-points, we will clas-
sify all cases. If, say, m = e, then m trivially permutes the fixed-points of
any n ∈ M, moreover the set of fixed-points of e is Ĉ which is permuted
by any n ∈ M. This is case (i). It remains to consider m, n ∈ M \ {e}, we
argue on the number of fixed-points of m which, according to theorem 2,
is either one or two.
If m has only one fixed-point then its permutation by n is the identity,
this implies it is a fixed-point of n as well. If n has a second fixed-point
not shared by m, then m must transpose it with the first, but the first was
a fixed-point of m so n does not have a second fixed-point. Thus m and n
have one shared fixed-point as in case (ii).
If m has two fixed-points then n must either share them as fixed-points
as in case (ii), or transpose them. If the fixed-points of m are transposed
by n, then they are not fixed-points of n, so the sets of fixed-points of n
and m are disjoint. Moreover if n had just one fixed-point it would be
shared by m, so n has two fixed-points that are transposed by m. This is
exactly case (iii).
To complete the proof we show that (i), (ii) or (iii) are sufficient for
commutativity. Case (i) is obvious. Suppose case (ii) holds so that m, n ∈
F(u1, u2) for some u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ. Then by theorem 8 we may construct an
involution i ∈ M for which i(u1) = u2, and by theorem 9 i · m, i · n and
i ·m · n are also involutions. We then have that i ·m · n = n−1 ·m−1 · i =
n−1 · i ·m = i ·n ·m and hence m ·n = n ·m. Finally suppose case (iii) holds
so m, n ∈ M transpose each others fixed-points, then m ·n and n ·m clearly
agree on the union of their sets of fixed-points. This means they agree on
a set of four distinct points and must therefore coincide by theorem 1.

This theorem reveals, by case (ii), the important result that the fixed-point
subgroup F(u1, u2) is abelian.
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In order to answer the natural question about the existence of pairs
satisfying case (iii) of theorem 11 we prove the following specialisation.
Theorem 12 For a pair of distinct involutions in M to commute it is
necessary and sufficient that one transpose the fixed-points of the other.
Proof Suppose i, j ∈ M are involutions and i · j 6= e (i.e., they are distinct).
Then i · j = j · i ⇔ (i · j)2 = e, so i and j commute if and only if i · j is an
involution. The theorem therefore follows from the particular instance of
theorem 9 when m = j, an involution.

The immediate corollary to theorem 12 (given theorem 11) is that if one
involution were to transpose the fixed-points of another, then the other
would reciprocate and transpose the fixed-points of the first.
Perhaps the main point we want to make at the end of this section is
that if two Mo¨bius transformations commute we cannot straightaway con-
clude that they lie in the same fixed-point subgroup F(u1, u2). However it
will be seen later that sharing fixed-points, which is slightly stronger than
commutativity, is perhaps a more useful notion to us than the comutativ-
ity itself.
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Chapter 3
Fixed-point subgroups and
lattice systems
It is a straightforward consequence of theorem 3 that the mapping from
the fixed-point subgroup F(u1, u2) to its action on a single point, say
u ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2},
F(u1, u2) −→ Ĉ \ {u1, u2},
m 7→ m(u), (3.1)
is a bijection. (3.1 is the evaluation map.) The composition of Mo¨bius
transformations within F(u1, u2) therefore induces a product on Ĉ\{u1, u2}.
In fact given m, n ∈ F(u1, u2) let us suppose that m(u) = u˜, n(u) = û and
[m · n](u) = ̂˜u, then we may write an explicit equation for this product,
u1u2 u1 + u2 1
û˜u u+ ̂˜u 1
u˜û u˜+ û 1
= 0. (3.2)
Here ̂˜u is the product of u˜ and û in Ĉ\{u1, u2}, the point u ∈ Ĉ\{u1, u2}
ends up being the identity in this group. The relation (3.2) appears by
using theorem 3, i.e., equation (2.4), to find ̂˜u = m(û) = n(u˜).
In this chapter we will exploit the affiliation between the fixed-point
subgroup F(u1, u2) and the relation (3.2) to reveal important properties of
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(3.2) when it is considered on its own merit as a lattice equation. These
properties yield a solution method for (3.2) and reveal its consistency on
the cube.
3.1 A solvable lattice equation
We begin by supposing that u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ are fixed and introduce the quadri-
lateral expression Q
Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = u1u2 u1 + u2 1û˜u u+ ̂˜u 1
u˜û u˜+ û 1
. (3.3)
We wish to consider the lattice equation defined by Q which we write as
Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0 (3.4)
where u = u(n,m), u˜ = u(n+1,m), û = u(n,m+1) and ̂˜u = u(n+1,m+1)
are values of the dependent variable u as a function of the independent
variables n,m ∈ Z.
At the end of section 2.2 we made the observation that the generic
group F(u1, u2) is conjugate to, for example, one of F(∞, 0) or F(∞).
This means that, up to a Mo¨bius change of variables, the equation (3.4) is
equivalent to one of the two cases u1 =∞, u2 = 0 or u1 = u2 =∞, when
it reduces to
û˜u = u˜û and u+ ̂˜u = u˜+ û (3.5)
respectively. In other words the equation is basically linear.
However the more remarkable property is that given u satisfying (3.4)
and not equal to u1 or u2 on any lattice site, it can be verified that
Q(u(0, 0), u(n, 0), u(0,m), u(n,m)) = 0 (3.6)
for all n,m ∈ Z. Let us give the key observation which makes this property
apparent. If u, u˜, v, v˜ ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2} then
Q(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0 ⇔ ∃ m ∈ F(u1, u2) s.t. m(u) = u˜,m(v) = v˜, (3.7)
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which is immediate from theorem 3. It is then clear that given u, u˜, ˜˜u, v, v˜, ˜˜v ∈
Ĉ \ {u1, u2},
Q(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0
Q(u˜, ˜˜u, v˜, ˜˜v) = 0 ⇒ Q(u, ˜˜u, v, ˜˜v) = 0. (3.8)
Now the property (3.6) follows by induction from (3.8). The property (3.6)
yields the solution of (3.4) directly from initial data u(n, 0), u(0, n), n ∈ Z.
When u takes the value u1 or u2 on a lattice site we say u is singular on
that site, we now consider such an occurrence in a solution of (3.4), which
we have so far assumed does not happen. A direct calculation shows that
Q(u1, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = (u˜− u1)(û− u1)(̂˜u− u2),
Q(u, u1, û, ̂˜u) = −(u− u1)(û− u2)(̂˜u− u1),
Q(u, u˜, u1, ̂˜u) = −(u− u1)(u˜− u2)(̂˜u− u1),
Q(u, u˜, û, u1) = (u− u2)(u˜− u1)(û− u1).
(3.9)
This reveals that if (3.4) holds on a quadrilateral and u is singular on one
vertex, then u is singular also on at least one other vertex on the same
quadrilateral. By induction we see that passing through any singular point
on the lattice there must be a line of singularities. The possible path of
such a shock line is governed by the relations (3.9) (and their counterparts
with u1 ↔ u2), these paths for an example solution are illustrated in figure
3.1. The shock lines divide Z2 into regions, and it is clear that within each
region a similar relation to (3.6) will hold (the point of origin now being
somewhere also within the same region). We also remark that it would
be quite natural to impose (3.6) to resolve non-uniqueness in a solution
which may occur due to the presence of a shock line.
3.2 Embedding in three dimensions part I
We now discuss how the lattice equation defined by Q in (3.3) can be
embedded in three dimensions. Again, this property is straightforward to
see from the affiliation between this equation and the group F(u1, u2).
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s : u = u1cp : u = u2
: u 6∈ {u1, u2}
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Figure 3.1: Part of a lattice on which an example solution
of (3.4) contains shock lines. There can be no elementary
quadrilaterals with u ∈ {u1, u2} on a single vertex. When
a shock line passes through an elementary quadrilateral the
other two vertices are unconstrained by the equation on it.
Consider initial data u, u˜, û, u ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2}. This fixes three Mo¨bius
transformations l,m, n ∈ F(u1, u2) uniquely through the relations
l(u) = u˜, m(u) = û, n(u) = u. (3.10)
We may then define the points ̂˜u, u˜, û and ̂˜u by the relations
̂˜u = l(m(u)), u˜ = m(n(u)), û = n(l(u)), ̂˜u = l(m(n(u))). (3.11)
Now, given (3.10) and (3.11), we observe using (3.7) that all of the follow-
ing equations hold
Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0,
Q(u, û, u, û) = 0, Q(u˜, ̂˜u, u˜, ̂˜u) = 0,
Q(u, u, u˜, u˜) = 0, Q(û, û, ̂˜u, ̂˜u) = 0.
(3.12)
On the face of it, this system of equations overdetermines ̂˜u from the initial
data. The existence of the solution ̂˜u = l(m(n(u))) means the quadrilateral
expression Q is consistent on a cube.
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As a result of this property, a natural IVP can be posed for the three
dimensional lattice system defined by the equations
Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, Q(u, û, u, û) = 0, Q(u, u, u˜, u˜) = 0 (3.13)
where u = u(n,m, l), u˜ = u(n+1,m, l), û = u(n,m+1, l), u = u(n,m, l+1)
etc. are values of u as a function of three independent variables n,m, l ∈ Z.
That is, given u(n, 0, 0), u(0, n, 0), u(0, 0, n), n ∈ Z, a solution of (3.13)
can then be determined throughout the lattice. From (3.9) we see that
shocks form planes (rather than lines) in this three dimensional lattice
system, again dividing the lattice into regions. To extend the property
(3.6) to three dimensions we first introduce the normal-form for Mo¨bius
transformations.
3.3 The normal-form
If we consider the action of the particular groups F(∞, 0) and F(∞) on
the points 1 and 0 respectively, (3.2) reduces as follows (cf. the discussion
at the end of section 2.1):
u1 =∞
u2 = 0
u = 1
 ̂˜u = u˜û,
u1 =∞
u2 =∞
u = 0
 ̂˜u = u˜+ û. (3.14)
In other words, evaluation at the point 1 is a natural isomorphism between
F(∞, 0) and C \ {0} under multiplication, and evaluation at 0 is a natural
isomorphism between F(∞) and C under addition. (by the end of this
section we will establish the fairly obvious fact that F(∞, 0) = {u 7→
pu, p ∈ C \ {0}} and F(∞) = {u 7→ u+ p, p ∈ C}.)
In this section we introduce the normal-form for the Mo¨bius transfor-
mations. This is a parametrisation of the fixed-point subgroup F(u1, u2)
that exploits the fact that this group is conjugate to either F(∞, 0) or
F(∞) (cf. section 2.2) together with (3.14) in order to bring composition
within the group to multiplication (in the case u2 6= u1) or addition (when
u2 = u1) of the parameter.
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In the construction we need to conjugate F(u1, u2) by some element to
arrive at either F(∞, 0) or F(∞), a weakness is that the element by which
we conjugate is not unique. This is partially resolved in the following
theorem and will be completly resolved in chapter 4.
Theorem 13 Let u1 and u2 be distinct points in Ĉ, let a, b ∈ M be such
that
a(u1) =∞, a(u2) = 0, b(u1) =∞, (3.15)
and define the mappings α and β by
α :
F(u1, u2) −→ C \ {0}
m 7→ a(m(a−1(1))) , β :
F(u1) −→ C
m 7→ b(m(b−1(0))) . (3.16)
Then α is an isomorphism between F(u1, u2) and C \ {0} under multipli-
cation and any other choice of a satisfying (3.15) yields the same isomor-
phism α. The mapping β is an isomorphism between F(u1) and C under
addition. Any other choice of b satisfying (3.15), say b∗, yields a mapping
β∗ related to β by
β∗(m) = β(n ·m · n−1) (3.17)
for some n with fixed-point u1.
Proof Conjugation by a takes F(u1, u2) to F(∞, 0) and α is nothing but
the composition of this with evaluation at 1 which, given (3.14), reveals
that α is the described isomorphism. Any different choice of a satisfying
(3.15), say a∗, yields another isomorphism α∗. Clearly α∗(m) = α(n · m ·
n−1) where n = a−1 · a∗. We observe directly that u1 and u2 are fixed-
points of n, so by theorem 8 n ∈ F(u1, u2). Now for any m ∈ F(u1, u2),
α∗(m) = α(m) as claimed because F(u1, u2) is abelian.
Conjugation by b takes F(u1) to F(∞) and β is just the composition
of this with evaluation at 0, so again (3.14) reveals that β is the described
isomorphism. A different choice of b, say b∗, yields β∗ related to β by
β∗(m) = β(n ·m · n−1) where n = b−1 · b∗, which clearly has fixed-point u1
as claimed.

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We will refer to α and β as the normal-form isomorphism for the groups
F(u1, u2) and F(u1) respectively. They can be found in concrete form by
a direct calculation. If we introduce the expressions φ and χ,
φ(w, x, y, z) =
(w − x)(y − z)
(w − y)(x− z) , χ(w, x, y) =
1
w − x −
1
y − x (3.18)
then given m ∈ F(u1, u2) and n ∈ F(u1) we find
α(m) = φ(m(u), u1, u2, u), (u1 6= u2),
β(n) = b0χ(n(u), u1, u), (u1 6=∞),
β(n) = b0(n(u)− u), (u1 =∞),
(3.19)
where b0 6= 0 is arbitrary. The presence of the constant b0 reflects the non-
uniqueness of the normal-form isomorphism for F(u1), a precise statement
connecting this with (3.17) will be made when we consider a natural ex-
tension of the normal-form in the next chapter.
Now, fixing u ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2} we can compute α(m) by evaluating
m at the point u. Similarly, fixing u ∈ Ĉ \ {u1} we can compute β(n)
by evaluating n at the point u. Conversely, fixing α(m) and β(n) the
above relations can be rearranged to give m(u) and n(u) in terms of u and
these fixed parameters. This is what we will mean by the normal-form,
specifically
F(u1, u2) =
{
u 7→ (pu2 − u1)u+ u1u2(1− p)
u2 − pu1 − (1− p)u
∣∣∣ p ∈ C \ {0} } ,
F(u1) =
{
u 7→ (1 + pu1)u− pu
2
1
1− pu1 + pu
∣∣∣ p ∈ C } , u1 6=∞,
F(∞) = { u 7→ u+ p | p ∈ C } .
(3.20)
We remark that this parameterisation is equivalent to eigenvalue decom-
position in the associated linear system, also one can descend through the
list (3.20) by degeneration, for example substitution of u2 → u1 +  and
p→ 1 + p in the first expression yields the second.
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3.4 Embedding in three dimensions part II
Let us now return to consider the three dimensional lattice system intro-
duced in section 3.2. We will give an expression for ̂˜u in terms of the ini-
tial data {u, u˜, û, u} (i.e., eliminate {̂˜u, û, u˜} from (3.12)) by exploiting the
normal-form. We consider two cases, in the first instance suppose u1 6= u2
so using (3.19) with (3.10) and (3.11) we see that α(l) = φ(u˜, u1, u2, u),
α(l ·m) = φ(̂˜u, u1, u2, u) etc. Now the equation α(l ·m) = α(l)α(m) leads
directly to
φ(̂˜u, u1, u2, u) = φ(u˜, u1, u2, u)φ(û, u1, u2, u) (3.21)
which it can be verified is equivalent to (3.4) in the case u1 6= u2, so this
is an alternative form for (3.4) in that case. The equation α(l · m · n) =
α(l)α(m)α(n) yields the desired expression for ̂˜u in terms of the initial
data,
φ(̂˜u, u1, u2, u) = φ(u˜, u1, u2, u)φ(û, u1, u2, u)φ(u, u1, u2, u). (3.22)
It is this relation which extends to yield the solution of the natural IVP
on the three dimensional lattice,
φ(u(n,m, l), u1, u2, u(0, 0, 0)) = φ(u(n, 0, 0), u1, u2, u(0, 0, 0))×
φ(u(0,m, 0), u1, u2, u(0, 0, 0))×
φ(u(0, 0, l), u1, u2, u(0, 0, 0)).
(3.23)
In the other case, when u2 = u1 in (3.3), we use the isomorphism β in a
similar way to α above and conclude that
χ(̂˜u, u1, u) = χ(u˜, u1, u) + χ(û, u1, u) + χ(u, u1, u). (3.24)
And the extension of this relation is just
χ(u(n,m, l), u1, u(0, 0, 0)) = χ(u(n, 0, 0), u1, u(0, 0, 0))+
χ(u(0,m, 0), u1, u(0, 0, 0))+
χ(u(0, 0, l), u1, u(0, 0, 0)).
(3.25)
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3.5 Mo¨bius transformations on the cube
The following equivalence provides a converse to the three dimensional
lattice construction discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.4.
Theorem 14 Given distinct points u, u˜, û, u, û, ̂˜u, u˜ ∈ Ĉ let l,m, n ∈ M be
the unique (by theorem 1) Mo¨bius transformations for which
l(u) = u˜, m(u) = û, n(u) = u,
l(û) = ̂˜u, m(u) = û, n(u˜) = u˜,
l(u) = u˜, m(u˜) = ̂˜u, n(û) = û. (3.26)
Then for l,m, n to share their fixed-points it is necessary and sufficient
that there exists an involution i ∈ M for which
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u. (3.27)
Moreover, if such i exists and we define ̂˜u = l(m(n(u))), then i(u) = ̂˜u.
Proof Suppose first that l,m, n satisfying (3.26) have shared fixed-points
{u1, u2}. By theorem 6 we may construct an involution i for which i(u1) =
u2 and i(u˜) = û. Now m · l−1 also has fixed-points {u1, u2}, so by theorem
9 i ·m · l−1 is an involution, which means i ·m · l−1 = l ·m−1 · i and it follows
that
i(û) = i(m(l−1(u˜))),
= l(m−1(i(u˜))),
= l(m−1(û)),
= u˜.
(3.28)
Clearly i(u) = ̂˜u can be verified in a similar way, so the involution i we
have constructed satisfies (3.27) and we have demonstrated necessity.
Suppose now that the involution i satisfying (3.27) exists and that
l,m, n are defined by (3.26). Then clearly [i · l](u) = i(u˜) = û and [i · l](û) =
i(̂˜u) = u, so the points û and u are transposed by i · l and it follows
that i · l is an involution by theorem 5. Similarly i · m and i · n are also
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involutions. Using this we see that [i · l ·m](u) = [l−1 · i](û) = l−1(u˜) = u
and given [i · l · m](u) = i(̂˜u) = u we have demonstrated u and u are
transposed by ilm, so by theorem 5 i · l ·m is also an involution. So i · l, i ·m
and i · l · m are all involutions, from which we deduce l and m commute:
i · l ·m = m−1 · l−1 · i = m−1 · i · l = i ·m · l. Similarly l and m both commute
with n. Using theorem 11 and the fact that l,m, n are distinct which is
clear from (3.26), we conclude that either l,m, n share their fixed-points,
or they are three distinct commuting involutions. To conclude the proof
we will show that the latter case cannot hold. By theorem 9 we know
that i will transpose the fixed-points of m and l. But if l,m, n are distinct
commuting involutions, then l must also transpose the fixed-points of m
and n. But then l and i agree on four distinct points, so by theorem 1
l = i, which given (3.26) contradicts (3.27).
Finally, supposing again that i exists, we have already established that
i · l is an involution. It follows that i(u) = i(l−1(u˜)) = l(i(u˜)) = l(û) =
l(m(n(u))) which proves the final statement of the theorem.

3.6 Conclusion
We have investigated a quadrilateral lattice equation which bears an in-
timate conection to the abelian group of Mo¨bius transformations which
share their fixed-points. Although this equation is basically linear, its
essential solvability property can be seen to arise from this intimate con-
nection, moreover it shows that the equation is consistent on the cube (cf.
section 1.2).
Finally, it is straightforward to deduce from the final theorem (theorem
14) that a necessary and sufficient condition for this equation (the equation
(3.2) for some u1, u2 ∈ Ĉ) to be satisfied on each face of a cube (as in (3.12),
see figure 1.1) is the existance of a Mo¨bius involution i for which
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u, i(u) = ̂˜u. (3.29)
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Chapter 4
Stabilizer subgroups and
lattice systems
Here we will introduce the stabilizer subgroups ofM, which are larger than
the fixed-point subgroups studied in chapter 3. We will begin by collect-
ing some basic results to enable an extension of the normal-form to these
larger groups. This extended normal-form will be the basic tool we use
to construct a lattice system related to composition in these groups. In
fact this turns out to be the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation described
in section 1.2. The embedding in three dimensions will provide an un-
expected connection between this lattice system and the ‘trivial’ lattice
system described in chapter 3.
4.1 Stabilizer subgroups
Let us denote by S(u1 . . . uk) the group of Mo¨bius transformations that
permute the points u1 . . . uk ∈ Ĉ,
S(u1 . . . uk) = { m ∈ M | v ∈ {u1 . . . uk} ⇒ m(v) ∈ {u1 . . . uk} }, (4.1)
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we refer to this group as the stabilizer of {u1 . . . uk} in M. It is clear from
the definitions (2.7) and (4.1) that given any m ∈ M
mF(u1, u2)m−1 = F(u1, u2) ⇔ m ∈ S(u1, u2), (4.2)
so in particular F(u1, u2) is a normal subgroup of S(u1, u2). In fact more is
true as we see in the following basic theorem which clarifies the structure
of S(u1, u2).
Theorem 15 Let u1 and u2 be arbitrary (possibly coinciding) points in Ĉ
and choose some v ∈ Ĉ \ {u1, u2}. Then each m ∈ S(u1, u2) has a unique
decomposition m = f · g with f ∈ F(u1, u2) and g ∈ G = S(v) ∩ S(u1, u2).
Moreover,
u1 = u2 ⇒ G = F(u1, v),
u1 6= u2 ⇒ G = {e, i}
(4.3)
where i is the unique Mo¨bius involution for which
i(v) = v, i(u1) = u2, i(u2) = u1. (4.4)
Proof Given m ∈ S(u1, u2), choose f ∈ F(u1, u2) so that f(v) = m(v). If
m(v) = v then it is sufficient to choose f = e and otherwise the existence
of f is assured by theorem 3. Then g defined as g = f−1 ·m leaves v fixed,
so that g ∈ S(v) and hence g ∈ G. This demonstrates the existence of the
decomposition.
For uniqueness it is sufficient to observe that G ∩ F(u1, u2) = S(v) ∩
F(u1, u2) = {e} which follows from the definitions (2.7) and (4.1), because
e is the only Mo¨bius transformation with three distinct fixed-points.
The equations (4.3) for G follow by considering the definition (4.1). In
the case u1 = u2, G = S(v) ∩ S(u1) contains all Mo¨bius transformations
that have u1 and v as fixed-points, given theorem 2 this is exactly F(u1, v).
In the case u1 6= u2 Mo¨bius transformations within G = S(v) ∩ S(u1, u2)
fix v and permute the pair {u1, u2}. There are two such permutations and
(by theorem 1) to each permutation there corresponds a unique Mo¨bius
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transformation which also fixes v, these are the identity e and the involu-
tion i satisfying (4.4).

Previously, in the construction of the normal-form (section 3.3), it was ap-
parent that the element by which we conjugate to get from one fixed-point
subgroup to another is not unique. The definition 4.1 and theorem 15 put
us in a position to make a precise comment about this non-uniqueness. If
we say that the action by conjugation of m ∈ M is a natural automorphism
of F(u1, u2) when mF(u1, u2)m−1 = F(u1, u2), then the non-uniqueness to
which we refer is exactly (the group of) all natural automorphisms of
F(u1, u2). The observation (4.2) reveals that S(u1, u2) contains all natural
automorphisms of F(u1, u2).
On the other hand, if m ∈ M commutes with all of F(u1, u2) then the
natural automorphism associated with m is trivial in that it just sends
each element to itself. Given that F(u1, u2) is abelian, it is only the action
of the quotient-group S(u1, u2)/F(u1, u2) which gives rise to non-trivial
natural automorphisms of F(u1, u2). Theorem 15 reveals that the action
of this quotient-group is exactly equivalent to the action of the group G
given in the theorem. The non-uniqueness of the normal-form arises from
non-trivial natural automorphisms. Hence in the case u2 6= u1, the only
non-trivial natural automorphisms of F(u1, u2) arise from the action of i
defined in (4.4). Essentially, when the fixed-points are distinct, u2 6= u1,
the normal-form is unique up to their ordering. In the case u2 = u1
the situation is very different, in fact any non-identity pair in F(u1) are
conjugate. Theorem 15 shows that the non-trivial natural automorphisms
arise in this case by the action of F(u, v) for some v 6= u, later, when we
extend the normal-form, we will see that the action of this group effectively
changes the value of b0 in (3.19).
In the rest of this chapter we will principally be interested in the
stabilizer of a single point, S(u) for some u ∈ Ĉ. This chapter is similar in
spirit to chapter 3 in that we will establish a natural connection between
composition of Mo¨bius transformations within this subgroup and some
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particular lattice equations.
We will say little else about S(u1, u2) with u1 6= u2, some observations
about the stabilizer of a set of three and a set of four points are made in
appendix A.
4.2 The single-point stabilizer subgroups
Theorem 15, taken with the observation (4.2), reveals that the stabilizer
of a single point, S(u), can be decomposed as the semi-direct product of
the normal subgroup F(u) and a subgroup G = F(u, v) for any v 6= u.
In this brief section we will define the natural projection from S(u) to
F(u, v) ∼= S(u)/F(u).
Theorem 16 Given u ∈ Ĉ, choose v ∈ Ĉ \ {u} and define
piuv : S(u) −→ F(u, v),
m 7→ f−1 ·m, (4.5)
where f ∈ F(u) is the unique (by theorem 3) Mo¨bius transformation for
which f(v) = m(v). Then piuv is an idempotent group homomorphism with
kernel F(u).
Proof Given m, n ∈ S(u) define f, g ∈ F(u) so that f(v) = m(v) and
g(v) = n(v). Then if we define h = [m ·g ·m−1] · f we see that h is a product
of Mo¨bius transformations in F(u), so h ∈ F(u), moreover h(v) = m(n(v)),
so in fact
piuv (m · n) = h−1 ·m · n,
= f−1 ·m · g−1 ·m−1 ·m · n,
= [f−1 ·m] · [g−1 · n],
= piuv (m) · piuv (n).
That m ∈ F(u)⇔ piuv (m) = e and piuv (piuv (m)) = piuv (m) ∀m ∈ S(u) are clear
from the definition.

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It turns out that the level-sets of piuv (i.e., the cosets of its kernel) are
exactly the conjugacy classes of S(u).
Theorem 17 Let u ∈ Ĉ be arbitrary. Then given m, n ∈ S(u) \ {e},
m · n−1 ∈ F(u) ⇔ ∃l ∈ S(u) s.t. n = l ·m · l−1. (4.6)
Proof Begin by choosing v ∈ Ĉ \ {u} and suppose that n = l ·m · l−1 for
some l ∈ S(u). Then piuv (m · n−1) = piuv (m) · piuv (l) · piuv (m)−1 · piuv (l)−1 = e
because the image of piuv is abelian. Hence m · n−1 ∈ ker(piuv ) = F(u) and
we have proved (⇐).
To prove the converse implication we will proceed by construction of
l. Consider m, n ∈ S(u) \ {e}. We can (by theorem 2) always find v ∈ Ĉ
which is not a fixed-point of m or n and subsequently define the point
v˜ = n(v) 6= v. Then choose l ∈ F(u, v) so that l(m(v)) = v˜ (by theorem 3
this determines l uniquely) and define n∗ = l · m · l−1. Suppose now that
m · n−1 ∈ F(u), from (⇐) proved above we also have that m · n−1∗ ∈ F(u).
Moreover it is clear that [m · n−1∗ ](v˜) = [m · n−1](v˜) so by theorem 3
m · n−1∗ = m · n−1 and consequently we have shown that n = n∗ = l ·m · l−1
which confirms (⇒).

4.3 Extension of the normal-form
Now, the normal-form introduced previously (in section 3.3) for the sub-
groups F(u) and F(u, v) can be used to parametrise S(u) (which is the
semidirect product of these groups). Effectively this would bring compo-
sition in S(u) to composition in S(∞) = {v 7→ av + b | a, b ∈ C, a 6= 0}.
This however is not our intention. Instead we give a mild extension of the
normal-form which will turn it into a useful tool for studying S(u) with a
parametrisation based on fixed-points.
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Theorem 18 Given u ∈ Ĉ choose some v ∈ Ĉ \ {u}, let a, b ∈ M be such
that
a(u) =∞, a(v) = 0, b(u) =∞ (4.7)
and define the mappings αu and βu by
αu :
S(u) −→ C \ {0}
m 7→ [a · piuv (m) · a−1](1)
, βu :
F(u) −→ C
m 7→ [b ·m · b−1](0) . (4.8)
Then αu is a homomorphism from S(u) to C \ {0} under multiplication
with kernel F(u) and any other choice of v ∈ Ĉ \ {u} or a satisfying (4.7)
yields the same homomorphism αu. Furthermore, if m ∈ S(u) \ {e} and
n ∈ S(u˜) \ {e} then
αu(m) = αeu(n) ⇔ ∃l ∈ M s.t. l(u) = u˜, n = l ·m · l−1. (4.9)
The mapping βu is an isomorphism between F(u) and C under addition.
Any other choice of b satisfying (4.7), say b∗, yields a mapping β∗u related
to βu by
β∗u(m) = βu(n ·m · n−1) (4.10)
for some n ∈ S(u). Furthermore, given any m ∈ F(u) and n ∈ S(u),
βu(n ·m · n−1) = αu(n)βu(m). (4.11)
Proof The mapping αu is nothing but the composition of the projection
piuv with the normal-form isomorphism for F(u, v) described in theorem 13,
so is clearly the described homomorphism. Any different choice of v and
a satisfying (4.7), say v∗ and a∗, yields another homomorphism α∗u. If we
define n = a−1 · a∗ and observe that n ∈ S(u) and n(v∗) = v, then a simple
calculation reveals that α∗u(m) = αu(n ·m ·n−1) so using the fact that αu is
the described homomorphism, i.e., αu(n ·m · n−1) = αu(n)αu(m)/αu(n) =
αu(m), we see that α∗u = αu. The equivalence (4.9) follows from theorem
17 (because ker(αu) = F(u)) together with the observation that for any
l ∈ M and m ∈ S(u), αu(m) = αl(u)(l ·m · l−1).
The mapping βu is exactly the normal-form isomorphism for F(u) de-
scribed in theorem 13, so it only remains to demonstrate the relation
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(4.11). We begin by observing that for any c ∈ C \ {0} and n ∈ S(u),
αu(n)c = [a ·piuv (n) · a−1](c). This follows by supposing c = αu(h) for some
h. Now, given m ∈ F(u) and n ∈ S(u), (4.11) clearly holds if m = e so it
remains to consider the case when βu(m) 6= 0 which enables us to write
αu(n)βu(m) = [a · piuv (n) · a−1](βu(m)). Observing that a · piuv (n) · a−1 has 0
as a fixed-point we can then contrive to write
αu(n)βu(m) = [a · piuv (n) · a−1](βu(m)),
= [[a · piuv (n) · a−1] · [b ·m · b−1]](0),
= [[a · piuv (n) · a−1] · [b ·m · b−1] · [a · piuv (n)−1 · a−1]](0),
= βu(g ·m · g−1), g = b−1 · a · piuv (n) · a−1 · b.
It remains to show that g · m · g−1 = n · m · n−1. Given b−1 · a ∈ S(u),
theorem 17 reveals that g · piuv (n)−1 ∈ F(u). And from the definition of piuv
(4.5) we see that in fact g ·piuv (n)−1 = g ·n−1 · f for some f ∈ F(u), therefore
g · n−1 ∈ F(u). Given that n · m · n−1 ∈ F(u) and that F(u) is abelian it
follows that n · m · n−1 = [g · n−1] · [n · m · n−1] · [g · n−1]−1 = g · m · g−1
which concludes the proof.

Observe that the final statement of this theorem clarifies the non-uniqueness
of the normal-form for F(u) which was discussed in section 4.1.
4.4 The lattice Schwarzian KdV equation
Suppose we fix two Mo¨bius transformations f, g ∈ S(u) by specifying their
fixed-points and normal-form parameters,
f ∈ F(u, u˜), g ∈ F(u, û),
αu(f) = p, αu(g) = q.
(4.12)
This fixes f and g uniquely provided neither u˜ or û are equal to u. Now
consider the composition of f and g. Clearly the shared fixed-point, u, is
also a fixed-point of the composed transformation f ·g. It is also clear that
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αu(f · g) = pq, so to determine f · g uniquely it remains to find its other
fixed-point. Now, this will depend upon the order in which we take f and
g, i.e., f · g and g · f will in general have different fixed-points because S(u)
is not abelian.
It turns out to be natural to rephrase this question by considering
the composition g−1 · f. Although αu(g−1 · f) = p/q now depends upon
the ordering of f and g, the fixed-points of g−1 · f are determined by the
equation for w,
f(w) = g(w). (4.13)
Clearly the solutions of this equation will not depend on the order in which
we take f and g. According to theorem 18, u is the only solution of (4.13),
i.e., g−1 · f ∈ F(u), if and only if αu(g−1 · f) = 1, i.e., if and only if p = q.
So provided p 6= q, there is a point w 6= u that satisfies (4.13). Let us
denote this point ̂˜u, in other words we suppose that g−1 · f ∈ F(u, ̂˜u).
The following theorem provides a formal approach to finding ̂˜u, the
actual quantity determined in the theorem is βu(z) where z ∈ F(u) sends
some point v to the point ̂˜u, but as will be seen this provides a round-about
way to find ̂˜u itself.
Theorem 19 Given u ∈ Ĉ and u˜, û, ̂˜u ∈ Ĉ \ {u}, suppose f, g ∈ S(u) are
such that
f ∈ F(u, u˜), g ∈ F(u, û), g−1 · f ∈ F(u, ̂˜u). (4.14)
If for some v ∈ Ĉ\{u} we define x, y, z ∈ F(u) to be the unique (by theorem
3) Mo¨bius transformations for which
x(v) = u˜, y(v) = û, z(v) = ̂˜u, (4.15)
then
βu(z) (αu(f)− αu(g)) = βu(x) (αu(f)− 1)− βu(y) (αu(g)− 1) . (4.16)
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Proof We claim that, given f, g, x, y and z as described,
piuv (f) = x
−1 · f · x,
piuv (g) = y
−1 · g · y,
piuv (g
−1 · f) = z−1 · g−1 · f · z.
(4.17)
To see this observe first that x−1 · f ·x ∈ F(u, v) by considering the action of
x−1 · f · x on the points u and v. But piuv is just the projection onto F(u, v),
so it follows that piuv (x
−1 · f ·x) = x−1 · f ·x. But clearly piuv (x−1 · f ·x) = piuv (f)
directly from theorem 16 (either using the fact that piuv (x) = e or that
F(u, v) is abelian). Hence we have established the first equality in 4.17,
the other two follow in exactly the same way.
To complete the proof it remains only to consider the following identity
g · piuv (g−1 · f) · f−1 = [g · piuv (g)−1] · [f · piuv (f)−1]−1. (4.18)
Substitution from (4.17) reveals that
[g · z−1 · g−1] · [f · z · f−1] = [g · y−1 · g−1] · y · x−1 · [f · x · f−1], (4.19)
where clearly all bracketed terms lie within F(u). The relation (4.16)
follows by application of βu to both sides of (4.19) and using (4.11) from
theorem 18.

To find a concrete formula for ̂˜u, the other fixed-point of g−1 · f, we need
only make the following substitutions
βu(x) = b0χ(u˜, u, v),
βu(y) = b0χ(û, u, v),
βu(z) = b0χ(̂˜u, u, v),
αu(f) = p,
αu(g) = q,
(4.20)
in (4.16). The three on the left follow by using (3.19) and the two on the
right are by definition. The result is that
(p− q)χ(̂˜u, u, v) = (p− 1)χ(u˜, u, v)− (q − 1)χ(û, u, v). (4.21)
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The expression χ was defined in (3.18) and using this we observe that, as
it should, the dependence on v drops out and we are left with the relation
p− q̂˜u− u = p− 1u˜− u − q − 1û− u. (4.22)
This relation is perhaps better known in the rearranged form
(p− 1)(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u) = (q − 1)(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u). (4.23)
Up to a point transformation of the parameters p and q this is the lattice
Schwarzian KdV equation (1.7) introduced in section 1.2 as the super-
position principle for BTs of the Schwarzian KdV equation. ABS coined
(4.22) the three-leg-form for (4.23) in their article [4].
4.5 Fixed-points on the cube
As we know from section 1.2, the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation (4.23)
can be embedded naturally into three dimensions. However, unlike for the
lattice system described in chapter 3, this embedding is not obvious from
the ‘fixed-point composition’ meaning we have attributed to (4.23). This
leads us to expect a theorem about ‘fixed-points on the cube’. It turns out
that the natural result, which we will prove in this section, connects the
‘fixed-points on the cube’ to the configuration of Mo¨bius transformations
with shared fixed-points described in chapter 3.
Let us begin with a preliminary technical result.
Theorem 20 Suppose l,m ∈ M \ {e} are distinct but share their fixed-
points, and choose some u ∈ Ĉ which is not one of those fixed-points.
Then for any f ∈ F(u, l(u)) \ {e} and g ∈ F(u,m(u)) \ {e},
g−1 ·f ∈ F(u, [l·m](u)) ⇔ f ·l and g·m share their fixed-points. (4.24)
Proof Given l, m and u as described, the main idea here is to introduce
the unique (by theorem 6) involution i for which
i(u) = [l ·m](u), i(l(u)) = m(u). (4.25)
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Firstly, if f and g are as described, we observe that u is a fixed-point of
g−1 · f. Therefore g−1 · f ∈ F(u, [l · m](u)) if and only if the fixed-points
of g−1 · f are transposed by i. By theorem 9 this is true if and only if
i · g−1 · f is an involution. From the hypotheses it is easily checked that
i · g−1 · f 6= e, so this in turn is equivalent to the assertion that
(i · g−1 · f)2 = e. (4.26)
We will establish that (4.26) is itself in turn equivalent to the commu-
tativity of f · l with g · m. To do this we first observe that the Mo¨bius
transformations i · l and i · m transpose the pairs {u,m(u)} and {u, l(u)}
respectively. Hence by theorem 5 they are both involutions
i · l = l−1 · i, i ·m = m−1 · i. (4.27)
Moreover, by theorem 9, [i ·m] · f and [i · l] · g are involutions,
[i ·m] · f = f−1 · [i ·m], [i · l] · g = g−1 · [i · l]. (4.28)
Now starting from (4.26) and using (4.27) and (4.28) we may write
g−1 · f = i · f−1 · g · i,
= m · i ·m · f−1 · g · i · l · l−1,
= m · f · i ·m · i · l · g−1 · l−1,
= m · f ·m−1 · l · g−1 · l−1.
Then using the fact that l and m commute (by theorem 11) this can be
rearranged to reveal
[f · l] · [g ·m] = [g ·m] · [f · l]. (4.29)
Finally we will show that, due to the hypotheses of the theorem, (4.29)
is equivalent to the assertion that f · l and g · m share their fixed-points.
Theorem 11 gives only two other possibilities, that one of f · l and g · m
is equal to e or that f · l and g ·m are distinct commuting involutions, cf.
theorem 12. If, say, f · l = e, then f and l share fixed-points, which means
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that u is a fixed-point of l contradicting our choice of u, so neither of f · l
or g ·m is equal to e. Suppose now that f · l and g ·m are distinct commut-
ing involutions, clearly they transpose the points {u, l(u)} and {u,m(u)}
respectively, but f and g have exactly these as fixed-points. Therefore we
conclude that l and m transpose these points and are therefore involutions
themselves. But l and m share their fixed-points, so by theorem 8 if they
are both involutions they must coincide. This contradicts our hypothesis
that l and m are distinct, so f · l and g · m are not distinct commuting
involutions.

We now state the main theorem and the proof proceeds quite straightfor-
wardly.
Theorem 21 Suppose the points u, u˜, û, u, û, ̂˜u, u˜ ∈ Ĉ are all distinct.
Then there exist f, g, h ∈ S(u) \ {e} such that
f ∈ F(u, u˜), g ∈ F(u, û), h ∈ F(u, u),
g−1 · f ∈ F(u, ̂˜u), h−1 · g ∈ F(u, û), f−1 · h ∈ F(u, u˜), (4.30)
if and only if there exists an involution i ∈ M for which
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u. (4.31)
Proof Suppose first that f, g, h ∈ S(u) \ {e} satisfy (4.30). By theorem
6 we may construct a unique involution i ∈ M for which i(u˜) = û and
i(û) = u˜, we may then define the point ̂˜u∗ = i(u). We will show that̂˜u∗ = ̂˜u. This hinges on the construction of l,m, n ∈ M such that
l(u) = u˜, m(u) = û, n(u) = u,
l(û) = ̂˜u∗, m(u) = û, n(u˜) = u˜,
l(u) = u˜, m(u˜) = ̂˜u∗, n(û) = û, (4.32)
which according to theorem 14 share their fixed-points. Now, from the
hypotheses of the theorem (and theorem 2) we see that
f−1 · h ∈ F(u, u˜) = F(u, [n · l](u)),
h−1 · g ∈ F(u, û) = F(u, [m · n](u)). (4.33)
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So according to theorem 20, f · l and g · m both share their fixed-points
with h · n. Of course then f · l and g ·m also share their fixed-points with
each other, so again by theorem 20 we find
g−1 · f ∈ F(u, [l ·m](u)) = F(u, ̂˜u∗). (4.34)
However, by supposition g−1 · f ∈ F(u, ̂˜u), and the intersection of F(u, ̂˜u∗)
with F(u, ̂˜u) is {e} unless {u, ̂˜u∗} = {u, ̂˜u}. But g−1 · f = e implies f and
g share their fixed-points which contradicts our supposition, so we must
conclude that ̂˜u∗ = ̂˜u.
Suppose now that the involution i ∈ M satisfying (4.31) exists. Choose
any f ∈ F(u, u˜) \ {e} and fix g, h in terms of f by demanding that
g ∈ F(u, û), h ∈ F(u, u),
g(̂˜u) = f(̂˜u), h(u˜) = f(u˜), (4.35)
which according to theorem 3 fixes g and h uniquely, and neither is equal to
e. This means that, by construction, g−1 · f ∈ F(u, ̂˜u) and f−1 ·h ∈ F(u, u˜).
Now if we suppose h−1 ·g ∈ F(u, û∗) for some point û∗ ∈ Ĉ, then according
to what was proven above there exists an involution j ∈ M for which
j(u˜) = û∗, j(û) = u˜, j(u) = ̂˜u. (4.36)
It then follows from theorem 6 that j = i, which in turn implies that
û∗ = û, and so f, g and h as constructed satisfy (4.30).

4.6 Embedding in three dimensions
Consider the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation written previously (4.23).
Let us for convenience define the quadrilateral expression Qpq,
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = (p− 1)(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u)− (q − 1)(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u), (4.37)
and recall from section 4.4 that if f, g ∈ S(u) satisfy (4.12), then g−1 · f ∈
F(u, ̂˜u) where ̂˜u is fixed by the equation
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0. (4.38)
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Of course if f, g, h ∈ S(u) satisfy (4.30) and we suppose that
αu(f) = p, αu(g) = q, αu(h) = r, (4.39)
then it is immediate that
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, Qqr(u, û, u, û) = 0, Qrp(u, u, u˜, u˜) = 0. (4.40)
Now it turns out that the equations
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, Qqr(u˜, ̂˜u, u˜, ̂˜u) = 0, Qrp(û, û, ̂˜u, ̂˜u) = 0, (4.41)
all fix the same point ̂˜u, in other words the quadrilateral expression (4.37)
is consistent on the cube. In this section we will demonstrate this consis-
tency, principally using theorems 21 and 14. The process will reveal the
associated configuration of Mo¨bius transformations, which is actually the
main purpose because the consistency itself is well known and straightfor-
ward to verify by calculation.
Let us define Mo¨bius transformations l,m, n ∈ M by the relations (3.26)
which according to theorem 1 fixes them uniquely. The main idea here is
to introduce the new Mo¨bius transformations
f = n · f · n−1, g = n · g · n−1,
g˜ = l · g · l−1, h˜ = l · h · l−1,
ĥ = m · h ·m−1, f̂ = m · f ·m−1.
(4.42)
It is then immediate from (4.30) and (4.39), using (2.8) and (4.9), that
f, g ∈ S(u) satisfy
f ∈ F(u, u˜), g ∈ F(u, û),
αu(f) = p, αu(g) = q,
g−1 · f ∈ F(u, n(̂˜u)). (4.43)
Similarly, the pair g˜, h˜ ∈ S(u˜) satisfy
g˜ ∈ F(u˜, ̂˜u), h˜ ∈ F(u˜, u˜),
αeu(g˜) = q, αeu(h˜) = r, h˜
−1 · g˜ ∈ F(u˜, l(û)), (4.44)
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and the pair ĥ, f̂ ∈ S(û) satisfy
ĥ ∈ F(û, û), f̂ ∈ F(û, ̂˜u),
αbu(ĥ) = r, αbu(̂f) = p, f̂
−1 · ĥ ∈ F(û,m(u˜)). (4.45)
Now using theorems 21 and 14 we see that l,m and n have the same fixed-
points, so they commute and hence n(̂˜u) = l(û) = m(u˜) = [l · m · n](u).
The three equations (4.41) then follow directly from the relations (4.43),
(4.44) and (4.45) if we identify ̂˜u = [l · m · n](u). Thus the consistency is
verified.
Of course by theorem 14 there also exists a Mo¨bius involution i ∈ M
which satisfies
i(u) = ̂˜u, i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u. (4.46)
We will finish this section by finding an equation for the point ̂˜u in terms
of initial data {u, u˜, û, u} and the parameters p, q and r. The procedure
will be similar in spirit to the derivation of the lattice Schwarzian KdV
equation itself given in section 4.4.
Let us begin by introducing the following new Mo¨bius transformations
f∗ = i · f · i, g∗ = i · g · i, h∗ = i · h · i, (4.47)
clearly f∗, g∗, h∗ ∈ S(̂˜u). Now choose some v ∈ Ĉ\{̂˜u} and fix x, y, z ∈ F(̂˜u)
by demanding
x(v) = u˜, y(v) = û, z(v) = u. (4.48)
The following relations can then be verified (in the same way as in the
proof of theorem 19)
pi
beu
v (g
−1
∗ · f∗) = z−1 · g−1∗ · f∗ · z,
pi
beu
v (h
−1
∗ · g∗) = x−1 · h−1∗ · g∗ · x,
pi
beu
v (f
−1
∗ · h∗) = y−1 · f−1∗ · h∗ · y.
(4.49)
Now if we substitute (4.49) into the identity
[f∗·pi
beu
v (f
−1
∗ ·h∗)·h−1∗ ]·[h∗·pi
beu
v (h
−1
∗ ·g∗)·g−1∗ ]·[g∗·pi
beu
v (g
−1
∗ ·f∗)·f−1∗ ] = e, (4.50)
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we find
[f∗·y−1·f−1∗ ]·[h∗·y·h−1∗ ]·[h∗·x−1·h−1∗ ]·[g∗·x·g−1∗ ]·[g∗·z−1·g−1∗ ]·[f∗·z·f−1∗ ] = e.
(4.51)
The bracketed terms all lie in F(̂˜u) and application of the normal-form
isomorphism βbeu to this expression, followed by the substitutions
βbeu(x) = b0χ(u˜, ̂˜u, v), αbeu(f∗) = p,
βbeu(y) = b0χ(û, ̂˜u, v), αbeu(g∗) = q,
βbeu(z) = b0χ(u, ̂˜u, v), αbeu(h∗) = r.
(4.52)
which result from (4.48) and (4.47) using (3.19) and (4.9), leads to the
desired relation
r − p
û− ̂˜u + q − ru˜− ̂˜u + p− qu− ̂˜u = 0. (4.53)
Rearranging for ̂˜u it can be seen that this relation determines ̂˜u uniquely
in terms of the initial data {u˜, û, u}. Note there is no dependence on u,
which is the tetrahedron property referred to in [4].
4.7 Conclusion
We have developed a bit further the basic results on Mo¨bius transforma-
tions started in chapter 2. This has led to an extension of the normal-form
introduced in section 3.3 making it suitable for the study of the stabilizer
subgroups ofM parameterised in a particular way. Composition then gives
rise to a quadrilateral expression which (up to a point-transformation of
the lattice parameters) we identify as the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation
introduced in section 1.2.
The consistency on the cube of this equation leads us to a result which
in turn connects to the lattice equation described in chapter 3. Specifically,
we deduce from the embedding in three dimensions described here and
from theorem 21, that for the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation (for some
p, q and r) to be satisfied on each face of a cube (as in (1.12), see figure 1.1)
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it is necessary and sufficent that there exists a Mo¨bius involution i ∈ M
for which
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u, i(u) = ̂˜u. (4.54)
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Chapter 5
The lattice Schwarzian KP
equation
The three dimensional embeddings of the quadrilateral lattice equations
introduced in chapters 3 and 4 have been connected, perhaps unexpect-
edly, through theorems 14 and 21. The connecting device is the existence
of a Mo¨bius involution i ∈ M satisfying
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u. (5.1)
According to theorem 6 the necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of this involution can be written
u˜û u˜+ û 1
ûu˜ û+ u˜ 1
û˜u u+ ̂˜u 1 = 0. (5.2)
Considered in its own right as an equation on a six-point stencil in the
three dimensional lattice this is known as the lattice Schwarzian KP equa-
tion. This equation was given originally in [51] it is more commonly writ-
ten in the form
(u˜− ̂˜u)(û− û)(u− u˜) = (u˜− u˜)(u− û)(û− û), (5.3)
as opposed to the form (5.2) used here. The equation appears as the
superposition principle for solutions of the Schwarzian KP equation related
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by its BT (cf. also [36]). One of the well documented properties of (5.2)
is its Mo¨bius invariance, that is, given any m ∈ M,
u˜û u˜+ û 1
ûu˜ û+ u˜ 1
û˜u u+ ̂˜u 1 = 0 ⇔
m(u˜)m(û) m(u˜) +m(û) 1
m(û)m(u˜) m(û) +m(u˜) 1
m(u)m(̂˜u) m(u) +m(̂˜u) 1 = 0. (5.4)
Here we see that this is just equivalent to the observation that, given any
m ∈ M, m · i ·m−1 is an involution whenever i is.
In this chapter we will describe the integrability property of (5.2) and
establish a natural characterisation of the reduction to the lattice systems
described in chapters 3 and 4.
5.1 Integrability
The equation (5.2) can be embedded consistently in a four-dimensional
lattice. The consistency can be checked by posing an IVP on the four-
dimensional hypercube, however the IVP is not unique and a description
of them all is quite tedious and does not provide much insight.
However, this consistency is equivalent to the notion of the natural
auto-BT for the equation, which is somewhat easier to describe and can
be understood more intuitively. Basically, rather than describing the four-
dimensional system, we consider only one increment in the fourth direction
(the direction of the BT). Moreover, instead of using another accent for
that shift, we will introduce a new variable, so we consider two variables
u = u(n,m, l) and v = v(n,m, l) each on a three-dimensional lattice. This
gives rise to three equations which involve both u and v,
u˜v̂ u˜+ v̂ 1
ûv˜ û+ v˜ 1̂˜uv ̂˜u+ v 1 = 0,
ûv û+ v 1
uv̂ u+ v̂ 1
ûv û+ v 1
= 0,
uv˜ u+ v˜ 1
u˜v u˜+ v 1
u˜v u˜+ v 1
= 0.
(5.5)
When u and v satisfy (5.5) on the lattice we will write
u ∼ v (5.6)
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and say that u and v are related by the BT (5.5). We claim that, given
a solution u of (5.2) the system (5.5) can be solved for v which in turn
satisfies (5.2). Even though the system (5.5) is not symmetric in u and
v this also works in the other direction. That is, given a solution v of
(5.2), the system (5.5) can be solved for u which then satisfies (5.2). Note
however that the relation (5.6) is not symmetric.
In what follows we will connect the BT (5.5) with a configuration of
Mo¨bius transformations. This will enable us to demonstrate that, if (5.5)
holds on a particular lattice cube, then both u and v necessarily satisfy
(5.2) on that cube. If u = v on every lattice site then (5.5) is satisfied
trivially without any constraint on u, we will exclude this trivial case by
making the assumption that u 6= v.
First observe from theorem 6 that the BT relations (5.5) imply the
existence of Mo¨bius involutions j1, j2, j3 ∈ M for which
j3(u˜) = v̂, j1(û) = v, j2(u) = v˜,
j3(û) = v˜, j1(u) = v̂, j2(u˜) = v,
j3(v) = ̂˜u, j1(v) = û, j2(v) = u˜.
(5.7)
By theorem 1 the relations
x(u˜) = v˜, x(û) = v̂, x(u) = v, (5.8)
fix a unique x ∈ M. We then define the point u∗ = x−1(v), and choose
l,m, n ∈ M to be the unique (by theorem 3) Mo¨bius transformations which
share their fixed-points with x and satisfy
l(u∗) = u˜, m(u∗) = û, n(u∗) = u. (5.9)
Importantly, theorem 10 shows that the fixed-points of x, and thus of l,m
and n, are transposed by any of j1, j2 or j3. By theorem 9 this implies,
for example, that l · j3 = j3 · l−1. Using also the commutativity of l and
x, so that l(v) = l(x(u∗)) = x(l(u∗)) = x(u˜) = v˜, we observe that l(û) =
l(j3(v˜)) = j3(l−1(v˜)) = j3(v) = ̂˜u. In fact similar reasoning reveals that all
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of the following hold
l(û) = ̂˜u, m(u) = û, n(u˜) = u˜,
l(u) = u˜, m(u˜) = ̂˜u, n(û) = û. (5.10)
So, from the condition (5.6) we have deduced the existance of l,m, n ∈ M
which share their fixed-points and satisfy (5.9) and (5.10). We therefore
conclude from theorem 14 that there exists an involution i ∈ M satisfying
(5.1), in other words that (5.2) holds.
Now observe that the BT relations (5.5) also imply the existance of
Mo¨bius involutions j˜1, ĵ2 and j3 for which
j3(u˜) = v̂, j˜1(̂˜u) = v˜, ĵ2(û) = ̂˜v,
j3(û) = v˜, j˜1(u˜) = ̂˜v, ĵ2(̂˜u) = v̂,
j3(v) =
̂˜u, j˜1(v˜) = ̂˜u, ĵ2(v̂) = ̂˜u.
(5.11)
Defining x∗ ∈ M by the relations
x∗(̂˜u) = ̂˜v, x∗(û) = v̂, x∗(u˜) = v˜, (5.12)
and the new point ̂˜v∗ = x∗(̂˜u), we can then choose l∗,m∗ and n∗ to share
fixed-points with x∗ and satisfy
l∗(v̂) =
̂˜v∗, m∗(v˜) = ̂˜v∗, n∗(̂˜v) = ̂˜v∗. (5.13)
Using (5.11) it can then be verified that all of the following also hold
l∗(v̂) = ̂˜v, m∗(v) = v̂, n∗(v˜) = v˜,
l∗(v) = v˜, m∗(v˜) = ̂˜v, n∗(v̂) = v̂. (5.14)
The relations (5.13) and (5.14) imply, by theorem 14, that there exists an
involution i∗ ∈ M for which
i∗(v˜) = v̂, i∗(v̂) = v˜, i∗(v) = ̂˜v. (5.15)
By theorem 6 it then follows that (5.2) is also satisfied by v.
So we have shown that if (5.5) holds on a lattice cube, and v 6= u, then
both u and v satisfy (5.2). The converse statment, that (5.2) is sufficient
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for the compatibility of (5.5) in v requires that we specify a particular
IVP. For a concrete example, consider (5.2) on the domain N3. In this
case fixing a solution u of (5.2) and giving the initial data v(0, 0, n), n ∈ N,
the system (5.5) can be solved for v on N3. On the other hand, fixing a
solution v of (5.2) on N3, then appropriate initial data on the u lattice is
u(n, 0, 0), u(0, n, 0), u(0, 0, n), n ∈ N, whence (5.5) can be solved for u on
N3.
Note that iterating the BT establishes a solution of an embedded sys-
tem in four dimensions, so in this sense the BT as described implies the
four dimensional consistency.
5.2 Solutions associated with 2-cycles of the BT
We have already observed that the BT relations (5.5) collapse in the case
u = v, so in a trivial sense every solution of (5.2) is related to itself by the
BT. Here we ask if there exist solutions of (5.2) which return to themselves
after two applications of the BT. Specifically, we will look for solutions u
for which there exists v 6= u such that
u ∼ v and v ∼ u. (5.16)
We will refer to such solutions as 2-cycles of the BT. Clearly if u is a
2-cycle of the BT, then the associated solution v is also a 2-cycle. It turns
out that u is a 2-cycle of the BT for (5.2) if and only if, on every lattice
cube, there exists an involution i ∈ M for which
i(u˜) = û, i(û) = u˜, i(u) = ̂˜u, i(u) = ̂˜u. (5.17)
This is exactly the condition, discussed in chapters 3 and 4 for the exis-
tance of the system of embedded quadrilateral equations in each respec-
tively.
To prove that (5.16) implies the existance of the involution satisfying
(5.17) we apply a further the construction of the previous section.
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Suppose x′, l′,m′ and n′ satisfy the same relations as x, l,m and n as
before (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) but with u↔ v. Now l′ cot l−1 = m′ ·m−1 =
n′ · n−1 because they all send u∗ to u as well as share their fixed points
(cf. theorem 3).
Then
x(û) = v̂)⇒[x · l′ · l−1](̂˜u) = ̂˜v,
[x ·m′ ·m−1](û) = v̂,
[x · n′ · n−1](u˜) = v˜,
(5.18)
because l′(v̂) = ̂˜v and l(û) = ̂˜u etc. Therefore we may also conclude that
l′ cot l−1 = m′ · m−1 = n′ · n−1 = x−1 · x∗ because x∗ satisfies (5.12). This
means that x∗ shares fixed-points with x, so therefore all of x∗, l∗, n∗ share
fixed-points with all of x, l,m, n. In thurn this means that l∗ = l′, m∗ = m′,
n∗ = n′ which follows by considering for example that l′(v̂) = ̂˜v.
Now, according to the previous section, (5.16) implies there exists i
satisfying (5.1), so i the fixed-points of all these Mo¨bius transformations
are transposed by i, and so by theorem 9 i · l = l−1 · i. As a result we
observe that
l∗(u) = u˜
⇒i(l∗(u)) = i(u˜)
⇒l−1∗ (i(u)) = û
⇒i(u) = l∗(û) = ̂˜u.
(5.19)
Of course by the u ↔ v symmetry of (5.16) we conclude that i∗ which
satisfies (5.15) also satisfies i∗(v) =
̂˜v.
5.3 Conclusion
The natural reduction from the lattice Schwarzian KP equation to the
lattice Schwarzian KdV equation is demonstrated to be exactly the re-
duction to solutions of the Schwarzian KP equation which are 2-cycles
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of its BT. It is natural to conjecture that higher-rank systems which are
consistent on the cube (e.g. Schwarzian Boussinesq lattice systems [53])
arise as N -cycles of the BT, i.e., solutions for which
u1 ∼ u2 , u2 ∼ u3, u3 ∼ u4, . . . , uN−1 ∼ uN . (5.20)
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Chapter 6
Scalar lattice equations
which are consistent on the
cube
There exist other integrable lattice equations which are as yet un-connected
to the story of the previous chapters. In the present chapter, which can
be read independantly of what has gone before, we will encounter these
other integrable lattice equations. In particular we introduce Adler’s lat-
tice equation and give a brief summary of the classification results due to
Adler Bobenko and Suris (cf. section 1.1).
6.1 Adler’s lattice equation
Here we will introduce Adler’s lattice equation as the superposition prin-
ciple for BTs of the Krichever-Novikov (KN) PDE. From the start Adler’s
equation is related naturally to a biquadratic correspondence [16, 86], a
polynomial of degree two in two variables which can be treated as a two-
valued mapping. Later this object will become of great relevance for both
the classification and construction of solutions for the lattice equations.
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The KN equation [37, 38] (cf. also [49, 31]) may be written in the form
KN(u) :=
uy
ux
− uxxx
ux
+
3
2u2x
(
u2xx −R(u)
)
= 0,
R(u) = a0 + a1u+ a2u2 + a3u3 + a4u4,
(6.1)
where a0 . . . a4 ∈ C are constant parameters of the equation. In the case
R(u) = 0 (6.1) reduces to the Schwarzian KdV equation discussed exten-
sively in section 1.2, the effect of the Mo¨bius change of variables u→ m(u)
here is to alter R, a0 . . . a4 → a˜0 . . . a˜4, without changing the number or
type of its roots. The BT for (6.1) was discovered by Adler in [3], it can
be written as the system
uxu˜x = h(u, u˜), KN(u) +KN(u˜) = 0 (6.2)
where h = h(u, u˜) is a symmetric polynomial of degree two or less in two
variables (henceforth symmetric biquadratic, note the symmetry was not
required in [3] but will be a convenient and inconsequential assumption
here) which satisfies
h2u − 2hhuu = R(u˜). (6.3)
To proceed we need to specify R and construct h satisfying (6.3). The
symmetric biquadratic h has six coefficents and R contains five, so we
might expect to find a one-parameter family of such biquadratics. Indeed
this turns out to be true, but when R has less than four simple roots
this family is in general not unique, in these cases there arise functionally
distinct BTs for 6.1. (ABS [6] have in fact devised a notion of degeneracy
for the biquadratic h, descirbed later in section 6.3 which when imposed
with (6.3) recovers the uniqueness of this family for any R.) Here we will
focus on the case when R has four simple roots (the elliptic case). We
may take R to be in the form
R(u) = 1− (k + 1/k)u2 + u4 (6.4)
where k ∈ C \ {0, 1,−1} is arbitrary, which up to a Mo¨bius transforma-
tion on u in (6.1) is without loss of generality. We also make the mild
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assumption that
h(0, p) = 0 (6.5)
for some p. It turns out (6.5) taken with (6.3) is enough to reconstruct h
with no restriction on p
h(u, u˜) = Hp(u, u˜) := 12p
(
u2 + u˜2 − (1 + u2u˜2)p2 − 2uu˜P ) , (6.6)
where we have introduced p = (p, P ) ∈ Γ,
Γ =
{
(x,X) | X2 = R(x)} . (6.7)
The reconstruction is unique up to the sign of P and the overall sign of the
biquadratic. The point p ∈ Γ, which can be chosen freely, is the Ba¨cklund
parameter. So to sumarise, the KN equation (6.1) with R in the form
(6.4) admits the BT (6.2) where the biqudratic h is given in (6.6). The
superposition principle is as follows
Qp,q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) :=
p(uu˜+ û̂˜u)− q(uû+ u˜̂˜u)− pQ− qP
1− p2q2 (u
̂˜u+ u˜û− pq(1 + uu˜û̂˜u)) = 0,
(6.8)
which can be verified explicitly. The factorisation of the necessary condi-
tion for commutativity of these BTs is not obvious (unlike in the Schwarzian
case (1.10)), but it does still occur,
Hp(u, u˜)Hp(û, ̂˜u)−Hq(u, û)Hq(u˜, ̂˜u) =
1− p2q2
4p2q2
Qp,q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u)Qp,q′(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u). (6.9)
where q′ = (−q,Q) ∈ Γ. Equation (6.8), which we will refer to as the
Jacobi form of Adler’s equation, was first given by Hietarinta [27], it is
equivalent (by a change of variables) to the Weierstrass form given origi-
nally by Adler [3] and improved by Nijhoff [61].
The continuum limit of Alder’s equation and its BT (the BT for (6.8)
arises naturally from its consistency on the cube in the way described in
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section 1.2) recovers the KN equation (6.1) and its BT (6.2), the situa-
tion is just as described in section (1.2) and in fact the required analytic
differenc operator is the same,
Cp = e
√
2p(∂x+
p
6
∂y). (6.10)
6.2 The degenerate cases of Adler’s equation
Adler’s equation was included in the list of multidimensionally consistent
equations given later by Adler, Bobenko and Suris (ABS) in [4] (where it
was denoted Q4). Here we reproduce the remaining equations in that list:
Q3δ :
(p− 1p)(uu˜+ û̂˜u)− (q − 1q )(uû+ u˜̂˜u) =
(pq − qp)(u˜û+ û˜u+ δ24 (p− 1p)(q − 1q )),
Q2 :
p(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u)− q(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u) =
pq(q − p)(u+ u˜+ û+ ̂˜u− p2 + pq − q2),
Q1δ : p(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u)− q(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u) = δ2pq(q − p),
A2 :
(p− 1p)(uû+ u˜̂˜u)− (q − 1q )(uu˜+ û̂˜u) =
(pq − qp)(1 + uu˜û̂˜u),
A1δ : p(u+ û)(u˜+ ̂˜u)− q(u+ u˜)(û+ ̂˜u) = δ2pq(p− q),
H3δ : p(uu˜+ û̂˜u)− q(uû+ u˜̂˜u) = δ(q2 − p2),
H2 : (u− ̂˜u)(u˜− û) = (p− q)(u+ u˜+ û+ ̂˜u+ p+ q),
H1 : (u− ̂˜u)(u˜− û) = p− q,
(6.11)
in each case where it appears δ is a constant parameter of the equation
which, by a scaling of u, can be taken as 0 or 1. Equations are listed
up to a Mo¨bius transformation of the variable and point-transformation
of the lattice parameters. The equations A1δ and A2 are gauge-related
to Q1δ and Q30. Let us give an historical remark (cf. section 1.1), the
equations H1,H30, Q1 and Q30 and are parameter sub-cases of the NQC
equation [50] given in 1983 (in fact NQC is equivalent to Q30 up to a gauge
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Eq u k p P
Q3δ 2iδ u −42 (p− 1/p) 12(p+ 1/p) +O(4)
Q2 1 +

2u 
2 2p 1− 22 p2 − 
4
8 p
4 +O(6)
Q1δ δu k p 1 +O(
2)
A2 u −42 1 (p− 1/p)−1 −122 (p+ 1/p)(p− 1/p)−2 +O(2)
A1δ δu k p −1 +O(2)
H3δ 1 + √−δu 1 1− 
2
2 p −2p+O(4)
H2 1 + − 2u −44 1− 
2
2 p
−1
22
+ 14p− 22 + 4p+O(10)
H1 1 + u k 1− 22 p k−1√−k − 2 k−12√−kp+O(4)
Table 6.1: Substitutions which lead to the indicated de-
generate sub case (Eq) of Adler’s equation (6.8) in the limit
→ 0. Choose δ =  rather than 0 to arrive at Eq with δ = 0.
transformation), H30 was considered by Hirota [29] in 1977, H1 was the
superposition principle given by Whalquist and Estabrook [83] in 1973.
It was shown in [4] that all of the equations in the list (6.11) except H1
and H30 appear as the superposition principle for BTs of the KN equation
(6.1) (in cases where R does not have four simple roots) constructed from
a biquadratic, h, according to the method of Adler which we described in
section 6.1. However all the equations in the list (6.11) (without exception)
are degenerate sub-cases of the equation (6.8). Table 6.1 contains the
details of these degenerations (some of which are new). To clarify the
meaning of the entries in this table we include an example here. Let us
make the substitutions
u→ u, p→ p, q → q (6.12)
in (6.8) and consider the leading term in the small- expansion of the
resulting expression. For this calculation it is necessary to write the pa-
rameters P and Q as a series in ,
P = ±(1−2 1
2
(k+1/k)p2+. . .), Q = ±(1−2 1
2
(k+1/k)q2+. . .), (6.13)
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so there is some choice of sign. The rest of the calculation is straightfor-
ward and the leading order expression that results is exactly the equation
Q11 or A11 depending on this choice of sign.
It was pointed out in [4] that one can descend through the lists ‘Q’, ‘A’
and ‘H’ in (6.11) by degeneration from Q4, A2 and H3δ respectively. The
degenerations from Adler’s equation in Weierstrass form to the equations
in the ‘Q’ list are given explicitly in [5].
6.3 ABS biquadratic non-degeneracy
We have not discussed the extent to which the list (6.11) is exhaustive,
which is of course a very important aspect of the ABS result. Suffice it
to say that there are several scalar equations which are consistent on the
cube, for example the linear equation
(̂˜u− u)(p− q) + (u˜− û)(p+ q) = 0, (6.14)
which are not included in this list. What we will describe instead, is
the result in [6] which superseeded [4], although interestingly the list got
shorter in some sense.
A definition of central importance is a notion of non-degeneracy for a
biquadratic h (a polynomial of degree at most two in two variables, which
here may or may not be symmetric). The biquadratic h is said to be non-
degenerate if it is of degree two in each variable and either irriducible, or
of the form
h(u, u˜) = (cu˜u+ du˜− au− b)(c∗u˜u+ d∗u˜− a∗u− b∗),
ad 6= bc, a∗d∗ 6= b∗c∗.
(6.15)
This is the notion of non-degenaracy which yields uniqueness of the bi-
quadratic family with shared discriminant which we mentioned in section
6.1.
Now, the most general notion of (scalar) consistency on the cube in-
volves arbitrary polynomials of degree one in four variables associated to
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each face. Such a polynomial takes the general form
A0 +A1u+A2u˜+A3û+A4̂˜u+A5uu˜
+A6uû+A7û˜u+A8u˜û+A9u˜̂˜u+A10û̂˜u
+A11uu˜û+A12uu˜̂˜u+A13uû̂˜u+A14u˜û̂˜u+A15uu˜û̂˜u = P,
(6.16)
where A0 . . . A15 are the coefficients. To such P we may associate four
biquadratics,
PbeuPbu − PPbeubu = h1(u, u˜), PbeuPeu − PPbeueu = h2(u, û),
PeuPu − PPeuu = h3(û, ̂˜u), PbuPu − PPbuu = h4(u˜, ̂˜u), (6.17)
(on the edges of a quadrilateral). Note that u, u˜ satisfy h1(u, u˜) = 0 if and
only if the correspondence û 7→ ̂˜u defined by P = 0 is non-invertible (and
if h1(u, u˜) 6= 0 then this correspondence is a Mo¨bius transformation).
ABS [6] have shown that if h1 . . . h4 in (6.17) are non-degenerate then,
up to Mo¨bius transformations (acting independently on each variable
u, u˜, û and ̂˜u), the equation P = 0 coincides with one of the equations
Q1δ, Q2, Q3δ or Q4k (for some choice of the two lattice parameters and
constants δ or k). Such polynomials are said to be of ‘type Q’.
They also proved a converse, if a system of equations is consistent on
the cube and the polynomial associated to each face is of ‘type Q’, then
up to Mo¨bius transformations (acting independently on each variabe on
the cube) the system on the cube is a natural embedding (cf. (1.12) in
section 1.2) of one of the equations Q1δ, Q2, Q3δ or Q4k (for some choice
of the three lattice parameters and constants δ or k).
Let us remark that the biquadratic present in the BT (6.2) from which
Adler’s equation (6.8) was constructed, is connected to the biquadratics
discussed here. Specifically, in the instance that P = Qp,q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) de-
fined in (6.8) the associated biquadratics h1 . . . h4 defined in (6.17) are
found to be
h1(u, u˜) =h3(u, u˜) = cHp(u, u˜),
h2(u, û) =h4(u, û) = −cHq(u, û),
(6.18)
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where the constant c = 2pq(pQ− qP )/(1− p2q2) and H is the biquadratic
defined in (6.6).
6.4 Discussion
The ABS result described (in section 6.3) is decisive for equations of ‘type
Q’, a property which can be algorithmically checked. Systems on the cube
where one or more of the faces are not of ‘type Q’ are of course known
(for example the ‘H’ list in (6.11)), and in chapters 7 and 8 we will give
some more examples.
Apart from this though, there is one other important issue to consider
when we use a polynomial (like P in 6.16) to define a quadrilateral lattice
equation. Effectively, for consistency on a three dimensional lattice, there
are additional symmetry constraints over the plain consistency on a cube.
For example to construct a BT for an arbitrary ‘type Q’ polynomial, it
should be true that by a (non-autonomous) Mo¨bius change of variables
the lattice system can be brought to an embedding of a symmetric (in the
sense that opposite faces coincide) system on the cube. (One exception to
this is the case of a non-auto-BT where on one pair of opposite faces the
equations differ, which we describe in chapter 8.)
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Chapter 7
The linear case
The consistency on the cube of a system of quadrilateral expressions can
obviously be checked algorithmically. Here we use an ansatz for the quadri-
lateral expressions and impose consistency in order to look for new systems
which are consistent on the cube. Given the work of ABS [4] on the clas-
sification of such systems (described in chapter 6) this strategy is useful
only for the investigation of cases not of ‘type Q’ (defined in section 6.3)
and which are therefore currently outside classification. More restrictive
conditions than consistency on the cube have led to classification results
for subsets of the ‘non-Q’ systems [4, 27, 28] (which overlap with ‘type Q’
systems), here we deal with the general linear equation under a ‘lattice
parameter’ ansatz using a direct (brute force) method.
7.1 The ansatz
Central to the ansatz we will study here is the notion of lattice-parameters,
that is, we study a single quadrilateral equation with coefficients that
depend upon parameters p and q. We will begin by considering the linear
homogeneous equation which contains just three essential coefficients,
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = a(p, q)u+ b(p, q)u˜+ c(p, q)û+ ̂˜u. (7.1)
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We then suppose that this quadrilateral expression is consistent on the
cube in the sense of (1.12) described in section 1.2.
It turns out that imposing this consistency puts the following single
condition on the coefficients,
a(p, q) = b(p, q)b(r, p)− b(r, p)c(q, r) + c(q, r)c(p, q). (7.2)
Actually, a list of several other conditions also emerge. Remarkably
though, they are all a consequence of (7.2) and relations derived from
(7.2) by a cyclic permutation of the parameters p, q, r. So, an equation
of the form (7.1) is consistent on the cube if and only if the coefficients
satisfy the constraint (7.2).
Although from the integrability point of view the class of equations
(7.1) is perhaps un-interesting (being linear), the constraint itself (7.2) is
a good example of the type of functional equation which appears in this
approach more generally. Perhaps more importantly, equations of the type
(7.1) are degenerate in the ABS sense (not of ‘type Q’), so an analysis of
this ansatz contributes non-trivially to the full classification of systems
which are consistent on the cube.
7.2 A particular solution
To make progress toward solving the constraint equation (7.2) it is useful
to understand better what a solution of this equation might look like. This
we can illustrate by giving a particular solution. It may be observed (by
inspection) that if
b(p, q) = f(q),
c(p, q) = g(p),
a(p, q) = f(p)f(q)− f(p)g(q) + g(p)g(q),
(7.3)
for arbitrary f and g, the condition (7.2) is satisfied identically. Note that
we have not specified the set from which the lattice parameters p, q and
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r are taken. Observing that a, b and c depend on p and q only through f
and g we may make the identifications
p → (p1, p2) = (f(p), g(p)),
q → (q1, q2) = (f(q), g(q)),
(7.4)
and without loss of generality take (p1, p2), (q1, q2) ∈ C2 to be the (two-
component) lattice parameters. From (7.1) we see the resulting lattice
equation is
(p2 − p1)(q2 − q1)u+ q1p2u+ q1u˜+ p2û+ ̂˜u = 0, (7.5)
moreover a calculation shows that ̂˜u is given by
̂˜u = q1r2u˜+ r1p2û+ p1q2u+ (p1q1r1 + p2q2r2)u. (7.6)
the relation (7.6) is invariant under a cyclic permutation of p, q, r and
u˜, û, u. Inspecting (1.12) we therefore see that (7.6) is in fact sufficient to
verify the consistency because all three equations for ̂˜u can be generated
from any one of them by this permutation.
So we would like to say that (7.3) is a solution of (7.2). The problem
then, is to systematically derive all solutions of (7.2). The point we would
like to draw the readers attention to, about the example solution (7.3), is
that the set from which p, q and r are taken remains unspecified. Effec-
tively, the natural number of components for the lattice parameters is a
quantity which will be fixed during the solution procedure.
7.3 A solution method
We will begin by supposing that p, q, r ∈ S for some unspecified set S, and
that a, b and c are functions from S× S to C. The important assumption
we make here is that a, b and c are defined throughout the domain. Thus
the functional equation (7.2) can be written more precisely as
a(p, q) = b(p, q)b(r, p)− b(r, p)c(q, r) + c(q, r)c(p, q), ∀p, q, r ∈ S. (7.7)
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The main property which enables the systematic solution of (7.7) is most
easily described if we first rewrite it with the substitutions (p, q, r) →
(q, s, p) and (p, q, r)→ (s, p, q),
b(p, q) =
a(q, s)− c(q, s)c(s, p)
b(q, s)− c(s, p) ,
c(p, q) =
b(q, s)b(s, p)− a(s, p)
b(q, s)− c(s, p) ,
(7.8)
where we have introduced the parameter s ∈ S which we suppose to be
a particular fixed constant. What we see from the rearrangements (7.8)
is that b(p, q) and c(p, q) are rational expressions in functions of a single
variable (s being a constant parameter).
Now, by writing (7.2) again, but with (p, q, r)→ (q, s, s) and (p, q, r)→
(s, p, s) we see that
a(q, s) = b(q, s)b(s, q)− b(s, q)c(s, s) + c(s, s)c(q, s),
a(s, p) = b(s, p)b(s, s)− b(s, s)c(p, s) + c(p, s)c(s, p).
(7.9)
Using these relations to substitute for a(q, s) and a(s, p) in (7.8) it is
clear that b(p, q) and c(p, q) are rational expressions in just four single-
variable functions, namely b(p, s), b(s, p), c(p, s) and c(s, p) (here written
as functions of p and by convention s is the fixed constant), together with
the constants b(s, s) and c(s, s). Of course, using (7.7) we see that a(p, q)
is also a rational expression of the same functions and constants.
It turns out that these functions and constants are not all independent,
in fact there is one more constraint which connects them. To write down
this constraint let us begin by substituting (p, q, r) → (s, s, p) into (7.7)
and rearranging into the form
a(s, s)− b(s, s)c(s, s) = (b(s, s)− c(s, p))(b(p, s)− c(s, s)). (7.10)
Elimination of the constant a(s, s)−b(s, s)c(s, s) between this relation and
itself with the substitution p→ s then yields
(b(s, s)− c(s, s))2 = (b(s, s)− c(s, p))(b(p, s)− c(s, s)). (7.11)
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This relates b(p, s) and c(s, p), revealing that these functions cannot be
chosen independently. However, if we write
b(s, s)− c(s, p)
b(s, s)− c(s, s) =
b(s, s)− c(s, s)
b(p, s)− c(s, s) = γ(p),
b(s, p) = f(p),
c(p, s) = g(p),
(7.12)
then the functions f , g and γ can be chosen independently. That is,
substituting (7.12) back into (7.9), (7.8) and (7.7) we find
b(p, q) =
g(q)γ(p)− g(q) + f(q)/γ(q)
γ(p)− 1 + 1/γ(q) ,
c(p, q) =
g(p)γ(p)− f(p) + f(p)/γ(q)
γ(p)− 1 + 1/γ(q) ,
a(p, q) =
g(q)g(p)γ(p)− g(q)f(p) + f(p)f(q)/γ(q)
γ(p)− 1 + 1/γ(q) ,
(7.13)
and substitution of (7.13) into (7.7) yields no further constraints on f , g
and γ. Note that in the process of substituting back, any dependence on
the constants b(s, s) and c(s, s) has dropped out, we were able to arrange
this by the particular form we chose for γ.
So, we have established that any three functions a, b and c which map
S × S to C and satisfy (7.7) are necessarily of the form (7.13), and also
that (7.13) satisfies (7.7) identically. Note that if we choose γ(p) = 1 the
solution (7.13) reduces to the solution (7.3) we identified before.
7.4 Solutions on a restricted domain
In this section we will uncover solutions of (7.2) which were excluded from
consideration in section 7.3 by our assumption that a, b and c were defined
throughout S×S. In particular, this assumption was needed to ensure the
existence of s ∈ S for which b(s, s) and c(s, s) were points in C. Here we
consider the alternative, that no such s exists. We begin by assuming a,
b and c are defined throughout a restricted domain D,
D = S× S \ { (p, p) | p ∈ S }. (7.14)
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Now, substituting q = p and s = q into (7.8) we find
b(p, p) =
a(p, q)− c(p, q)c(q, p)
b(p, q)− c(q, p) ,
c(p, p) =
b(p, q)b(q, p)− a(q, p)
b(p, q)− c(q, p) .
(7.15)
Our assumption that a, b and c are defined throughout D means that
provided p 6= q the numerators and denominator on the RHS of (7.15)
all lie in C. Clearly then, if we can find a pair (p, q) ∈ D so that the
denominator does not vanish, both b(p, p) and c(p, p) lie in C and the
solution method of section 7.3 continues to apply. Alternatively, when no
such pair can be found, i.e., when
b(p, q) = c(q, p) ∀ (p, q) ∈ D, (7.16)
that solution method fails. Fortuitously, the additional constraint (7.16)
naturally simplifies the problem which leaves it tractable by a similar
solution method.
So let us suppose (7.16) holds, this enables us to eliminate c from (7.2)
and we are left with the problem of solving the functional equation
a(p, q) = b(p, q)b(r, p)− b(r, p)b(r, q) + b(r, q)b(q, p),
∀ distinct p, q, r ∈ S.
(7.17)
We proceed by fixing s ∈ S and substituting (p, q, r) → (q, s, p) in (7.17)
to find
b(p, q) =
a(q, s)− b(s, q)b(p, s)
b(q, s)− b(p, s) . (7.18)
Then, fixing t ∈ S so that (t, s) ∈ D and setting (p, q, r) → (q, s, t) in
(7.17),
a(q, s) = b(q, s)b(t, q)− b(t, q)b(t, s) + b(t, s)b(s, q). (7.19)
Using this to substitute for a(q, s) in (7.18) we conclude that b(p, q) is a
rational expression in the single-variable functions b(t, p), b(s, p), b(p, s)
and the constant b(t, s). Of course from (7.17) we see that a(p, q) is also
a rational expression in the same functions and constant.
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It turns out there is no further constraint on these functions, specifi-
cally, if we define
b(p, s)− b(t, s) = γ(p),
b(t, p) = f(p),
b(s, p) = g(p).
(7.20)
then γ, f and g may all be chosen independently. As before we substi-
tute (7.20) back through (7.19), (7.18) and (7.17), this time also defining
c(p, q) = b(q, p), and we find
b(p, q) =
f(q)γ(p)− g(q)γ(q)
γ(p)− γ(q) ,
c(p, q) =
g(p)γ(p)− f(p)γ(q)
γ(p)− γ(q) ,
a(p, q) =
f(q)g(p)γ(p)− f(p)g(q)γ(q)
γ(p)− γ(q) .
(7.21)
And it can be verified that (7.21) satisfies (7.2) identically.
To summarise, suppose that a, b and c map D to C and satisfy the
functional equation (7.2). We have shown that a, b and c must be either
of the form (7.13) or of the form (7.21), moreover it is straightforward to
verify that both (7.13) and (7.21) satisfy (7.2) identically.
7.5 Discussion of the constructed equations
From the solutions of the constraint equation (7.2) we will now reconstruct
the lattice equations. Both solutions (7.13) and (7.21) contain three arbi-
trary functions f , g and γ. If we make the identifications
p→ (p1, p2, p3) = (f(p), g(p), γ(p)),
q → (q1, q2, q3) = (f(q), g(q), γ(q)),
(7.22)
then without loss of generality (p1, p2, p3), (q1, q2, q3) ∈ C3 may be taken
as the lattice parameters. Substitution of (7.13) and (7.21) back into the
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ansatz (7.1) then yields the equations
̂˜u+ q2u˜+ p1û+ p1q2u = p3(̂˜u+ q2u˜+ p2û+ p2q2u)
+ (̂˜u+ q1u˜+ p1û+ p1q1u)/q3 (7.23)
and
p3(̂˜u+ q1u˜+ p2û+ p2q1u) = q3(̂˜u+ q2u˜+ p1û+ p1q2u) (7.24)
respectively. Both of these equations lie outside any previous classification
schemes [4, 6, 27, 28].
Let us now recast these equations into a different form by applying a
point transformation to the lattice parameters,
(p1, p2, p3)→
(
−p3ω + (1 + ω)p1
ω + (1 + ω)p2
,−p3ω − p1
ω − p2 ,
−ω(ω − p2)
ω + (1 + ω)p2
)
, (7.25)
here ω is a parameter of the transformation. For (7.23) we intend that ω
satisfy ω2+ω+1 = 0 and for (7.24) that ω = 1. When this assumption is
made the transformation (7.25) brings both (7.23) and (7.24) to the same
equation,
(p1−ωq1)p3q3u+(p2−ωq2)̂˜u− (p2−ωq1)q3u˜− (p1−ωq2)p3û = 0, (7.26)
except in this choice of ω. It can be verified that equation (7.26) is con-
sistent in the sense of (1.12) if and only if ω3 = 1, which is equivalent to
(ω − 1)(ω2 + ω + 1) = 0. The equations (7.23) and (7.24) are obviously
easier to write down in the form (7.26). The principal benefit however is
that from (7.26) it is obvious that one component of the lattice parame-
ters, specifically p3 and q3, can be removed by the gauge transformation
u(n,m)→ pn3qm3 u(n,m). The resulting equation
(p1 − ωq1)u+ (p2 − ωq2)̂˜u− (p2 − ωq1)u˜− (p1 − ωq2)û = 0, (7.27)
depends on fewer parameters, but is equivalent to (7.26) up to gauge
transformations.
Observe also that (7.27) is invariant under translations of u, u 7→ u+δ,
i.e., invariant under F(∞). Effectively (7.27) corresponds to a particular
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choice of gauge which leaves (7.26) with a larger point symmetry group.
To conclude this section we will demonstrate that this observation has
a converse, something which will play an important role later. Let us
impose translation invariance on (7.26) whilst demanding consistency is
preserved. A direct calculation leads to the following condition
(p2 − p3p1)(1− q3) = ω(q2 − q3q1)(1− p3), (7.28)
which should hold for any choice of the lattice parameters. In particular,
if we fix r and suppose
ω
r2 − r3r1
1− r3 = χ (7.29)
then it must be that
p2 − p3p1
1− p3 = χ,
q2 − q3q1
1− q3 = χ. (7.30)
Directly from (7.28) we then see that ωχ = χ so if ω 6= 1 we must choose
χ = 0, otherwise χ is arbitrary. Effectively then, condition (7.28) fixes the
gauge,
p3 =
p2 − χ
p1 − χ, q3 =
q2 − χ
q1 − χ. (7.31)
After fixing p3 and q3 this way in (7.26), if we apply the point transfor-
mation
(p1, p2)→
(
1
p1 − χ,
1
p2 − χ
)
, (7.32)
then the equation (7.26) goes to (7.27).
So to summarise, up to the assumptions made in the solution of the
functional equation (7.2), we have shown that all equations of the form
(7.1) which are consistent in the sense of (1.12) can be brought to the
form (7.27) by point-transformations of the lattice parameters and gauge
transformations of the dependent variable u. Moreover, equations which
additionally have symmetry under translations of u can be brought to
the form (7.27), this time by only point-transformations of the lattice
parameters.
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7.6 The inhomogeneous case
In this section we extend the original ansatz (7.1) to equations of the form
a(p, q)u+ b(p, q)u˜+ c(p, q)û+ ̂˜u = d(p, q). (7.33)
If we impose consistency in the sense of (1.12) on this more general ansatz
the conditions which emerge are equivalent to the original condition (7.2)
plus the following additional condition involving the coefficient d,
(b(q, r)− c(r, p))d(p, q) = (1 + b(r, p))d(q, r)− (1 + c(q, r))d(r, p). (7.34)
The reappearance of the original condition (7.2) suggests that we can build
on the results already established in order to solve this system of functional
equations. In fact, without much further effort (but the calculation is a
little tedious), we will be able to show that (almost) all consistent equa-
tions of the form (7.33) can all be transformed back to the homogeneous
case (7.1).
Consider the additional functional equation (7.34). The substitution
(p, q, r)→ (r, p, q) in (7.34) leads to
(b(p, q)− c(q, r))d(r, p) = (1 + b(q, r))d(p, q)− (1 + c(p, q))d(q, r). (7.35)
Elimination of d(p, q) between (7.35) and (7.34), then employing (7.2)
reveals the following derived functional equation
(a(r, p)+b(r, p)+c(r, p)+1)d(q, r) = (a(q, r)+b(q, r)+c(q, r)+1)d(r, p). (7.36)
There are two cases, either
a(p, q) + b(p, q) + c(p, q) + 1 = 0 (7.37)
or, without loss of generality, we may write
d(p, q) = (1 + a(p, q) + b(p, q) + c(p, q))d∗(p, q) (7.38)
for some new function d∗. We observe from (7.36) that the resulting
condition on d∗ is simply that
d∗(q, r) = d∗(r, p), (7.39)
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which reveals that d∗ depends neither on its first argument, or its sec-
ond, in other words d∗(p, q) = δ for some constant δ. But substituting
d(p, q) = δ(a(p, q)+b(p, q)+c(p, q)+1) in (7.33) yields (7.1) up to the point
transformation u→ u− δ. So, assuming (7.37) is false, the ansatz (7.33)
reduces to the homogeneous case (7.1) up to this point-transformation.
It remains to consider the case when (7.37) is true. Observe that
this further condition on the coefficients a, b and c arises exactly when
we demand the translation invariance of (7.33). This condition does not
involve d and is therefore equivalent to considering the same problem in
the homogeneous case (7.1). But this is exactly the problem we solved
at the end of section 7.5, so we may conclude that if (7.37) holds then
the homogeneous part of (7.33) must - up to point transformations of the
lattice parameters - be of the form (7.27). So, assuming (7.37), consistent
equations of the form (7.33) can be brought to the form
p1 − ωq1
p2 − ωq2u−
p2 − ωq1
p2 − ωq2 u˜−
p1 − ωq2
p2 − ωq2 û+
̂˜u = d(p, q), (7.40)
The only remaining condition is on the function d, it reads
ω2(r1 − r2)(p2 − ωq2)d(p, q)+
ω(p1 − p2)(q2 − ωr2)d(q, r)+
(q1 − q2)(r2 − ωp2)d(r, p) = 0.
(7.41)
This can be solved directly. First, when the components of the lattice
parameters are related, p1 = p2 etc., this condition is satisfied trivially. In
other words the equation
u− u˜− û+ ̂˜u = d(p, q) (7.42)
is consistent whatever the choice of d. Otherwise if we suppose that r is
a fixed constant and r1 6= r2, then from (7.41) we conclude that
d(p, q) =
(p1 − p2)f(q) + (q1 − q2)g(p)
p2 − ωq2 (7.43)
for some functions f and g. Substituting this expression for d back into
(7.41) we find the condition
ω2
ωf(p) + g(p)
p1 − p2 + ω
ωf(q) + g(q)
q1 − q2 +
ωf(r) + g(r)
r1 − r2 = 0, (7.44)
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which shows that f and g cannot be chosen independently. By substituting
(q, r)→ (p, p) in this condition we find that (ω2+ω+1)(ωf(p)+g(p)) = 0
so there are two cases. If ω = 1 then it is necessary that f(p) + g(p) = 0.
If ω2 + ω+1 = 0 then from (7.44) we know that (ωf(p) + g(p))/(p1 − p2)
is a constant, without loss of generality we may write this constant as
(ω − 1)χ for arbitrary χ, so both cases are covered by the single relation
ωf(p) + g(p) = (p1 − p2)(ω − 1)χ. (7.45)
This is necessary, but also sufficient, i.e., given (7.45) the functional equa-
tion (7.44) is satisfied by virtue of the fact that ω3 = 1. It remains to
(without loss of generality) make the identification p3 = f(p)−χ(p1− p2)
whence g(p) = −ωp3 − χ(p1 − p2). Substitution of f and g into (7.43)
reveals
d(p, q) =
(p1 − p2)q3 − ω(q1 − q2)p3
p2 − ωq2 . (7.46)
Then substitution of this into (7.40) followed by a rearrangement yields
0 =(p1 − ωq1)u+ (p2 − ωq2)(̂˜u− p3 − q3)
−(p2 − ωq1)(u˜− p3)− (p1 − ωq2)(û− q3).
(7.47)
Writing the equation in this way it becomes clear that the gauge trans-
formation u(n,m)→ u(n,m) + np3 +mq3 brings this equation to (7.27).
So finally we may conclude that equations of the form (7.33) which
are consistent in the sense of (1.12) may (up to the assumptions made in
the solution of (7.2)) be brought to the form (7.42) or the form (7.27) by
point transformations of the parameters and gauge/point transformations
of the variables.
7.7 Conclusion
The direct method we have applied here for a small classification problem
(The linear case with ‘lattice parameters’) is unwieldy for larger problems.
However the result is a new, albeit incremental, contribution to the clas-
sification of scalar equations which are consistent on the cube. Note that
the main equation listed here turns up in chapter 8, section 8.3.
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Chapter 8
Other Ba¨cklund
transformations
We give new Ba¨cklund transformations (BTs) for the quadrilateral lattice
equations listed in section 6.2. As opposed to the natural auto-BT we
described in section 1.2, these BTs are of two other kinds. Specifically, it
is found that some equations admit additional auto-BTs (with Ba¨cklund
parameter), whilst some pairs of distinct equations admit a BT which
connects them. (We use the term auto-BT in this chapter for precision
because BTs relating distinct equations are also discussed.)
The BTs given here are similar in essence to the notion of consistency
on the cube. However, rather than an equation being consistent with
copies of itself (like described for the example in section 1.2), distinct
equations are consistent with each other. The point of view we adopt, of
giving BTs rather than listing equations and how they fit on the faces of a
cube, lends more in the way of intuition to the results as well as providing
a natural way to organise them. With reference to the classification results
described in section 6.3, we note that the systems on the cube given here
consist of equations which are not of ‘type Q’ on at least one pair of faces.
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Eq Ba¨cklund transformation SP
Q30 (pr − 1pr )(uv + u˜v˜)− (r − 1r )(uv˜ + u˜v) = (p− 1p)(1 + uu˜vv˜) A2
Q1δ p(u+ v)(u˜+ v˜)− r(u− u˜)(v − v˜) = δ2pr(p+ r) A1δ
Q30 p(uv˜ + u˜v)− uv − u˜v˜ = r(1− p2) H31
Q11 (u− u˜)(v − v˜) = −p(u+u˜+v+v˜+p+2r) H2
Table 8.1: Each equation, Eq, admits the given auto-BT
with Ba¨cklund parameter r. The equation SP emerges as the
superposition principle for solutions of Eq related by this BT.
It turns out that the converse associations also hold (see main
text).
8.1 Alternative auto-Ba¨cklund transformations
Table 8.1 lists auto-BTs for some particular equations from the list (6.11).
One significant difference between these and the natural auto-BT (de-
scirbed in section 1.2) is that the superposition principle associated with
these alternative auto-BTs coincides with some other equation present in
the list (6.11). This can be compared to the natural auto-BT, (described
in section 1.2) for which the superposition principle esentially coincides
with the equation itself.
To explain the BTs in table 8.1 we give an example here (the last
entry in the table). Consider the following system of equations in the two
variables u = u(n,m) and v = v(n,m),
(u− u˜)(v − v˜) = −p(u+ u˜+ v + v˜ + p+ 2r),
(u− û)(v − v̂) = −q(u+ û+ v + v̂ + q + 2r) (8.1)
(the second equation here is implicit from the first and so is omitted from
the table for brevity). With u fixed throughout the lattice (i.e., for all
n,m), (8.1) constitutes an overdetermined system for v. This is resolved
(˜̂v = ̂˜v) if u is chosen to satisfy the equation Q11, moreover v which then
emerges in the solution of (8.1) also satisfies Q11. If (8.1) holds we say
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that the solutions u and v of Q11 are related by the BT (8.1) and for
convenience write
u
r∼ v. (8.2)
The BT relation (8.2) is symmetric with Ba¨cklund parameter r.
Transformations (8.1) with different choices of the parameter r com-
mute in the sense that a superposition principle exists. That is, given
solutions u = u(n,m), u = u(n,m) and u˙ = u˙(n,m) of Q11 for which
u
r∼ u, u s∼ u˙, (8.3)
the function u˙ defined by the relation
(u− u˙)(u− u˙) = (r − s)(u+ u+ u˙+ u˙+ r + s) (8.4)
satisfies
u˙
r∼ u˙, u r∼ u˙. (8.5)
The relation (8.4) is the superposition principle for solutions ofQ11 related
by the BT (8.1). But up to a change in notation (8.4) is exactly the lattice
equation H2 from the list (6.11).
Remarkably the preceeding facts are also true in the reverse sense.
Specifically, the same consistent system, just considered from a different
perspective, constitutes a new auto-BT for the equationH2 and the super-
position principle which emerges coincides with Q11. In this sense the BT
defines a kind of duality between these equations, each equation arising
as the superposition principle for BTs that relate solutions of the other.
Let us state this more precisely, but without changing the notation so
that the two systems can be seen in a unified way. Observe first that the
relations (8.3) imply (with two others) the following pair of equations,
(u− u˜)(u− u˜) = −p(u+ u˜+ u+ u˜+ p+ 2r),
(u− u˜)(u˙− ˙˜u) = −p(u+ u˜+ u˙+ ˙˜u+ p+ 2s). (8.6)
Now introduce new discrete variables l and k (forgetting for the moment
n and m), so that u = u(l, k), u = u(l + 1, k), u˙ = u(l, k + 1) and u˙ =
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u(l + 1, k + 1) for independent variables l, k ∈ Z. Then it may be verified
that the system (8.6) forms a BT, with Ba¨cklund parameter p, between
solutions u(l, k) and u˜(l, k) of the equation (8.4) (i.e., constitutes an auto-
BT for H2). This BT commutes with its counterpart with Ba¨cklund
parameter q (which relates solutions u(l, k) and û(l, k) of (8.4)). Finally,
the superposition principle in this case is found to be
p(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u)− q(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u) = pq(q − p), (8.7)
which is exactly the equation Q11.
It is neat to realise, but difficult to visualise, that both perspectives can
be acommodated simultaneously by considering all four discrete variables
k, l,m and n at once, in other words this system lies naturally on the
four-dimensional lattice. All the BTs given in table 8.1 establish the same
kind of duality between ‘Eq’ and ‘SP’.
8.2 Ba¨cklund transformations between distinct
equations
Table 8.2 lists BTs that connect particular pairs of equations from the list
(6.11). To be precise about the meaning of the entries in this table we
again give an example. Consider the system of equations
2uu˜ = v + v˜ + p,
2uû = v + v̂ + q.
(8.8)
This system is compatible in v if the variable u satisfies the equation H1.
Given such u, it can be verified that v which emerges in the solution of
(8.8) then satisfies the equation H2. Conversely, if v satisfies H2 then
solving (8.8) yields u which satisfies H1. In this way the system (8.8)
constitutes a BT between the equations H1 and H2, which corresponds
to the fifth entry in table 8.2 (where we give only one equation from the
pair (8.8), the other being implicit).
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Eq in u Ba¨cklund transformation Eq in v
Q30 uv + u˜v˜ − p(uv˜ + u˜v) = (p− 1p)(uu˜+ δ
2
4 p) Q3
δ
Q11 (u− u˜)(v − v˜) = p(2uu˜− v − v˜) + p2(u+ u˜+ p) Q2
Q10 (u− u˜)(v − v˜) = p(uu˜− δ2) Q1δ
H30 puu˜− uv − u˜v˜ = δ H3δ
H1 2uu˜ = v + v˜ + p H2
A10 (u+ u˜)(v + v˜) = p(uu˜+ δ2) A1δ
A10 (u+ u˜)(v − v˜) = p(u− u˜) Q11
†A1δ u+ u˜ = 2pvv˜ + δp2 H3δ
†A10 (u+ u˜)vv˜ = p(1− δ2u)(1− δ2 u˜) H3δ
Table 8.2: BTs between distinct lattice equations. The
BT between Q10 and Q1δ was given originally by ABS in [6].
† indicates application of the point transformation p → p2,
q → q2 to the lattice parameters. Transformations are stated
up to composition with point symmetries of the equations in
u and v.
The BT (8.8) can be explained as a non-symmetric degeneration of
the natural auto-BT for the equation H2, which is defined by the system
(u− v˜)(u˜− v) = (p− r)(u+ u˜+ v + v˜ + p+ r),
(u− v̂)(û− v) = (q − r)(u+ û+ v + v̂ + q + r) (8.9)
(r is the Ba¨cklund parameter). Now, the substitution u → 1
2
+ 2u in
the equation H2 leads to the equation H1 in the limit  −→ 0. This
substitution in the system (8.9) together with the particular choice r =
− 1
2
yields the system (8.8) in the limit  −→ 0. Note that it is not a
priori obvious that the BT will be preserved in this limit, by which we
mean that once the system (8.8) has been found, it remains to verify the
result.
Each of the first six entries in table 8.2 can be explained as a non-
symmetric degeneration of the natural auto-BT for the equation in v.
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However the remaining three entries, which have been uncovered by a
(non-exhaustive) computer algebra search, do not appear to fit this expla-
nation.
8.3 Linearisation of the Hietarinta equation
Consider now the system (with 2-component lattice parameters)
(u+ p1)v = (u˜+ p2)v˜,
(u+ q1)v = (û+ q2)v̂.
(8.10)
The following equations emerge as compatibility constraints
(u+q1)(u˜+p2)(û+p1)(̂˜u+q2) = (u+p1)(û+q2)(u˜+q1)(̂˜u+p2), (8.11)
(p1−q1)v + (p2−q2)̂˜v = (p2−q1)v˜ + (p1−q2)v̂, (8.12)
although they lie outside the list (6.11) they are both consistent on the
cube. The equation (8.11) was given originally by Hietarinta in [26] and
subsequently shown to be linearisable by Ramani et. al. in [69], whereas
(8.12) is the covariant form (ω = 1) of the linear equation (7.27) con-
structed in chapter 7. The system (8.10) constitutes a BT which relates
(8.11) to (8.12) and therefore provides an alternative linearisation of the
Hietarinta equation.
8.4 Comutativity
In sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 we have given systems of equations which may
be written generically in the form
fp(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0,
fq(u, û, v, v̂) = 0,
(8.13)
and that constitute a BT between a lattice equation in u = u(n,m) and
a possibly different lattice equation in v = v(n,m), say
Qpq(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, (8.14)
Q∗pq(v, v˜, v̂, ̂˜v) = 0. (8.15)
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(Here we suppose that u and v are scalar fields and f , Q and Q∗ are poly-
nomials of degree 1 in which the coefficients are functions of the lattice
parameters.) In this generic (scalar) case it can be deduced (by consid-
ering an initial value problem on the cube) that the multidimensional
consistency of (8.14) implies the multidimensional consistency of (8.15).
Furthermore, when (8.14) and (8.15) are consistent on the cube, the BT
(8.13) commutes with the natural auto-BTs for these equations, the su-
perposition principle being the equation
fr(u, u, v, v) = 0. (8.16)
Here u and u are solutions of (8.14) related by its natural auto-BT (with
Ba¨cklund parameter r), similarly v and v are solutions of (8.15) related
by its natural auto-BT (also with Ba¨cklund parameter r), and finally, u
and u are related to v and v respectively by the BT (8.13).
Finally let us remark that lattice equations which are connected by
a BT are not always consistent on the cube (by which we mean consis-
tent with copies of themselves as described in section 1.2). Consider the
following example (which involves 2-component lattice parameters),
p1uu˜ = v + v˜ + p2,
q1uu˜ = v + v˜ + q2.
(8.17)
This system constitutes a BT between the equations
p1(uu˜+ û̂˜u)− q1(uû+ u˜̂˜u) = 2(p2 − q2),
p21(v + v̂)(v˜ + ̂˜v)− q21(v + v˜)(v̂ + ̂˜v) = p22q21 − q22p21. (8.18)
The equations (8.18) are consistent on the cube if and only if the compo-
nents of the lattice parameters are connected by the relations
a+ bp21 + cp2 = 0, a+ bq
2
1 + cq2 = 0, (8.19)
for some constants a, b and c not all equal to zero. (The solution of (8.19)
yields the fifth and eighth entries in table 8.2.) On the other hand, when
Q∗ = Q in the above, so that (8.14) admits the auto-BT (8.13), we have
found no counterexamples to the conjecture that (8.14) is consistent on
the cube.
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8.5 Conclusion
Two types of BT have been presented. First there are new auto-BTs for
some known integrable lattice equations (described in chapter 6). These
turn out to define a rather elegant duality between distinct pairs of known
equations. The duality originates in the consideration of commutativity
for the new auto-BTs because the superposition principle which emerges
coincides with some other known equation.
Second there are BTs which relate distinct equations. These provide
transformations between some of the canonical forms listed in (6.11).
Importantly the BTs presented commute with the natural auto-BT
for the equation(s) concerned. In fact there is a superposition principle
relating solutions of the equations algebraically. This commutativity is of
practical significance, for example allowing for soliton type solutions to be
found for one equation from the soliton solution of an equation to which
it is related (cf. [11]).
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Chapter 9
The construction of
solutions for Adler’s
equation
In this chapter we construct solutions of Adler’s equation. We introduced
Adler’s equation in chapter 6 as the superposition principle for BTs of the
Krichever-Novikov equation and also pointed out its significance vis-a`-vis
the ABS classification result (cf. also section 1.1). The methods used here
are applicable more widely, for example to the equations in the list (6.11).
9.1 The symmetric biquadratic correspondence
We begin by reviewing some facts about the biquadratic algebraic cor-
respondence, in particular the associated group and the connection to
elliptic functions. The solution of such correspondences will play a pivotal
role in the constructions we present here. If h is a non-degenerate sym-
metric biquadratic (cf. section 6.3), the correspondence u 7→ u˜ defined by
the equation h(u, u˜) = 0 is in general two-valued. It turns out that if two
symmetric biquadratics, say f and g, have the same discriminant up to
an overall scaling, then they define correspondences which commute. By
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commutativity here we mean that the elimination of u˜ from the system
{f(u, u˜) = 0, g(u˜, ̂˜u) = 0} yields the same polynomial equation in u and ̂˜u
as the elimination of û from the system {g(u, û) = 0,f(û, ̂˜u) = 0} (which
is equivalent to this resulting polynomial being symmetric [86]).
In section (6.1) we constructed a family of biquadratics with shared
discriminant and we will focus now on that example. Let us recall this
family of biquadratics (of Jacobi type) and their common discriminant
Hp(u, u˜) = 12p
(
u2 + u˜2 − (1 + u2u˜2)p2 − 2uu˜P ) ,
p ∈ Γ = {(p, P ) | P 2 = R(p)} ,
R(u) = 1− (k + 1/k)u2 + u4,
(9.1)
which are parametrised by p ∈ Γ. This family of biquadratics is associated
with a natural group structure on Γ. To construct a rational representation
of this group is quite straightforward. We begin by solving the equation
Hp(u, u˜) = 0 for u˜, and then go back and solve it again, this time for u,
u˜ =
uP + pU
1− u2p2 , u =
u˜P − pU˜
1− u˜2p2 , (9.2)
where we have introduced U and U˜ for which (u, U), (u˜, U˜) ∈ Γ. The
expressions (9.2) for u˜ and u are unique up to a choice of sign for U and
U˜ , the particular choice in (9.2) is for convenience later. Now consider
rearranging (9.2) for the pair (u˜, U˜), if we also denote (u, U) = u and
(u˜, U˜) = u˜ then we have written u˜ as a function of u and p, which we in
turn use to define binary operation
u˜ = u · p =
(
uP + pU
1− u2p2 ,
Uu(p4 − 1)− Pp(u4 − 1)
(1− u2p2)(pU − uP )
)
. (9.3)
It can be verified that (9.3) constitutes a product which turns Γ into an
abelian group, the main non-trivial property is the associativity which
is basically inherited from the commutativity property in the family of
biquadratics (9.1). The identity in the group is the point e = (0, 1) (which
is the result of an earlier choice we made in the construction (6.5)), the
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inverse of a point p = (p, P ) is the point (−p, P ) = p−1. The (single-
valued) product we have defined by (9.3) relates back to the (two-valued)
biquadratic correspondence by the observation
u˜ ∈ {u · p, u · p−1} ⇒ Hp(u, u˜) = 0. (9.4)
The other solution arising by the converse choice of sign for U in the first
equation of (9.2). (Note also that s = (
√
(k), 0) ∈ Γ and the involution
p 7→ s2 · p−1 = (p,−P ) doubles the number of points on the LHS of the
above and thus explains the four permutations of sign choice in (9.2), but
this is just a technical detail and has no consequence for us.)
The parametrisation of this group on Γ by elliptic functions is often
referred to as the introduction of uniformizing variables. To do this we
define a function f = f(ξ) in terms of another function f = f(ξ) by the
relation f = (f, f ′). The constraint
f ∈ Γ, f(0) = e, (9.5)
amounts to an initial-value ODE which defines f . This system turns out
to have a meromorphic solution which is in fact an elliptic function [25].
Remarkably (cf. [25]) f defined in this way satisfies
f(ξ + η) = f(ξ) · f(η), (9.6)
bringing composition in Γ down to addition on the torus. In the case of
our particular example the function f in question is given by
f(ξ) =
√
k sn(ξ/
√
k) (9.7)
where sn is the Jacobi elliptic function with modulus k (defined for exam-
ple in [25]).
Finally, we may use the construction described here to parametrise
solutions of the biquadratic correspondence
Hp(u, u˜) = 0 (9.8)
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where now we consider u = u(n) and u˜ = u(n+1) as values of a dependant
variable u as a function of the independent variable n ∈ Z. If we define
α by the equation f(α) = p then the (canonical) solution may be written
simply as u(n) = f(ξ0 + nα) for some arbitrary constant ξ0. Given (9.4)
other (non-canonical) solutions, like for example u(n) = f(ξ0 − nα) or
u(n) = f(ξ0 + (1− (−1)n)α/2), are of course possible.
9.2 A seed solution
Let us recall the Jacobi form of Adler’s equation given in section 6.1
Qp,q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) :=
p(uu˜+ û̂˜u)− q(uû+ u˜̂˜u)− pQ− qP
1− p2q2 (u
̂˜u+ u˜û− pq(1 + uu˜û̂˜u)) = 0,
(9.9)
where p, q ∈ Γ (where Γ is defined in (9.1)) are the lattice parameters.
Using the facts established in the previous section it is clear that the
function
u(n,m) = f(ξ0 + nα+mβ), (9.10)
satisfies both equations
Hp(u, u˜) = 0, Hq(u, û) = 0 (9.11)
simultaneously. Here α and β are defined by the relations f(α) = p and
f(β) = q, ξ0 is an arbitrary constant, and as usual u˜ = u(n + 1,m),
û = u(n,m+1) with n,m ∈ Z. Now consider the identity (6.9) previously
established for Adler’s equation, this suggests, and indeed it is straightfor-
ward to verify, that (9.10) is a solution of Adler’s equation (9.9). It turns
out, however, that this solution is not suitable as a seed for constructing
soliton solutions using the BT. To see this we consider the action of the BT
for Adler’s equation on the solution (9.10), this is the solution v = v(n,m)
defined by the equations
Qp,r(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0, Qq,r(u, û, v, v̂) = 0. (9.12)
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These equations for v are reducible and have only two solutions, which we
label u and u, given by
u = f(ξ0 + nα+mβ + γ),
u = f(ξ0 + nα+mβ − γ),
(9.13)
where f(γ) = r. In other words the solution is trivially extended into a
third lattice direction associated with the BT (9.12). This kind of aug-
mented solution will be of use later, we call it a covariant extension. How-
ever this situation is a little disappointing, the application of the BT has
not produced a functionally distinct solution from the seed (9.10). As we
will see in section 9.3 there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the BT,
we have just found a non-germinating seed.
The method we employ to find a germinating seed is to look for solu-
tions u = u(n,m) which are related to themselves by the BT,
u
t∼ u, (9.14)
for some parameter t ∈ Γ (an idea which can be attributed to Weiss
[81, 82]), we will refer to such solutions as 1-cycles (or fixed-points) of the
BT. The relation (9.14) means that
Qp,t(u, u˜, u, u˜) = 0, Qq,t(u, û, u, û) = 0. (9.15)
It can be verified that the BT for Adler’s equation is a strong BT, i.e., the
equation is necessary, not just sufficient for compatibility of the system.
It follows that if there exists u satisfying (9.14) then u is also a solution
of Adler’s equation (9.9). So the existence of solutions for (9.9) which are
1-cycles of the BT is equivalent to the commutativity of the mappings in
this system. Considering the definition (9.9) it is clear that (9.15) are sym-
metric biquadratic correspondences. It turns out that these biquadratics
commute. To see this it is sufficient to compute the discriminant
∆[Qp,t(u, u˜, u, u˜), u˜] = cHt(u, u)
= c
t
2
(1− [2(1− T )/t2]u2 + u4)
(9.16)
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where c = 8pt(pT − tP )/(1− p2t2), because this polynomial depends on p
only in the overall factor.
We will now proceed to solve these simultaneous biquadratics using the
method described in section 9.1. An inspection of (9.16) actually reveals
that the biquadratics (9.15) are members of a commuting family which is
once again of Jacobi type, just with a different modulus than in (9.1). If
we define the new curve
Γ∗ = {(u, U) | U2 = 1− [2(1− T )/t2]u2 + u4} (9.17)
then it may be verified that
Qp,t(u, u˜, u, u˜) = −2p∗tHp∗(u, u˜) (9.18)
(usefullyH itself does not depend on the modulus k) where p∗ = (p∗, P∗) ∈
Γ∗ is defined by the relation
p2∗ = p
pT − tP
1− p2t2 , P∗ =
1
t
(
p− pT − tP
1− p2t2
)
(9.19)
For later convenience we use the symbolic notation δ(p, p∗) to represent
that p and p∗ are related by (9.19). (Note that this relation defines p∗ as
a two-valued function of p and in fact p is also a two-valued function of
p∗, moreover δ(p, p∗) ⇔ δ(p−1 · t, p∗) ⇔ δ(p, p−1∗ ).) The result is that the
system (9.15) which defines solutions of (9.9) satisfying (9.14) is equivalent
to
Hp∗(u, u˜) = 0, Hq∗(u, û) = 0, (9.20)
where also the relation δ(q, q∗) holds. It remains to parametrise the solu-
tion, to do so we define (cf. section 9.1) f∗ = (f∗, f ′∗) ∈ Γ∗, f∗(0) = e∗ =
(0, 1) (e does not depend on the modulus k) and the (canonical) solution
of (9.20) is simply
u(n,m) = f∗(ξ0 + nα∗ +mβ∗), (9.21)
where ξ0 is an arbitrary constant and α∗, β∗ are defined by f∗(α∗) = p∗
and f∗(β∗) = q∗. The function (9.21) can be verified as a solution of (9.9)
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directly, we will refer to it as the canonical seed solution. It depends on the
parameter t chosen in (9.14), in the limit t −→ e we find Γ∗ −→ Γ, p∗ −→
p±1, q∗ −→ q±1 and f∗ −→ f, and in this sense these constitute t-dependent
deformations of the curve, lattice parameters and elliptic function.
9.3 One-soliton solution
We will now show that the canonical seed solution (9.21) germinates by
applying the BT to it, i.e., by computing (what we shall call) the one-
soliton solution. We need to solve the simultaneous ordinary difference
equations in v
Qp,l(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0, Qq,l(u, û, v, v̂) = 0, (9.22)
which define the BT, with Ba¨cklund parameter l, from u which we take to
be (9.21) to a new solution v. The seed itself can be invariantly extended in
the lattice direction associated with this BT, we complement the defining
equations for the seed (9.20) with the compatible equation
Hl∗(u, u) = 0 (9.23)
where l∗ is related to l by δ(l, l∗) (cf. (9.19)). In particular then,
u(n,m) = f∗(ξ0 + nα∗ +mβ∗ + λ∗),
u(n,m) = f∗(ξ0 + nα∗ +mβ∗ − λ∗),
(9.24)
where λ∗ is defined by the equation f∗(λ∗) = l∗. The problem of solving
the system (9.22) can be simplified because the invariantly extended seed
(9.24) provides two particular solutions, i.e.,
Qp,l(u, u˜, u, u˜) = 0, Qq,l(u, û, u, û) = 0,
Qp,l(u, u˜, u, u˜) = 0, Qq,l(u, û, u, û) = 0.
(9.25)
(Compare with the non-germinating seed for which these were the only
solutions.) From the multilinearity of (9.9) the equations (9.22) are dis-
crete Riccati equations for v. The key observation is that since these
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equations share two solutions (9.25) they can be simultaneously reduced
to homogeneous linear equations for a new variable ρ = ρ(n,m) by the
substitution
v =
1
1− ρ u−
ρ
1− ρ u. (9.26)
After some manipulation, the system for ρ found by substituting (9.26)
into (9.22) can be written as
ρ˜ =
(
p∗l − l∗p
p∗l + l∗p
)(
1− l∗p∗uu˜
1 + l∗p∗uu˜
)
ρ,
ρ̂ =
(
q∗l − l∗q
q∗l + l∗q
)(
1− l∗q∗uû
1 + l∗q∗uû
)
ρ,
(9.27)
where we mildly abuse notation by introducing the modified parameters
p∗ = p∗ · l∗, p∗ = p∗ · l−1∗ ,
q∗ = p∗ · l∗, q∗ = p∗ · l−1∗ ,
(9.28)
(p∗ and q∗ do not depend on lattice shifts). We take (9.27) as the defin-
ing equations for ρ, which we refer to as the plane-wave factor. (The
compatibility of this system for ρ can be verified directly.)
The one-soliton solution for (9.9) is therefore the function v = v(n,m)
defined in (9.26) in terms of u, u (9.24) and the plane-wave factor ρ (9.27)
which itself depends on the function u (9.21).
9.4 2-cycles of the Ba¨cklund transformation
In section (9.2) we found a seed solution for Adler’s equation which was
actually the simplest case of the more general problem to find the N -cycles
of the BT. These are solutions u1 . . . uN for which
u1
t1∼ u2, u2 t2∼ u3, . . . uN tN∼ u1 (9.29)
for some parameters t1 . . . tN ∈ Γ. That such solutions of (9.9) exist is not
a-priori obvious, however their existence is equivalent to the commutativ-
ity of two rank-N (i.e., N equations in N unknowns) 2-valued mappings.
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In this section we consider this problem in the case N = 2, that is to
find u for which there exists v such that
u
t1∼ v, v t2∼ u, (9.30)
for some fixed parameters t1, t2 ∈ Γ. If t1 = t2 this includes all solutions
of (9.9) because the BT relation is symmetric. If t1 6= t2 we will refer to
any such u as a 2-cycle of the BT. Clearly the solution v is also a 2-cycle
of the BT. By definition, the equations implied by (9.30) are
Qp,t1(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0, Qp,t2(u, u˜, v, v˜) = 0, (9.31)
Qq,t1(u, û, v, v̂) = 0, Qq,t2(u, û, v, v̂) = 0. (9.32)
We will treat the systems (9.31) and (9.32) as mappings (u, v)
p7→ (u˜, v˜)
and (u, v)
q7→ (û, v̂) respectively. As such they are 2-valued, that is if
we fix points (u, v) then there are two possible values of the pair (u˜, v˜)
which satisfy (9.31), and two possible values of the pair (û, v̂) which satisfy
(9.32). In order to construct the general simultaneous solution of these
mappings we begin in the following subsection by solving the first of them,
the system (9.31).
The explicit solution of the rank-2, 2-valued mapping and
the deformed elliptic curve
Consider the mapping (u, v)
p7→ (u˜, v˜) defined by the system (9.31). This
involves shifts in the discrete variable n only, hence throughout this sec-
tion, in which we solve (9.31), we will restrict our attention to the variable
n alone, that is we consider (u, v) = (u(n), v(n)). In the first step toward
the solution of this mapping we use the identity (6.9), which shows that
the defining equations (9.31) imply that
Hp(u, u˜)Hp(v, v˜) = Ht1(u, v)Ht1(u˜, v˜),
Hp(u, u˜)Hp(v, v˜) = Ht2(u, v)Ht2(u˜, v˜).
(9.33)
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Elimination of the common LHS from the derived system (9.33) leads
naturally to the following
JJ˜ = 1, J =
Ht1(u, v)
Ht2(u, v)
. (9.34)
The dynamical equation for the new variable J is trivial and provides a
first integral of the derived mapping defined by (9.33). In the remainder
of this section we solve the essentially technical problem of using this to
find the explicit solution of (9.31).
Fixing J(0) from the initial data (u(0), v(0)), the second equation of
(9.34) amounts to a mildly non-autonomous biquadratic constraint on u
and v which is actually of Jacobi type:
Ht2(u, v)J −Ht1(u, v) = t∗
t2 − t1J
t1t2
Ht∗(u, v), (9.35)
the new parameter t∗ = (t∗, T∗) is defined by the equations
t2∗ = t1t2
t1 − t2J
t2 − t1J , T∗ =
t2T1 − t1T2J
t2 − t1J (9.36)
and lies on a new curve, t∗ ∈ Γ∗,
Γ∗ = {(x,X) : X2 = x4 + 1− (k∗ + 1/k∗)x2}, (9.37)
k∗ +
1
k∗
=
t1t2 (k + 1/k) (J + 1/J) + 2
(
T1T2 − 1− t21t22
)
t1t2(J + 1/J)− t21 − t22
, (9.38)
which is again of Jacobi type but with a new elliptic modulus k∗. The
parameter t∗ ∈ Γ∗ defined by (9.36) depends on J so it is non-autonomous,
the curve itself depends on J only through the combination J+1/J which
from (9.34) is clearly autonomous, it follows that Γ˜∗ = Γ∗.
The biquadratic constraint Ht∗(u, v) = 0 can be used to eliminate v
from (9.31), solving for v we find
v =
uT∗ + t∗U
1− t2∗u2
. (9.39)
this choice of sign for U is without loss of generality because choosing the
other sign leads to (9.39) with t∗ → −t∗, under which the equations (9.36)
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defining t∗ are invariant. Note that the relation (9.39) applied at n = 0,
taken with the definition of t∗ (9.36), fixes t∗ uniquely at the origin in
terms of u(0) ∈ Γ∗ and v(0) which we take as the initial conditions.
On substituting for v using (9.39), the system (9.31) reduces to two
relations between u and u˜. It turns out that these relations are compatible
only if
t∗t˜∗ + t1t2 = 0. (9.40)
It can be confirmed that this constraint is compatible with the definition
of t∗ (9.36), in fact (9.40) refines this definition by fixing t∗ uniquely at
each iteration in terms of its previous value. Note also that ˜˜t∗ = t∗ so the
value of the parameter oscillates.
When (9.40) holds the substitution of (9.39) reduces (9.31) to a single
equation on the curve Γ∗,
u˜ = p∗ · u, (9.41)
where the new (non-autonomous) parameter p∗ = (p∗, P∗) ∈ Γ∗ is defined
by the equations
p2∗ − pp12
p∗(p− p12) =
t2∗ + t1t2
t∗(t1 + t2)
,
P∗ =
1
t12
(p− p12) + p
2∗ − pp12
p− p12
(
T1 − T2
t1 − t2 −
t1 − t2
p1 − p2 (p− p12)p1p2
)
.
(9.42)
We have used the notation:
p1 = p · t−11 , p2 = p · t−12 , t12 = t1 · t2, p12 = p · t−112
where p1 = (p1, P1) etc. The equations (9.42) for p∗ have two solutions,
so there is some choice in the parameter p∗ at each iteration of (9.41). In
fact
p˜∗ ∈ {p−1∗ , t−1∗ · t˜∗ · p∗}, (9.43)
which can be verified directly. The existence of this choice in the value of
p∗ is a consequence of the underlying mapping defined by (9.31) being 2-
valued. Apart from the book-keeping involved in this detail, the solution
of the dynamical equation defined by (9.41) and (9.43) is trivial.
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We conclude this section by giving a concrete example. Let us define
the canonical solution by choosing from (9.43) p˜∗ = t−1∗ · t˜∗ ·p∗, which fixes
p∗ at each iteration in terms of its value at the origin, p∗(0), moreover˜˜p∗ = p∗ so the value of p∗ oscillates. Now from (9.41) we find the solution
directly,
u(n) =
{
p∗(0)n/2 · p∗(1)n/2 · u(0), n even,
p∗(0)(n+1)/2 · p∗(1)(n−1)/2 · u(0), n odd,
(9.44)
where p∗(1) = t∗(0)−1 · t∗(1) · p∗(0). The canonical solution of the system
(9.31) itself is actually the pair (u(n), v(n)), but v(n) can also be found
from u(n) = (u(n), U(n)) given in (9.44) by using the relation (9.39). To
parametrise in elliptic functions we let f∗ = (f∗, f ′∗) ∈ Γ∗ and f∗(0) = e∗ =
(0, 1). We may then write the solution in the following way
u(n) =
{
f∗(ξ0 + n(α∗ + α∗∗)/2), n even,
f∗(ξ0 + n(α∗ + α∗∗)/2 + (α∗ − α∗∗)/2), n odd,
(9.45)
where α∗ and α∗∗ are defined by the relations f∗(α∗) = p∗(0) and f∗(α∗) =
p∗(1).
The solution on the lattice
So let us review. As we have established, any 2-cycle of the BT for Adler’s
equation satisfies the coupled systems (9.31) and (9.32). In the previous
section we have solved the first system (9.31) by reducing it to a single
equation on the new curve Γ∗. The second system, defined by (9.32),
differs from the first only in the change of parameter p → q (and that it
involves shifts in the other direction, the discrete variable m and not n).
In particular the (mildly non-autonomous) biquadratic constraint is the
same: Ht∗(u, v) = 0, which therefore holds throughout the lattice. We
can use the same substitution (9.39) to eliminate v from (9.32) which,
provided t̂∗t∗ + t1t2 = 0 (note from (9.40) we see that t̂∗ = t˜∗ so that t∗ is
a function of n+m only) then reduces to the single equation
û = q∗ · u, (9.46)
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on the curve Γ∗. The new parameter q∗ is defined by the relations (9.42)
with the change p → q and p∗ → q∗, and it satisfies the dynamical equation
q̂∗ ∈ {q−1∗ , t−1∗ · t̂∗ · q∗}. (9.47)
So we have the solutions of both correspondences (9.31) and (9.32), they
are defined in terms of the mappings (9.41) and (9.46).
To find the full solution it remains to couple mappings (9.41) and
(9.46), while taking into account the correspondences (9.47) and (9.43).
These mappings are compatible, i.e., ˜̂u = ̂˜u, if and only if
p̂∗ · q∗ = q˜∗ · p∗ (9.48)
throughout the lattice. Now, from the definition of p∗ together with the
observation that t˜∗ = t̂∗, we see that p̂∗ is subject (in principle) to the
same choice as p˜∗ in (9.43). Similarly q˜∗ is subject to the same choice
as q̂∗ in (9.47). However the condition (9.48) constrains these choices,
specifically we must choose that
p̂∗ = t−1∗ · t̂∗ · p∗, q˜∗ = t−1∗ · t˜∗ · q∗. (9.49)
So in fact the dynamics of p∗ in the ̂ direction and q∗ in the ˜ direction
are single-valued. When the dynamics of p∗ and q∗ satisfy (9.49) the
equations (9.41) and (9.46) can be coupled and the full solution on the
lattice, u(n,m), follows from their general simultaneous solution u(n,m).
It is natural to define the canonical 2-cycle of the BT by fixing the
choices (9.43) and (9.47) so that
p˜∗ = p∗ · t˜∗ · t−1∗ , q̂∗ = q∗ · t̂∗ · t−1∗ . (9.50)
Given (9.49) this means that p̂∗ = p˜∗ and q̂∗ = q˜∗ throughout the lattice,
so both parameters are a function of n+m only, moreover they oscillate,˜˜p∗ = p∗ etc. This canonical solution written explicitly is
u(n,m) =

t∗(0)−(n+m)/2 · t∗(1)(n+m)/2 · p∗(0)n · q∗(0)m · u(0),
n+m even,
t∗(0)−(n+m−1)/2 · t∗(1)(n+m−1)/2 · p∗(0)n · q∗(0)m · u(0),
n+m odd.
(9.51)
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The parametrisation in terms of elliptic functions follows in the same way
as for (9.44). We finish this section with a number of remarks regarding
the obtained results.
Remark 1
Choosing initial data so that J defined in (9.34) is equal to 1 at the origin
has the consequence that J = 1 throughout the lattice. Fixing J = 1 in
(9.34) and using this to eliminate v from the systems (9.31) and (9.32)
which define the 2-cycle of the BT, yields the reduced system
Qp,t1·t2(u, u˜, u, u˜) = 0,
Qq,t1·t2(u, û, u, û) = 0.
(9.52)
But this is exactly the system that defines the 1-cycle of the BT:
u
t1·t2∼ u, (9.53)
where the Ba¨cklund parameter associated to this solution is the point
t1 · t2 ∈ Γ. So the solution found in this section as a 2-cycle of the BT is a
generalisation of the solution found in section 4.1 (as a 1-cycle of the BT)
because it reduces to that solution if we choose the initial data so that
J = 1.
Remark 2
In the limit t2 −→ t−11 we find that Γ∗ −→ Γ and p∗, q∗ −→ p±1, q±1. In
this sense the new curve and parameters are deformations of the original
curve and lattice parameters associated to the equation (9.9). In the same
limit the solution presented here goes to the non-germinating seed solution
(9.10).
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Remark 3
Given that the 2-cycle of the BT is defined by the relations u t1∼ v, u t2∼ v,
we can naturally construct a new solution u by superposition,
Qt1,t2(u, v, v, u) = 0, (9.54)
so that v t2∼ u and v t1∼ u, and hence u is another 2-cycle of the BT.
Clearly by iteration of this procedure we can construct a sequence of such
solutions. Note however that solutions related in this way are associated
with the same deformed curve Γ∗.
Remark 4
Let us restrict our attention to the mapping defined by (9.31) in the special
case that p = t1, that is we choose one lattice parameter of the equation
to coincide with one of the Ba¨cklund parameters. In this case the first
equation of (9.31) reduces to the trivial equation (u˜ − v)(v˜ − u) = 0.
Choosing the solution v = u˜ brings the second equation of (9.31) to
Qt1,t2(u, u˜, u˜, ˜˜u) = 0. (9.55)
This scalar second-order ordinary difference equation is the two-step pe-
riodic “staircase” reduction of Adler’s equation considered first by Joshi
et. al. [32]. Note that, apart from notational differences, the equation
(9.55) coincides with the superposition formula for 2-cycles of the BT,
(9.54). The first integral of the mapping defined by (9.31) given in (9.34)
is unchanged in the case p = t1 because it is independent of the parameter
p. This integral was first given for (9.55) in [32].
Now, it is of some interest to consider the solution of (9.55) in its own
right. The solution method of section 4 applied in this case leads to (9.41)
being simplified to the (single-valued) mapping u˜ = t∗ · u. The solution
itself can be written explicitly as
u(n) =
{
t∗(0)n/2 · t∗(1)n/2 · u(0), n even,
t∗(0)(n+1)/2 · t∗(1)(n−1)/2 · u(0), n odd.
(9.56)
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Note that the parameter t∗ that was defined originally in terms of (u(0), v(0))
is now defined in terms of (u(0), u(1)) because we have chosen v = u˜, so
that in particular, v(0) = u(1).
9.5 Conclusion
We have given three distinct solutions of Adler’s equation in Jacobi form.
The most elementary is the 1-cycle of the BT. Interestingly the construc-
tion involves a deformation of the elliptic curve associated to the equation,
and in fact this kind of situation has a precedent in different area [39]. This
deformation is characterised more precisely in chapter 10.
We also applied the BT to the 1-cycle solution to yield the one-soliton
solution, this was computed explicitly up to the integration of the ‘plane-
wave’ factor defined by compatible first-order homogeneous linear ordinary
difference equations. (We remark that Adler’s equation is distinguished
from its degenerate sub-cases (6.11) by this situation, in all those cases
the system which defines the plane-waves is additionally autonomous.)
In the third instance we constructed solutions which arise as a 2-cycle
of the BT, which were shown to generalise the 1-cycle solution. Like the
1-cycle, the 2-cycle of the BT is in terms of a deformation of the elliptic
curve associated with the equation itself. The new features in this case are
that the deformation of the curve depends on the choice of initial data,
and the shifts on the deformed curve are themselves non-autonomous (in
fact they oscillate with period 2).
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Chapter 10
Perspectives
10.1 N-Cycles of the Ba¨cklund transformation
A theme which has emerged in both parts of the thesis is the notion
of N-Cycles of the BT. This is an idea originally due to Weiss [81] and
which he connected, in the continuous case, to finite-gap solitons. The
connection between periodic solitons on the lattice and N-Cycles of the
BT is manifest because the N-Cycle just arises as a periodic reduction
of the higher-dimensional lattice. In this situation the integrability of
the reduced system is also clear because the equations defining it are
overdetermined (lattice equation on a cube for reductins of SKP 5, and
commuting biquadratic correspondences for Adler’s equation in Chapter
9). The obvious open question here, which is to the author’s knowledge
unanswered, is the discrete analog of the original construction due to
Krichever-Novikov [37, 38] of finite-gap solutions of the KP equation. I.e.
by what means does Adler’s equation arise from a reduction of a lattice
KP type system?
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10.2 Connecting Parts I and II
It is the impression of the author that Adler’s equation is a very natural
object associated to a family of commuting biquadratic correspondences.
Superfical similarities with the ideas presented in part I of the thesis con-
neting the Mo¨bius group naturally with the lattice Schwarzian KdV equa-
tion. It therefore seems natural to ask what kind of lattice systems emerge
naturally if we study the set of biquadratic correspondences.
We finish this section, and hence the thesis, with a further considera-
tion of the biquadratic correspondence, drawing analogies where possible
with the Mo¨bius group, in particular the facts of chapter 2. Of course
technically the biquadratics are much more difficult to study, in particu-
lar they do not form a group (although the family with shared discriminant
constitute a 2-group [16]).
10.3 The generic non-degenerate symmetric bi-
quadratic
In chapter 6, section 9.1, we constructed a family of biquadratics h with
common discriminant R(u) = 1 − (k + 1/k)u2 + u4. If we had supposed
that h(
√
k, p) = 0 rather than h(0, p) = 0 (6.5) then we would have found
(up to an overall scaling) that
h(u, u˜) =
1
2
√
k
(p2+u2+u˜2+p2u2u˜2)−
√
k
2
(1+p2u2+u2u˜2+u˜2p2)+(k−1
k
)puu˜.
(10.1)
which is just a re-parametrisation of the same set of biquadratics. Note
that a direct calculation confirms that in fact ∆[h(u, u˜), u˜] = R(u)R(p).
The biquadratic (10.1) is symmetric in u and u˜ by construction, but the
symmetry also in the parameter p might not have been expected. We refer
to (10.1) as a symmetric triquadratic.
In this chapter we consider the symmetric triquadratic associated with
discriminant R(u) = (u− e)(u− a)(u− b)(u− c) where we suppose e, a, b
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and c are distinct, we will refer to these as branch points. Our aim is to
give a characterisation of the deformation introduced in the construction
of the seed solution for Adler’s equation (section 9.2). This character-
isation only emerges when we move away from a particular curve (like
the Jacobi or Weierstrass forms) to this more parameter-rich but equiva-
lent (by Mo¨bius conjugation) case. However, along the way we will draw
analogies between dynamical aspects of the biquadratic correspondence
and the Mo¨bius group. This is natural becuase the parametrisation of
the biquadratic considered here is similar in spirit to the parametrisation
of Mo¨bius transformations based on fixed-points described in chapter 3
theorem 3. In fact a direct association can be made between M and the
set of biquadratics which have discriminant R that is a quadratic squared,
so the biquadratic correspondence is of the form
(m(u)− u˜)(m(u˜)− u) = 0. (10.2)
for some m ∈ M. The roots of R in this case are the fixed-points of m, of
which there are at most two.
Construction
The triquadratic, associated to the four distinct branch points {e, a, b, c},
can be obtained in the following way. Start with the expression
G =
r1(y)r2(e)− r2(y)r1(e)
2(y − e) (10.3)
where for compactness we have introduced the polynomials
r1(y) = (y − u)(y − v)(y − w),
r2(y) = (y − a)(y − b)(y − c).
(10.4)
G is actually a polynomial of degree two in y (and symmetric in y and
e). The triquadratic under consideration may be defined in terms of the
discriminant of G with respect to y, specifically we define
H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c) :=
1
r2(e)
∆[G, y]. (10.5)
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This expression is clearly quadratic and symmetric in u, v, w. A direct
calculation confirms that
∆[H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c), v] = R(u)R(w), (10.6)
where R is the polynomial
R(u) = (u− e)(u− a)(u− b)(u− c). (10.7)
For fixed {e, a, b, c} the equation
H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c) = 0 (10.8)
defines w as a (generally two-valued) function of u and v. This can be
interpreted as a product which turns Ĉ into an abelian two-group (cf. [16]).
The commutativity of the product is clear from the u ↔ v symmetry.
The associativity is non-trivial but can be verified, it is equivalent to the
commutativity property described below.
One interesting observation about H (which we do not exploit here)
is the remarkable symmetry,
H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c) = 0 ⇔ H(a, b, c; e, u, v, w) = 0, (10.9)
which is apparent from a consideration of our construction.
We also observe that for any Mo¨bius transformation m ∈ M,
H(m(u),m(v),m(w);m(e),m(a),m(b),m(c)) = 0
⇔ H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c) = 0. (10.10)
I.e., the triquadratic is naturally Mo¨bius invariant. Mo¨bius changes of
variables preserve the form of the biquadratic correspondence, this Mo¨bius
invariance just reflects the fact that our co-ordinates are homogeneous.
Behaviour at the branch-points
Let us for the moment view the triquadratic correspondence (10.8) as a
family of biquadratic correspondences parametrized by the variable w. As
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such, the biquadratics associated to the particular choice of w ∈ {e, a, b, c}
are special. In fact the vanishing of the discriminant (10.6) means that
for these values of w, (10.8) defines a one-to-one correspondence between
u and v, in other words u and v are related by a Mo¨bius transformation.
It is straightforward to calculate which Mo¨bius transformations these
are, they can be written in terms of just two, i, j ∈ M,
w = e ⇒ v = u,
w = a ⇒ v = i(u),
w = b ⇒ v = j(u),
w = c ⇒ v = i(j(u)),
(10.11)
where i and j are the unique (cf. theorem 6 page 25) commuting Mo¨bius
involutions for which
i(e) = a, i(b) = c,
j(e) = b, j(a) = c.
(10.12)
I.e., they correspond to kleinian permutations of the points {e, a, b, c}. It
is clear that 〈i, j〉 < S(e, a, b, c), this group is discussed further in appendix
A.2.
So, to each non-degenerate triquadratic we may associate a unique
group of Mo¨bius involutions 〈i, j〉. This associated group will be important
to us here.
The commutativity property
It can be verified that the composition u
p→ u˜, u˜ q→ ̂˜u defined by
H(u, u˜, p; e, a, b, c) = 0, H(u˜, ̂˜u, q; e, a, b, c) = 0, (10.13)
is equivalent to the composition u
q→ û, û p→ ˜̂u defined by
H(u, û, q; e, a, b, c) = 0, H(û, ˜̂u, p; e, a, b, c) = 0. (10.14)
By which we mean that the set of possible values of ˜̂u coincides with the
set of possible values of ̂˜u, this set containing at most four points.
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This fact in the case that q ∈ {e, a, b, c} (so that one of the mappings
is single-valued and in fact belongs to 〈i, j〉) can be stated as
H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c) = 0 ⇔ H(u,m(v),m(w); e, a, b, c) = 0, m ∈ 〈i, j〉.
(10.15)
In other words, it reveals symmetry of the associated biquadratic. If we
regard the (un-ordered) triplet {u, v, w} as a solution of (10.8), then clearly
{u, i(v), i(w)} is also a solution. One may ask how many other solutions
may be constructed by exploiting this symmetry. In fact the number is
sixteen as may be seen from table 10.1.
Triplet multiplicity
{u, v, w} 1
{u, i(v), i(w)} 3
{u, j(v), j(w)} 3
{u, i(j(v)), i(j(w))} 3
{i(u), j(v), i(j(w))} 6
Table 10.1: Counting the elements in the symmetry group
of the triquadratic equation, the multiplicity arises by per-
mutations of u, v, w. We observe that this group is abelian
and each element has order two.
The cyclic biquadratic
Let us now examine further the object we introduced for the construc-
tion of H, the polynomial G (10.3) which we now treat as a biquadratic
correspondence G = G(y, e). In fact this is a very particular biquadratic.
Specifically it can be shown that,
G(x, y) = 0, G(x, z) = 0, ⇒ (y − z)G(y, z) = 0. (10.16)
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The dynamics defined by iteration of such a correspondence are cyclic as
in the following diagram:
x //oo y //oo z //oo x //oo y //oo
In this way, the correspondence partitions Ĉ into distinct orbits, each
containing at most three points. Note that two such orbits are the sets
{u, v, w} and {a, b, c}. This construction, and the observation that a bi-
quadratic is fixed by its action on a set of five distinct points, demonstrates
there is a bijective correspondence from each cyclic biquadratic to a dis-
tinct pair of its orbits. Because of these facts it is natural to associate
such cyclic biquadratics to a generalisation of the Mo¨bius involution, cf.
section 2.3.
Deformation of triquadratics
For convenience in this section we will write
H(u, v, w) = H(u, v, w; e, a, b, c)
and also define a deformed triquadratic
H∗(u, v, w) = H(u, v, w; e∗, a∗, b∗, c∗) (10.17)
and a deformed polynomial
R∗(u) = (u− e∗)(u− a∗)(u− b∗)(u− c∗) (10.18)
where e∗ is a new parameter and a∗, b∗, c∗ are fixed by the relations
a∗ = i(e∗),
b∗ = j(e∗),
c∗ = i(j(e∗)),
(10.19)
where i, j are defined in 10.12. This is a deformation in the sense that
e∗ → e implies H∗ → H and r∗ → r. By construction, the set of all such
deformed triquadratics is exactly the set of triquadratics which share the
same associated Mo¨bius group 〈i, j〉.
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Now, to the deformation parameter e∗ we may associate a new param-
eter t, fixed uniquely by the equation
H(e∗, e∗, t) = 0, t 6= e. (10.20)
In fact t defined by (10.20) may be written explicitly as
t = e− 4R∗(e)
R′∗(e)
. (10.21)
At this point let us observe that
R∗(u) = γH(u, u, t) (10.22)
for some constant γ. This can be seen by observing that the RHS is a
polynomial of degree four which vanishes on e∗, and by (10.15) it also
vanishes on i(e∗), j(e∗) and i(j(e∗)). But by (10.19) these are just the
roots of R∗.
We claim that there exists a Mo¨bius transformation, m, such that
m(e∗) = t,
m(a∗) = a,
m(b∗) = b,
m(c∗) = c.
(10.23)
For the existence of m it is sufficient that the cross-ratio for these two sets
coincide
(t− a)(b− c)
(t− b)(a− c) =
(e∗ − a∗)(b∗ − c∗)
(e∗ − b∗)(a∗ − c∗) , (10.24)
and a calculation reveals this is true by virtue of (10.20).
This means that the deformed triquadratic is Mo¨bius conjugate to
a triquadratic with branch points {t, a, b, c}. Specifically, using (10.10)
together with (10.23) we see that
H∗(u, v, w) = 0 ⇔ H(m(u),m(v),m(w); t, a, b, c) = 0. (10.25)
The converse also holds as can be seen by applying the deformation
again to H∗ and choosing e∗∗ = e so that H∗∗ = H etc. Specifically, we
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may define a parameter t∗ by the relation
H∗(e, e, t∗) = 0, t∗ 6= e∗, (10.26)
which is equivalent to
t∗ = e∗ − 4 R(e∗)
R′(e∗)
. (10.27)
And according to our previous claim there exists a Mo¨bius transformation,
say m∗, such that
m∗(e) = t∗,
m∗(a) = a∗,
m∗(b) = b∗,
m∗(c) = c∗.
(10.28)
Of course comparing (10.28) and (10.23) we see that m∗ = m−1 (because
a Mo¨bius transformation is fixed uniquely by its action on a set of three
points). This means that the original triquadratic is Mo¨bius conjugate to
a triquadratic with branch points {t∗, a∗, b∗, c∗},
H(u, v, w) = 0 ⇔ H(m∗(u),m∗(v),m∗(w); t∗, a∗, b∗, c∗) = 0. (10.29)
Connection to the ‘seed’ biquadratic
Now we make a connection between the deformation defined in the previ-
ous section and the deformation which arose naturally in the construction
of the seed solution of Adler’s equation (section 9.2).
Given a non-degenerate family of biquadratics we may, by the con-
struction of section 6.1, construct an associated form of Adlers equation.
Then, by the construction in section 9.2 we can construct its seed solution
which is defined as the solution of a new commuting family of biquadratics
which are a parameter-deformation of the original family. If we construct a
form of Adlers equation starting from the family of biqudratics H(u, u˜, p),
the resulting seed solution (the 1-cycle of the BT with Ba¨cklund parame-
ter (t,
√
R(t))) for this form of Adlers equation is defined by commuting
biquadratics with shared discriminant equal to H(u, u, t) (up to a constant
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factor) as is shown by equation (9.16). Now, the family H∗(u, u˜, p) have
disciminant R∗, so from (10.22) we see that the seed solution is defined
by commuting biquadratics in the family H∗(u, u˜, p).
Thus we have characterised this ‘seed deformation’ in terms of the as-
sociated Kleinian Mo¨bius group 〈i, j〉 and shown that, keeping three of the
branch-points fixed by Mo¨bius conjugation, the fourth deforms and actu-
ally coincides with the natural deformation parameter t, the projection of
the Ba¨cklund parameter (t, T ) associated with the seed solution.
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Appendix A
The cross-ratio
Here we discuss some elementary properties of the cross-ratio, φ:
φ : Ĉ4 → Ĉ, φ(w, x, y, z) = (w − x)(y − z)
(w − y)(x− z) . (A.1)
We have already seen (2.4) that the cross-ratio of four points is preserved
by the action of any Mo¨bius transformation, i.e., given four distinct points
w, x, y, z ∈ Ĉ,
φ(m(w),m(x),m(y),m(z)) = φ(w, x, y, z) ∀ m ∈ M. (A.2)
We can reveal other properties of the cross-ratio by considering the fol-
lowing concrete example of theorem 1.
Consider three distinct points w, x, y ∈ Ĉ, by theorem 1 there exists a
unique m ∈ M for which
m(w) = 1,
m(x) = ∞,
m(y) = 0.
(A.3)
Now, it is clear from the definition (A.1) that φ(1,∞, 0, u) = u, so from
(A.2) we see that
m(z) = φ(w, x, y, z). (A.4)
Note that any m ∈ M can be written in the form (A.4) for some w, x and
y, these are just the points which m sends to 1,∞ and 0. In this way we
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can view the cross-ratio as a particular parameterization of the Mo¨bius
transformations,
M =
{
u 7→ φ(w, x, y, u) ∣∣ w, x, y ∈ Ĉ, w 6= x 6= y 6= w } . (A.5)
A.1 Discrete symmetries
Consider now two particular Mo¨bius transformations, f, g ∈ M, for which
f(0) = 1, g(1) = 1,
f(∞) = ∞, g(0) = ∞,
f(1) = 0, g(∞) = 0.
(A.6)
A calculation shows that f and g are just
f(u) = 1− u, g(u) = 1/u. (A.7)
It is clear from theorem 1 that the group of Mo¨bius transformations which
permute the set {1,∞, 0}, that is S(1,∞, 0), is isomorphic to the permu-
tation group of {1,∞, 0}. i.e., S3. In fact f and g constructed above
generate this group,
〈f, g〉 = S(1,∞, 0). (A.8)
Now, this group of Mo¨bius transformations turns out to be connected
to the discrete symmetries of the cross-ratio. Consider again the trans-
formation m defined by (A.3). A permutation of the points {w, x, y} in
(A.3) is equivalent to a permutation of {1,∞, 0}. This permutation can
also be achieved by a composition of m with an element of the group
(A.8). When this observation is applied to the equivalent definition of
m, (A.4), it reveals transformations of the cross-ratio. Writing for conve-
nience φ(w, x, y, z) = ϕ we find
φ(w, x, y, z) = e(ϕ) = ϕ,
φ(y, x, w, z) = f(ϕ) = 1− ϕ,
φ(w, y, x, z) = g(ϕ) = 1/ϕ,
φ(x, y, w, z) = f(g(ϕ)) = 1− 1/ϕ,
φ(y, w, x, z) = g(f(ϕ)) = 1/(1− ϕ),
φ(x,w, y, z) = f(g(f(ϕ))) = ϕ/(ϕ− 1).
(A.9)
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Our intention is that these now be taken at face-value as a table of discrete
symmetries of the cross-ratio, i.e., a permutation of the points results
in the listed point-transformation of their cross-ratio. As such this list
is incomplete. In fact the relations (A.9) can be complemented by the
following symmetries
φ(w, x, y, z) = ϕ,
φ(x,w, z, y) = ϕ,
φ(y, z, w, x) = ϕ,
φ(z, y, x, w) = ϕ,
(A.10)
which can be seen directly from the definition (A.1). The correspondence
defined by (A.9) and (A.10) between permutations of the arguments of
φ and Mo¨bius transformations in the group 〈f, g〉 is a surjective group
homomorphism. The permutations listed in (A.10) constitute its kernel,
which is the Klein 4-group. In fact every permutation of the arguments
of φ can be expressed as the composition of unique pair of permutations,
one from (A.9) and the other from (A.10). This is the sense in which the
list of transformations given here is complete.
A.2 The stabilizer of four points
In the main text, chapter 4, we have given a fairly comprehensive descrip-
tion of the stabilizer in M of a set of one and two points. In section A.1
we have noted that the stabilizer in M of a set of three points, S(w, x, y),
is isomorphic to S3, a fact which is obvious from theorem 1. Now, it turns
out that the discrete symmetries of the cross-ratio (section A.1) provide
the exact tool necessary to describe the stabilizer in M of a set of four
distinct points in Ĉ, i.e., the group S(w, x, y, z).
Given two sets of distinct points {w, x, y, z} and {w˜, x˜, y˜, z˜} we know
by theorem 1 that there exists m ∈ M that sends one set to the other if
and only if the cross-ratio of the points coincide for the two sets,
φ(w˜, x˜, y˜, z˜) = φ(w, x, y, z). (A.11)
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Here we are interested in the case where the second set of points is a
permutation of the first, i.e., when {w˜, x˜, y˜, z˜} = {w, x, y, z}.
The relations (A.10) reveal that, whatever the values of the points
{w, x, y, z}, to each Kleinian permutation of them there exists a Mo¨bius
transformation who’s action on these points is that permutation. In fact,
by theorem 6 we may construct unique involutions i, j ∈ M for which
i(w) = x, j(w) = y,
i(y) = z, j(x) = z.
(A.12)
It is clear that 〈i, j〉 < S(w, x, y, z) exhausts the Mo¨bius transformations
corresponding to the Kleinian permutations. There may be Mo¨bius trans-
formations in S(w, x, y, z) corresponding to permutations present in the
other list (A.9), however their existance puts a constraint on the value
taken by the cross-ratio φ(w, x, y, z) = ϕ. In general ϕ ∈ Ĉ \ {1,∞, 0}
(provided the points are distinct), we observe from (A.9) that
ϕ = 2 ⇔ ∃ h ∈ F(w, x) s.t. h(y) = z, h(z) = y,
ϕ = 1/2 ⇔ ∃ h ∈ F(w, y) s.t. h(x) = z, h(z) = x,
ϕ = −1 ⇔ ∃ h ∈ F(w, z) s.t. h(x) = y, h(y) = x,
ϕ+ 1/ϕ = 1 ⇔ ∃ h ∈ S(w) s.t. h(x) = y, h(y) = z, h(z) = x.
(A.13)
Given that these conditions on ϕ mutually exclude each other, we have in
general that
S(w, x, y, z) = 〈i, j, h〉, (A.14)
where if ϕ satisfies one of the conditions (A.13) then h is the corresponding
Mo¨bius transformation and otherwise we take h = e.
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Appendix B
The trivial Toeplitz
extension
Given an equation which is consistent around the cube (for simplicity we
consider only scalar equations here), we outline a method for the construc-
tion of a higher rank system which is a trivial extension of the underlying
equation and is also consistent around the cube. It turns out to be quite
revealing to consider the interaction between this construction and the
continuum limit.
B.1 The construction
This construction starts from a scalar lattice equation which we trivially
extend to a diagonal rank-N system
Q(un, u˜n, ûn, ̂˜un) = 0, n = 1 . . . N, (B.1)
where un = un(l,m), u˜n = un(l + 1,m), ûn = un(l,m + 1) etc. for
n = 1 . . . N are N dependent variables which depend on l,m ∈ Z and Q
is a polynomial of degree one with coefficients which do not depend on l
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and m (i.e., the system is autonomous). If we define the operator T
T (un) = un+1, n = 1 . . . N − 1,
T (uN ) = u1.
(B.2)
and apply the transformation
un(l,m)→ T l+m(un(l,m)), n = 1 . . . N, (B.3)
to (B.1), we construct a new system which is no longer diagonal, but which
is still autonomous
Q(un, T (u˜n), T (ûn), T 2(̂˜un)) = 0, n = 1 . . . N. (B.4)
This new system is trivial in the sense that application of the transfor-
mation inverse to (B.3) diagonalizes it. However it is clear that if the
equation defined by Q were multidimensionally consistent, then the ex-
tended system (B.4) would be too. Note that this extended system is
invariant under the transformation un → T (un), we refer to such systems
as Toeplitz.
Consider, for example, the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation
p(u− û)(u˜− ̂˜u) = q(u− u˜)(û− ̂˜u) (B.5)
extended to rank 2. The resulting rank-2 system is simply
p(u1 − û2)(u˜2 − ̂˜u1) = q(u1 − u˜2)(û2 − ̂˜u1),
p(u2 − û1)(u˜1 − ̂˜u2) = q(u2 − u˜1)(û1 − ̂˜u2), (B.6)
which is also multidimensionally consistent. The main point we want to
make here is that in the exploration of rank-2 multidimensionally con-
sistent equations, these trivial extensions of known scalar equations will
emerge.
If we eliminate all but one of the variables in (B.4), i.e., write it as
a scalar equation on a larger stencil, the result will not depend on the
particular variable we choose because the system is Toeplitz. Moreover
this higher order equation will be compatible with the underlying equation,
Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0, (B.7)
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which is to say that any solution of (B.7) will also a solution of its higher
order scalar counterpart. In the case of example (B.6) the elimination of
one variable leads to the associated scalar equation
u2 2u 1˜̂uû˜ ˜̂u+ û˜ 1̂u˜̂˜u ̂u˜+ ̂˜u 1
= 0, (B.8)
which it can be verified is compatible with (B.5). Actually, in general
this is the same higher-order equation as would result from elimination of
u˜, û, u˜ and ̂u between the equations
Q(̂u˜,̂u, u˜, u) = 0, Q(̂u, ̂˜u, u, u˜) = 0,
Q(u˜, u, û˜, û) = 0, Q(u, u˜, û, ̂˜u) = 0.
(B.9)
B.2 The continuum limit
Now, the continuum limit which takes (B.5) to the Schwarzian KdV equa-
tion can be achieved most straightforwardly by introducing the following
operator,
Cp = e
√
2p(∂x+
p
6
∂y). (B.10)
Supposing that u depends on continuous variables x and y, u = u(x, y),
and that u˜ = Cpu, û = Cqu etc., then in the limit (p, q) −→ (0, 0) the
lattice equation (B.5) goes to
uy − uxxx + 32
u2xx
ux
= 0, (B.11)
which is the Schwarzian KdV equation. Writing also that u˜ = C−1p u etc.,
we may calculate the continuum limit of the higher order equation (B.8),
we find the continuous equation(
uy
ux
− uxxx
ux
+
3
2
u2xx
u2x
)
x
= 0, (B.12)
i.e., just the x derivative of (B.11) after dividing it by ux. This picture
for the PDEs (B.11) and (B.12) is analogous to the relationship between
the lattice equation (B.5) and its higher order scalar counterpart (B.8).
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B.3 Adler’s equation
A similar story is true for the other lattice equations in the list (6.11) and
their continuous counterparts. In the most general case, that is for Adler’s
equation, the associated second-order scalar equation may be written in
the form
ξ + u2 − (1 + u2ξ)r2 + 2uηR = 0, (B.13)
where we have introduced the new variables
ξ =
̂˜ûu˜˜̂u+ ̂˜ûu˜û˜− ̂˜u˜̂uû˜− ̂u˜˜̂uû˜̂˜u+ ̂u˜− ˜̂u− û˜
, η =
̂˜ûu˜− ˜̂uû˜̂˜u+ ̂u˜− ˜̂u− û˜
, (B.14)
and (r,R) = r is related to (p, P ) = p and (q,Q) = q, the lattice parame-
ters of Adler’s equation in Jacobi form (6.8) which lie on the Jacobi elliptic
curve as described in section 9.1 by the relation (r,R) = r = p · q−1. The
continuous equation associated to (B.13) is simply(
uy
ux
− uxxx
ux
+
3
2u2x
(
u2xx − u4 − 1 +
(
k +
1
k
)
u2
))
x
= 0, (B.15)
just the derivative of the KN equation (6.1). which is basically the same
situation as we found in the case of the Schwarzian KdV in the previ-
ous section. The remarkable similarity between (B.13) and the Jacobi
biquadratic (6.6) does not (yet) have an obvious explanation.
B.4 Conclusion
The higher order compatible discrete equations described here exist for any
lattice equation, regardless of whether it is integrable. This is analogous
to the observation that any PDE can be differentiated to yield a higher
order compatible PDE. Both of these notions are trivial extensions of an
underlying equation, what we have demonstrated here is that the trivial
extension commutes with the continuum limit for the known integrable
examples.
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Appendix C
A reduction of the
Hirota-Miwa equation
Here we will give a new connection between what we refer to as the Hirota-
Miwa [30, 47] equation
û˜u = ûu˜− u˜û (C.1)
(a.k.a the discrete KP equation [62]) and a hierarchy of quadrilateral equa-
tions, the lowest members of which are the lattice modified KdV and
Boussinesq equations. We also construct a BT connecting this hierarchy
to another one, this time with the lattice Schwarzian KdV and Boussinesq
equations as the lowest two members.
C.1 An integrable deformation of the Hirota-Miwa
equation
Our interest will actually be in an equation related by a gauge trans-
formation to (C.1), this gauge transformation singles out one particular
direction on the lattice. Specifically, if we set u(l,m, n)→ plnqmnu(l,m, n)
in (C.1), then the resulting equation is simply
û˜u = pûu˜− qu˜û. (C.2)
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This singling out of one direction means we should be quite explicit now
about the notion of integrability for (C.2), but it is basically inherited
from the multidimensional consistency of (C.1). What we will focus on is
the notion of BT for (C.2), to which end we write the following system of
equations in two variables u = u(l,m, n) and v = v(l,m, n)
uv˜ = pu˜v − ru˜v,
uv̂ = qûv − rûv.
(C.3)
which, it can be verified, constitutes an auto-BT for (C.2). Now, there
is a subtlety because this is a BT in the weak sense. Specifically, (C.3)
actually constitutes an auto-BT, in the strong sense, for the equation
pûu˜− qu˜û
û˜u =
[
pûu˜− qu˜û
û˜u
]−
(C.4)
(this equation, not (C.2), arises as the compatibility condition) and clearly
solutions of (C.2) form a subset of the solutions to this equation. It is this
subtlety which we will exploit here, in that our interest now lies in the
more general equation (C.4). This equation is clearly not covariant due to
the singled-out lattice direction, it lies on a 10 point stencil on the three
dimensional lattice.
C.2 Reduction to a modified hierarchy
We will consider a simple reduction of the equation (C.4) which brings it
to a quadrilateral lattice system of N equations in N variables for N ∈ N,
i.e., a system of rank N . We suppose (C.4) holds, but simultaneously
that u(l,m, n) = u(l,m, n+N + 1) and that u(l,m, 0) = 1. Note that we
mean for both of these conditions to hold everywhere, so that in particular
u(l,m, k(N + 1)) = 1 for any integer k. In the case N = 1 the equation
for u = u(l,m, 1) is readily found to be
p(uû− u˜̂˜u) = q(uu˜− û̂˜u). (C.5)
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This is the lattice modified KdV equation given originally in ???. In the
case N = 2 the rank-2 system for (u1, u2) = (u(l,m, 1), u(l,m, 2)) is
p(u1û1u˜2 − u2u˜1̂˜u1) = q(u1u˜1û2 − u2û1̂˜u1),
p(u2û2̂˜u1 − û1u˜2̂˜u2) = q(u2u˜2̂˜u1 − u˜1û2̂˜u2), (C.6)
which is the lattice modified Boussinesq equation which was given origi-
nally as a second order scalar equation in [53], the rank-2 version (C.6)
is attributable to Nijhoff in [60]. In fact a rearrangement reveals that, in
the general case, the system for u1 . . . uN may be written in the form
p
[
un+1ûn−1
unûn
− u˜n+1
̂˜un−1
u˜n̂˜un
]
= q
[
un+1u˜n−1
unu˜n
− ûn+1
̂˜un−1
ûn̂˜un
]
, (C.7)
for n = 1 . . . N with the convention that u0 = uN+1 = 1. This system
is multidimensionally consistent in the usual sense. We also observe that
the transformation
(u1, u2 . . . uN−1, uN )→ (u2/u1, u3/u1 . . . uN/u1, 1/u1) (C.8)
leaves (C.7) unchanged, which is basically a result of the almost cyclic
boundary condition we imposed on (C.4). This symmetry generates a
cyclic group which gives us the possibility to construct related multidi-
mensionally consistent equations by the use of a gauge transformation.
C.3 Connection to a Schwarzian hierarchy
Now, the lattice modified KdV equation (C.5) is related to the lattice
Schwarzian KdV equation written in the form
p2(v − v˜)(v̂ − ̂˜v) = q2(v − v̂)(v˜ − ̂˜v), (C.9)
by the Ba¨cklund transformation
v˜ − v = 1
p
uu˜, v̂ − v = 1
q
uû. (C.10)
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This BT was given originally in [59]. Here we generalise this BT to the
following system,
v˜n − vn = 1
p
un+1u˜n−1
unu˜n
, v̂n − vn = 1
q
un+1ûn−1
unûn
, (C.11)
where n = 1 . . . N and again we adopt the convention that u0 = uN+1 = 1.
It can be seen immediately that (C.11) is compatible in v provided u
satisfies (C.7). And it does not take long to verify that (C.11) is compatible
in u provided v satisfies the system
v̂n+1 − vn+1
v˜n+1 − vn+1 =
̂˜vn − v˜n̂˜vn − v̂n , n = 1 . . . N − 1,
pN+1
qN+1
∏
n=1...N
v˜n − vn
v̂n − vn =
̂˜vN − v˜N̂˜vN − v̂N .
(C.12)
In fact (C.11) constitutes a BT between (C.7) and (C.12). Note that
as a result we can be sure that the new system (C.12), like (C.7), is
multidimensionally consistent. In the case N = 1 (C.12) reduces to (C.9),
and in the case N = 2 (C.12) can be written as
p3(v2 − v˜2)(v̂2 − ̂˜v2)(v1 − v˜1) = q3(v2 − v̂2)(v˜2 − ̂˜v2)(v1 − v̂1),
p3(v1 − v˜1)(v̂1 − ̂˜v1)(v̂2 − ̂˜v2) = q3(v1 − v̂1)(v˜1 − ̂˜v1)(v˜2 − ̂˜v2). (C.13)
The equation (C.13) is a rank-2 (i.e., 2-variable) version of the lattice
Schwarzian Boussinesq equation which was given originally as a second
order scalar equation in [56] (a second-order scalar equation can be recov-
ered from (C.6) or (C.13) by elimination of one of the variables from the
two-component system, by second order here we mean a lattice equation
on a square nine point stencil).
C.4 Conclusion
We have established a method by which the lattice modified KdV and
Boussinesq equations can be found as reductions of an integrable defor-
mation of the Hirota-Miwa equation. The construction naturally yields a
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generalisation of a known BT between the lattice modified and Schwarzian
KdV equations. As a result we are able to find a more convenient rank-2
version of the lattice Schwarzian Boussinesq equation.
The reduction we apply to the Hirota-Miwa equation is reminiscent of
the notion introduced in the main text because shifts on the lattice are
related to BTs. So, a periodic reduction is similar to an N-cycle of the
BT. However, the actual reduction here is more contrived in that it is not
purely cyclic.
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Appendix D
3-Cycles of the BT for the
lattice Schwarzian and
modified KdV equations
It turns out that the lattice Schwarzian KdV equation has only the con-
stant solution as a 1-cycle of its BT, and that this solution does not
germinate. (In order to find a germinating seed for this equation we can
consider the 1-cycle of a new BT formed by the composition of the natu-
ral BT and a point-symmetry.) Similarly the 2-cycle does not produce a
germinating seed. However the 3-cycle does define non-trivial solutions of
this equation.
In this note we solve the rank-3 nonlinear mappings associated with
3-cycles of the BT for the lattice SKdV and modified KdV equations (the
situation is similar for the lattice modified KdV equation which is given be-
low, it is gauge-related to H30 from the list (6.11)). The solution method
relies on a special (associativity) property which is not a consequence of
cubic consistency, for example it is not shared by other equations in the
list (6.11).
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D.1 The defining system
To find the 3-cycles of the BT for an arbitrary lattice equation defined by
the polynomial Q we need to solve the rank-3 system
Qp,t0(u0, u˜0, u1, u˜1) = 0,
Qp,t1(u1, u˜1, u2, u˜2) = 0, (D.1)
Qp,t2(u2, u˜2, u0, u˜0) = 0.
For convenience we denote this system by the equation
Sp(u, u˜) = 0 (D.2)
where u = (u0, u1, u2) and 0 is to be interpreted as a 3-vector. We view
the system (D.2) as a mapping u
p7→ u˜, as such it is two-valued, which is
to say fixing u and p, (D.2) has two solutions u˜, this being a consequence
of the multilinearity of Q.
It is the coupling of (D.2) with its counterpart, the mapping u
q7→ û
defined by the system
Sq(u, û) = 0 (D.3)
which yields the full solution of Q on the (p, q) lattice. Here we will
assume (D.2) and (D.3) commute (there are no known counter-examples),
and thus
Qpq(ui, u˜i, ûi, ̂˜ui) = 0, i ∈ {0, 1, 2}
as a result of (strong) cubic consistency.
We will consider the system S defined here in the case of Q being the
lattice Schwarzian and modified KdV equations.
D.2 The lattice Schwarzian KdV equation
The lattice SKdV equation,
Qp,q(z, z˜, ẑ, ̂˜z) = p(z − z˜)(ẑ − ̂˜z)− q(z − ẑ)(z˜ − ̂˜z),
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yields S with the following special property. The composition of two
mappings, i.e. the mapping u 7→ ̂˜u defined by the equations
Sp(u, u˜) = 0, Sq(u˜, ̂˜u) = 0, (D.4)
is also of the same form, which is to say
Sr(u, ̂˜u) = 0 (D.5)
for some r. In fact it can be verified that p, q and r are related by the
symmetric triquadratic equation
χ(p, q, r) = p2 + q2 + r2 − 2(pq + qr + rp)− cpqr = 0 (D.6)
where the constant c is defined by the equation χ(t0, t1, t2) = 0.
It follows that the dynamics defined by the rank-3 system S reduce
to dynamics defined by χ. Specifically, the solution u(n) of (D.2) can be
defined by the equation
Spi(n)(u(0), u(n)) = 0
where it remains to find pi satisfying
pi(1) = p, χ(pi, pi, p) = 0. (D.7)
The curve associated to χ is found by computing the discriminant,
∆[χ(p, q, r), r] = (4 + cp)p (4 + cq)q.
Furthermore the 2-valued product defined by χ has (strong) identity at 0,
i.e.,
χ(p, e, p) = 0 ∀p ⇒ e = 0,
and we observe that p is also its own (strong) inverse. This motivates our
definition of the uniformizing transformation f ,
(f ′)2 = (4/c+ f)f, f(0) = 0 =⇒ f(α) = 2
c
(cosh(α)− 1) ,
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whereby
χ ( f(α), f(β), f(α± β) ) = 0 ∀ α, β,
bringing the 2-valued product defined by χ to addition. The (canonical)
solution of (D.7) can then be written as
pi(n) = f(nα)
where α is defined by the equation f(α) = p.
For completeness we give two functions of u conserved by S,
ξ =
t0
u0 − u1 +
t1
u1 − u2 +
t2
u2 − u0 ,
η =
t0u0u1
u0 − u1 +
t1u1u2
u1 − u2 +
t2u2u0
u2 − u0 .
That is if Sp(u, u˜) = 0, then ξ˜ = ξ and η˜ = η, note that neither function
depends on the parameter p.
ξ can be found by writing the equations of S in three-leg form (which
importantly is rational for this equation), η follows from ξ by the trans-
formation (u0, u1, u2) 7→ (1/u0, 1/u1, 1/u2) under which S is invariant.
D.3 The lattice modified KdV equation
The lattice mKdV equation
Qp,q(v, v˜, v̂, ̂˜v) = p(vv˜ − v̂̂˜v)− q(vv̂ − v˜̂˜v)
yields S with a similar associativity property, however the property is
slightly weaker which seems to have its origin in the fact that this equation
does not have D4 symmetry. It is necessary to write (D.1) as a single-
valued mapping in order arrive to an explicit form for its general solution,
this also naturally introduces the curve.
It is a straightforward but tedious calculation to write (D.1) as a single-
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valued mapping, we find that
u˜0 =
(t0t1u0/u2 + t1t2u1/u0 + t2t0u1/u2 − ξ/2) p+ t0t1t2P
(t1u0/u1u2 + t0/u1 + t2/u2) p2 + t0t1t2/u0
,
u˜1 =
(t1t2u1/u0 + t2t0u2/u1 + t0t1u2/u0 − ξ/2) p+ t0t1t2P
(t2u1/u2u0 + t1/u2 + t0/u0) p2 + t0t1t2/u1
,
u˜2 =
(t2t0u2/u1 + t0t1u0/u2 + t1t2u0/u1 − ξ/2) p+ t0t1t2P
(t0u2/u0u1 + t2/u0 + t1/u1) p2 + t0t1t2/u2
where P 2 = R(p),
R(p) = ap4 + bp2 + 1,
a =
ξ
t20t
2
1t
2
2
+
1
t20t
2
1
+
1
t21t
2
2
+
1
t22t
2
0
, b =
ξ2
4t20t
2
1t
2
2
− 1
t20
− 1
t21
− 1
t22
and
ξ =
(
u0
u1
+
u1
u0
)
t1t2 +
(
u1
u2
+
u2
u1
)
t2t0 +
(
u2
u0
+
u0
u2
)
t0t1,
it can be verified that ξ is conserved by S. For convenience we will write
this single-valued mapping as σ, i.e.,
u˜ = σp(u) (D.8)
where p = (p, P ) denotes the parameter which we now consider to be a
point on the curve defined by R. The effect of taking P → −P is to flip
between the two images of u under S.
Now, the associativity property can be stated as follows. There exists
r such that
σq(σp(u)) = σr(u),
in fact a direct calculation confirms that
r = (r,R) =
(
pQ+ qP
1− ap2q2 ,
Pp(aq4 − 1)−Qq(ap4 − 1)
(1− ap2q2)(qP − pQ)
)
.
This is just the rational representation of the group operation on the curve
defined by R with identity at the point (0, 1). It follows directly that the
solution of (D.8) is given by
u(n) = σpn(u(0)).
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We can find the uniformizing transformation
(f ′)2 = R(f), f(0) = 0 =⇒ f(α) = a 14k 12 sn(α, k)
where sn is the Jacobi elliptic function with modulus k which can be
chosen as any solution of the equation
k +
1
k
=
−b
a
1
2
.
Defining α by the equation f(α) = p we have that
pn =
(
f(nα), f ′(nα)
)
i.e., we can write the (canonical) period 2 BT orbit solution of the lattice
mKdV in totally explicit form.
At a glance it seems more natural to give a 2-valued description here
as we did for the SKdV equation, however this fails, and we are now in
a position to explain the reason for this failure. Fixing u, p and q and
writing
Sp(u, u˜) = 0, Sq(u˜, ̂˜u) = 0, (D.9)
defines four values of ̂˜u which are given exactly as
̂˜u = σr(u), r ∈ {p · q, p−1 · q−1, p · q−1 · s2, p−1 · q · s2} = ρ,
where s = (
√
k, 0) so that p−1 · s2 = (p,−P ). On the other hand r =
(r,R) ∈ ρ =⇒ r−1 · s2 = (r,−R) 6∈ ρ, so for any (r,R) ∈ ρ only one of
the two values of ̂˜u defined by
Sr(u, ̂˜u) = 0
are in the set defined by the composition (D.9).
For completeness we also mention the other conserved quantity
η = u0u1t0 + u1u2t1 + u2u0t2.
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